heavenly floor!

Yes, it's another out-of-this-world styling in Azrock vinyl asbestos tile.* They call it Pebbled-Onyx.

Why?

Because it has texture you can see and feel. Made with fine chips of actual marble encased in translucent vinyl.

Easy to care for?

A breeze — the pattern helps conceal heel and scuff marks and when you learn how little this Azrock floor costs, you'll be in seventh heaven! Just fly in to your Azrock dealer.

Do you think there's one near our cloud?

Let's look in the yellow pages.

an exclusive floor by AZROCK®

For samples, write to Azrock Floor Products, Box 531, San Antonio, Texas 78206

*Also known as Vina-Lux.
Every inch of me loves every dash of you.
You silken my skin. You exhilarate me.
Your fragrance never lets me go,

Friction pour le Bain, $2.00 to $5.00

Jean Nate

after my bath all I need is you

Bath Powder, $2.50  Bath Bubbles, $2.00  Savon pour le Bain, $2.50  Bath Oil, $5.00, plus tax. ©Jean Nate, Inc. 1964
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On the cover: A Day-In-June room that began its career as a plain old-fashioned porch—screened-in, slate-floored, but so bleakly unwarranted it was hesitant to mount to lost space. Today, it is the gayest room in the house and in constant living-dining use twelve months of the year—wonderful proof that no space is ever really lost. The transformation was effected in two broad strokes, one for practicality, one for visual pleasure. Baseboard heating and two glass walls in lieu of the old screening made the room comfortable the year round; a lavish use of fabric for a tent ceiling and two walls of Roman shades gave it the delightful airy air of a pavilion brought from Xanadu to Westchester County. Designed by Audre Filer, the tent room belongs to the series of provocative Ideas (they start on page 92) for spending a felicitous summer at home instead of the usual going away. 
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“I wonder if Mr. Fieldcrest is married?”

Married or not, Mr. Fieldcrest has a flair for knowing what pleases a woman. You, too, will love him for dreaming up so many wonderful colors for fabulous Royal Velvet towels, matching shower curtains and bath rugs. Bath towel blissfully priced at about $4.
Towle Introduces
EL GRANDEE

IN THE TRADITION of over two centuries of fine craftsmanship, Towle creates El Grande—a pattern of graceful intricacy and serene dignity. And, like its predecessors, an example of great design in sterling. Its openwork scrolls and re-echoed arcs capture the grandeur of the great era of Spanish baroque, its perfect grace will make it a thing of constant beauty on every occasion.

Choose El Grande for its beauty. Choose El Grande for its intrinsic practicality—because it is solid silver it will be beautiful for a longer time than any other thing you will choose for your home. Choose El Grande because it is famous Towle Sterling—a mark of graciousness in your home, created by the oldest, and the proudest, silversmithing tradition in America.
A dramatic new idea in vinyl floors: Montina Corlon, by Armstrong

Montina Corlon is unique. It’s made of stone-like chips of vinyl set in a deep translucent vinyl base.

Each chip is veined with rich, natural colors.

Montina Corlon has unusual texture. It looks pebbly, feels nubbly. It makes an almost seamless floor (comes in long, wide rolls).

Montina Corlon is one of the famous Armstrong Vinyl Floors.

It can be used anywhere in the home—even in most downstairs playrooms, directly over concrete.

SEND FOR A FREE SAMPLE of Montina Corlon and a folder of its fashionable, decorator colors. Write to Armstrong, 6406 Maple Ave., Lancaster, Pa. In Canada, Dept. 64-K, Box 919, Montreal, P.Q.
why plan on wall space you can’t use?

use it!
With PPG Glide-A-Mirror® Wardrobe Doors

Ordinary closet doors just stand there, taking up wall space. But homeowners with a taste for luxury choose PPG Glide-A-Mirror® Wardrobe Doors. They work reflective wonders in any room—convert plain-jane closet doors to vast grooming mirrors. Add depth, double the brightness, and reflect the elegant decor of the room itself.

A gentle push and these glistening mirrors glide smoothly, quietly on their overhead tracks. PPG High-Fidelity® Plate Glass Mirrors—the very finest—securely mounted in hand-

some aluminum frames, backed by sturdy hardboard. You have your choice of a variety of frame finishes. And these doors can never warp, are simple to install and will remain trouble-free.

PPG Glide-A-Mirror Wardrobe Doors—double-duty beauty at a price you’ll like. Add them to your new home or remodeling plans. You can get them through building supply dealers, independent distributors, or at PPG branches anywhere. Your architect or builder can order them for you.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

PPG makes the glass that makes the difference
When the "In" group moves out...

Terrace Furniture by Samsonite

this smart set follows right along! Samsonite's versatile terrace sets are as at home in the garden as in the playroom. And because they're covered with General Tire's sturdy Boltaflex, those flowers that bloom in the spring stay fresh cut looking indoors or out with just the wisk of a damp cloth. Long after the last rose of summer has faded, your Boltaflex bouquets will be blooming merrily in your playroom or den.

Vinetelle, Boltaflex and Polyfoam are registered trademarks of the General Tire & Rubber Company.
Every good refrigerator does away with defrosting.

Need more ice? An IceMagic automatic ice maker gives it to you! It replaces every ice cube you use, automatically. No more ice cube trays to fill, spill or wrestle with. (Even the water is supplied automatically.) Just reach into the bin; take the ice you need. It holds over 100 cubes, ready to use.

And, only RCA WHIRLPOOL refrigerators have Carousel Shelves that swing out and turn around; Jet-Cold shelf and mechanical chest for quick-chilling. One more thing: you never have to defrost because frost never forms in the refrigerator or freezer.

Sound good? Look it over in person; and look at some of the other very good appliances shown above:
only a very good refrigerator has an IceMagic® ice maker!

the RCA WHIRLPOOL built-in double oven and range surface unit... for gourmet cooking every time, any place you'd like to build it in! Gas or electric models available!

the RCA WHIRLPOOL undercounter dishwasher with two full size revolving spray arms washes up to 16 table settings thoroughly with constantly filtered jetstreams of water hotter than hands can stand;

the RCA WHIRLPOOL custom air conditioner with exclusive "Comfort-Guard™" control provides more uniform cooling, helps room temperature stay comfortable;

the RCA WHIRLPOOL Space Saver chest freezer with thin wall construction that holds 17.8 cu. ft. of food in the same floor space as older 9 cu. ft. models;

and, the RCA WHIRLPOOL 2 speed washer with new automatic Super Wash cycle for extra dirty work and play clothes. The matching RCA WHIRLPOOL 2 speed dryer lets you select drying speeds to fit drying needs!

One thing they all have: the quality and value you expect in very good appliances!
Antiques

Questions & Answers
By Thomas H. Ormsbee

Put them all together and they spell BOSTON BOOKSTACKS!

A boon to collectors of good books and fine furniture! Each shelf is adjustable, each unit is movable. So your Boston Bookstacks go where you go and go anywhere you want them. In solid rock maple finished by hand in “No. 12 Ancestor.” From our famous Roger Conant Group, a prized collection of furniture with the handcrafted look of Early American. Send for illustrated folder of our Roger Conant Group or Modernmates...10¢ each.

CONANT BALL COMPANY, GARDNER 27, MASSACHUSETTS

ELKAY

I inherited several pieces of china with the sketched insignia. Where were they made and approximately when?
M. L. S.—Ferguson, Mo.

Your china was made at the porcelain factory of Erdmann Schlegelmich in Suhl, Germany around 1890-1910.

What can you tell me about this old chair?
I. K.—Warren, R. I.

This type of chair originated in Florence, Italy in the fifteenth century and was named for the reformer Savonarola. Such chairs went out of fashion for a long time, but were revived and sold to Americans touring Italy c. 1870-1890.

My husband's family has owned this secretary for several generations. I'd like to know its period and if it was made in this country.
G. M. J.—Macon, Ga.

You have an American Sheraton secretary made about 1810-1820 by a cabinet-maker of Salem, Mass., or vicinity. Many such pieces were shipped south.

Questions & Answers

Elkay Manufacturing Co. • Broadview 2, Illinois

Model ALR-3822

new concepts in stainless steel sinks

Ellsay Manufacturing Co. • Broadview 2, Illinois

COPPELAND PARIAN WARE BUST

This bust I recently acquired is titled Hop Queen. Can you trace it from these markings: Ceramic and Crystal Palace Art Union, Pub. January, 1873, Copeland, J. Durham, A. R. A.?

M. R.—Columbus, Ohio

The bust is Parian ware, made by W. T. Copeland & Son, Spode Works, Burslem, Staffordshire, and distributed in January, 1873 to subscribers of the Ceramic and Crystal Palace Art Union. The sculptor was J. Durham, an associate member of the Royal Academy.
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HOW TO FIT A CADILLAC INTO ANY BUDGET

No matter what you plan to spend on your next car, you need look no further than your authorized Cadillac dealer. Consider the four Cadillacs shown here. All these splendid motor cars, regardless of age or previous service, are automobiles you can own with pride and drive with pleasure. All bear the unmistakable distinction of Cadillac styling. All give you Cadillac's famed engineering and craftsmanship. All give you Hydra-Matic Drive, power steering, power brakes and many other items of equipment that are extra even today on most new cars. Whether you buy one new or used, next time invest in a Cadillac. There never was a better time to match Cadillac character and luxury to almost any motor car budget.

1. 1964 de Ville Convertible
2. 1962 Coupe de Ville
3. 1963 Sedan de Ville
4. 1960 Six-window Sedan

Cadillac Motor Car Division • General Motors Corporation
About the better things in life...

Young people enjoying wholesome companionship in pleasant surroundings gladden the hearts of parents, set an example others well might follow.

Contributing to the attractiveness of the environment are Pratt & Lambert paints, stains, varnishes and enamels; all of superb quality.

In the foreground, the exterior siding is beautified and protected with remarkable, water thinnable, blister-resistant "G-T-l" House Paint which combines ease of application and clean-up with true oil paint gloss and durability. This, too, is one of the better things in life, easily available to you.

P&L "G-T-l" House Paint is made in White, Chalk Resistant White and bases for custom tints in an extensive range of exclusive Pratt & Lambert Calibrated Colors®.

Call your painting contractor or see your Pratt & Lambert dealer.

Use Pratt & Lambert... the paint most frequently specified by architects, acknowledged by painters to be definitely superior.

PRATT & LAMBERT-INC.
NEW YORK • BUFFALO • CHICAGO • ORANGE, CAL. • FORT ERIE, ONTARIO

PRATT & LAMBERT-INC., Dept. HG-2
75 Tonawanda St
Buffalo, N. Y. 14207

I am interested in ideas for making my home more beautiful. Please send your booklet "For Harmonious Living... Calibrated Colors®." I enclose $25 (in coin, please).

Name

Street

City

State

Zip

You'll get a wealth of home beautifying ideas from this new Pratt & Lambert booklet "For Harmonious Living... Calibrated Colors®." 24 pages in full color. Write for it.

Antiques
continued from page 10

This fine old Seth Thomas clock still keeps perfect time. Can you tell its approximate age? 

H. V. S.—Chicago, Ill.

By the style of the case, I would judge your Seth Thomas shelf clock was made between 1840 and 1845.

I would be grateful for any information you can give me about this chest. It has copper or brass mountings and the interior is compartmented with seven tiers of drawers. My uncle brought it from the Orient in the early Nineteen Hundreds.

M. T. D.—Atlanta, Ga.

It is a Japanese sidewall cabinet; I would date it about 1875-1900.

I bought this hen dish at a sale in this area. Is it a fake, a foreign piece or an American antique?


A glass expert considers your hen-on-nest the work of the famous Valleyshale glass works of Germany, made about 1890-1910.

Enclosed are the markings as well as a picture of my Chinese incense burner. It has been in our family for over 100 years. Could you tell its age and origin?

D. J. H.—Berkeley, Calif.

The mark says you have an incense burner of Chinese style made at the faience pottery of Huart de Northomb, Longwy, Lorraine, France before 1800. It is probably of museum quality.

The picture does not show this plate well. In the center is the American emblem—an eagle with an olive branch in one claw, a bundle of arrows in the other. The only mark is an X on the back. I would appreciate any information about it. E. J.—Wichita, Kan.

Plates like yours are called Arms of the United States plates. They are made of Staffordshire earthenware and date about 1810-1825. Since yours has no mark, we cannot trace it further, but it appears to be a rarity of the type found in museums.
On your trip to Italy stop by the Hotel Europa. There you'll find Canadian Club, “The Best In The House” in 87 lands.

Signor Melone of Venice offers you a sprawling palace, the Grand Canal and Canadian Club.

A palace in the 17th Century, the Hotel Europa to this day imparts the essence of royal splendor.

Here those who relish life gather to enjoy an unimpeded view of the Grand Canal, the delectable fruits of the sea and internationally applauded Canadian Club.

To savor the good things at an unhurried pace is a luxury in itself. It is high among the reasons bons vivants seek out the Terrace of this magnificent Venetian hotel.

The boats on the Canal lazily wend their ways, the atmosphere is serene, the food incomparable. And always on hand is Canadian Club, the whisky that enjoys international favor.

Why this whisky's universal popularity? It has the lightness of Scotch and the smooth satisfaction of Bourbon. No other whisky tastes quite like Canadian Club. You can stay with it all evening long—in short ones before dinner, in tall ones after. Try Canadian Club—the world's lightest whisky—tonight.

Wherever you go, there i
Connoisseur's Corner

Lamps to adorn your outdoor world

As final flourishes for your garden or terrace, outdoor lamps can bring not only the magic of light, but the interest of their own forms and materials.

Let's be practical about awnings.

Think that means a dreary color that won't fade or show dirt? Nonsense. Take this regal-looking awning. It's beautifully practical. Because of the fabric.

It's Glen Raven's "Sunbrella"® of 100% Acrilan® acrylic fiber. It won't fade - the colors are locked in. It won't mildew, rot or shrink. Won't tear or soil easily. It won't even trap heat. And this super-practical awning fabric comes in 25 colors and patterns - all guaranteed for five years.*

For new ideas on awnings, write for our free booklet. Glen Raven Cotton Mills, Inc., Department D, Glen Raven, N.C.

A new version of a carriage lamp designed for a house on exhibit at the New York World's Fair sheds a warm glow from the small light inside of the frosted glass chimney. But the main light source is concealed under the black metal hood, 27 inches high, 15 wide. By Lightolier through decorators.

A copper and bronze lamp, etched to a weathered verdigris, is designed like a birdhouse to be suspended amidst tree boughs or above a corner of a patio. The diffusing lens at its base spreads light softly, 10½ inches high, 9 inches diameter, $29.20. Arco Lighting.

A dainty bluebell to light a pathway or garden steps is made of copper and bronze with verdigris finish. Small as it is, it will illuminate a space 14 feet in diameter. It comes wired to an underground junction box, but is also available with spear base, cord and plug, 34 inches high, 5-inch-diameter-shade, $28.50. Arco.

A lamppost of the old-fashioned gaslight type would make a welcome sentinel at the foot of a path or at the entrance to a house. Wired lantern, 30 inches high, 13 inches diameter, $89.50. With post that adjusts from 8 to 12 feet high, $109.50 complete. The Ruby Co.; available at Rogers Electric.

Continued on page 17
ESTATE TOILET features Planter Top* with recessed shelf for books, tissues or toilet articles. Elongated bowl for the ultimate in sanitation.

MADRID CAST IRON BATH with built-in end seat. An extra convenience that adds even more comfort and pleasure to bathing.

BRENDA LAVATORY with elegant oval shape and modern slant-back styling. Yet so compact (20" x 16") fits counter tops as narrow as 20".

ELJER ••LIFETIME•• FITTINGS. Bath and lavatory fittings in gleaming golden hued polished brass, an added touch of luxury.

Visit Eljer’s exhibit in the Better Living Building and also see Eljer fixtures in the Dorothy Draper Dream Home at the New York World’s Fair.

ELJER
Since 1904
Fine Plumbing Fixtures

Choose from six beautiful permanent Eljer pastels and snowy white
Bamboo chair and foot bench in Camel Tan Decor '61, Antique side chairs in Black Decor '64 NAUGAHYDE®. Library wall covered with NAUGAHYDE® WALL COVERING in Maple Sugar.

Cushioned bamboo lounges in Saddle Tan Decor '64 and fireplace benches in Black Decor '64 NAUGAHYDE. All upholstered furniture cushioned with the long-lasting comfort of KOYON latex foam rubber.

The cane dining chairs are upholstered in Winter White Decor '64 NAUGAHYDE.

For some down-to-earth facts about this "home on a hill"...

The main living room wall is covered with brand-new NAUGAHYDE WALL COVERING in the Grotto pattern...stone colored and travertine textured.

The doors are covered in Russet with panel inserts of White smooth, natural-grain NAUGAHYDE.
This is a small town house, a jewel box of treasures, set high on a hill in San Francisco. It tells much about the person it was designed for: a traveler, a collector, a connoisseur—the Venetian chandelier, and Trotola table, the Florentine chairs, the Delft porcelains. A lover of beauty and luxury but a person who is also admirably practical. Every piece of upholstered furniture—from the antique to the brand-new—is cushioned with the lasting comfort of KOYLN latex foam, and covered with ROYAL NAUGAHYDE in the superb new Decor '64 pattern. Decor '64 is unquestionably the most luxurious vinyl ever made... richer, softer, with extra seating comfort built right in. And, best of all, completely soap-and-water washable.

ANDREW DELFINO, A.I.D., of San Francisco, who designed this lovely house, says: "I am completely enthusiastic about NAUGAHYDE for every type of home because it's so perfectly compatible with both past and present. I like Decor '64 especially for its suppleness and soft 'hand.' Its smooth, subtly grained finish makes it the ideal upholstery for every style and period of furniture. And the magnificent range of 64 colors in Decor '64 is an inspiration in itself."

There are more than 600 different patterns, colors and textures of NAUGAHYDE for you to choose from. That means all your furniture can be as carefree and long wearing as it is precious and beautiful. Are you waiting "until the children are older" to have the delicate, light and lovely colors you really want in your home? No need to, when you can start tomorrow—with NAUGAHYDE.

See this Home on a Hill at the A.I.D. Show, "Decor in '64" in San Francisco...from May 30th to June 7th. With the exception of the Italian antiques, all furniture is by The McGuire Company of San Francisco. Vinyl flooring by Antico. The accessories were collected from all over the world.

An antique Scottish lantern—one of a set of two that might have shed their light in a laird's castle—could serve brilliantly in one corner of a lanai. In copper and brass, 25 inches square, 30 inches high. $385 each. David Lawrence Roth.

Pierced ceramic lamps by a new young potter, John Masson Jr., would be fascinating additions to a terrace even without the soft light they shed. Standing lamp, 15½ inches high, 7½ in diameter, $72. Hanging lamp, 9½ inches high, 8½ in diameter, $28.80. America House.

An old gas lamp that lighted the streets of Copenhagen for more than 100 years might now grace your patio or front door. The verdigris copper lamp and bracket is 47 inches high, 22 in diameter. Lamp, wired, $270; hanging bracket, $70; original 10-foot, 9-inch cast-iron post, $170. Leigh Hammond.

An Italian stake light with realistic fronds of green enameled iron would make an engaging addition to a planted border. It holds two lamps, illuminates a space 6 to 10 feet in diameter. 36 inches high, 19 in diameter, $39.50. Mayhew.

A coolie-hat lantern that might guard a path or be planted in a border can spread its light over a 16-foot space. Verdigris-finished copper and bronze, 18½ inches high, 8 inches diameter. $36. Arco.

FOR STORE ADDRESSES, SEE PAGE 165.
Like a new Stakmore catalog? Please sold at fine stores everywhere. trouble-free folding mechanism, combines utility with beauty... furniture in a great variety of handsome styles... exclusive... sold at fine stores everywhere.

Mastercrafted folding hardwood furniture in a great variety of handsome styles... exclusive trouble-free folding mechanism, combines utility with beauty... sold at fine stores everywhere.

While it's not really customary to give presents at a second marriage, we all felt that we wanted to do something when two of our close and long-widowed friends were recently wed. She's a plant enthusiast, he a wine connoisseur, so one of our brightest friends conceived the idea of a green shower—all kinds of house plants and plant accessories for her, wine in green bottles for him. (One practical wit allowed as how money was green stuff, too, but if that was too crass he would make his offering in the form of gift certificates at our best nursery and vintner's.)

The bride and groom knew they were coming to a dinner in their honor, but the presents were a surprise. Because of the nature of the party, we elected to hold it at the Griffith's', as their house has a finished basement and a marvelous porch. The cocktail hour was held on the porch, which had been decorated with the plants to be given to the bride, as well as a wheelbarrow, flower-trimmed and filled with gardening gadgets and books, for her to take home. The dinner was served in the basement, which was fittingly decked out as a French core: red-checked tablecloths, candles guttering in wine bottles and posters of some of the famous vineyard areas of Europe. Ted Griffith, with perfectionist zeal, even managed to get some barrel ends which he affixed to the wall to give the illusion of well-stocked bins. After dinner, the groom received his "cellar."

One of the prettiest kinds of pottery for serving summer food is Majolica. Patterned in flora or fauna, it just looks right. I specially like to serve chilled soups in a fish-shaped Majolica tureen placed on a bed of crushed ice. (Two of our favorite soups: rich with-cream cold shrimp bisque or a delicately flavored cream of artichoke soup.) Along with the tureen, I use my Majolica cabbage-leaf bowls and plates, crisp and cool and as lovely as can be for either soup or fruit. I'd like to get a whole set of the big leaf plates to use with a strawberry pink linen cloth for dinner during the dog days. There's a wealth of this ware at Hammacher Schlemmer.

Here's a gay, giddy idea for an informal tablecloth: Sheets of wild-colored tissue paper, taped together. The effect is that of a gaudy, giant patchwork quilt. Makes a most becoming cover for an outdoor buffet table.

There's a new custom gaining popularity where we live: the Saturday afternoon tea dance or cocktail-upper party, rather than the late dinner. It seems to be a result of a "let's not ruin Sunday" movement. Most of the men want to rise with the birds for golf, tennis or sailing, and are reluctant to keep late hours on Saturday night. So the growing practice is to invite friends for a 6 o'clock cocktail, followed by an informal buffet supper—the understanding being that those who wish to turn in early can leave mid-evening, while night owls can linger longer for a little dancing or conversation. These parties have worked out very well and left no room for complaints of too much Saturday night from sportsmen husbands.

A new anti-perspirant that really works! Solves underarm problems for many who had despaired of effective help. MITCHUM ANTI-PERSPIRANT keeps underarms absolutely dry for thousands of grateful users. Positive action coupled with complete gentleness to normal skin and clothing is made possible by new type of formula produced by a trustworthy 50-year-old laboratory. 90-day supply. $3.00 plus tax. At leading drug and toiletry counters. Remember—it stops excessive perspiration—for many users keeps underarms absolutely dry.

ATTENTION SUBSCRIBERS!
If you're moving, if you've missed an issue, or for any reason wish to write us about your subscription, you'll in sure prompt service by removing the address label pasted on your magazine and attaching it here.

ATTACH LABEL HERE
Please tell us 6 weeks before you change your address. Print your new address below, making sure to attach your magazine address label.

MAIL TO:
House & Garden
BOULDER, COLORADO
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JUSH & GARDEN
La Scala

Regal...breathtaking...inspired by the traditional splendor of La Scala, Milan's famed opera house. Gorham's new heavy-weight sterling design, pierced to lend a touch of airy elegance, is fifty-seven dollars the six-piece place setting. FTI.

GORHAM STERLING

AMERICA'S LEADING SILVERSMITHS SINCE 1831

THE GORHAM COMPANY, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

JUNE, 1964
House & Garden's travelog

A DIRECTORY OF FINE HOTELS AND RESORTS

COLORADO

DENVER

Brown Palace Hotel
Elegance and superb service have been identified with the Brown for 70 years. Remodeled completion of a new tower suite and motor lobby bring its capacity to 400 rooms. All air-conditioned and furnished in marvelous good taste. A 500-car garage adjoins the hotel, which is located in the better business district of Mile-High Denver. For social or business gatherings, there is a selection of six beautifully-appointed, completely equipped, air-conditioned private function rooms; the ballroom accommodates up to 800. For reservations, rates or information, write Mr. Karl Miehlan, General Manager, or phone 825-3111, Denver.

SCOII.

SAINT SIMONS ISLAND

King & Prince Hotel. Year-round resort E.P.S., directly on ocean, pet, beach & pool, dancing, fishing, riding, golf. Near Brunswick, Georgia.

MAINE

KENNEBUNK BEACH


KENNEBUNKPORT


MOOSE RIVER


NAPLES


OGUNQUIT


SEBAGO-LONG LAKES REGION

Maine's most accessible lake, surrounded by picturesque mountains, Seacoast cities nearby. For magazine write Association, Sebago Lake 23, Me.

B A S S H A N D S

CHATHAM


GLOUCESTER

World-famous fishing and vacation port. Beaches, fishing, art colonies. For pictorial hotel writer: City Manager, Gloucester 5, Mass.
The Manoir Richelieu and Cottages

In the scenic, picture-postcard, pollen-free Laurentians, overlooking the St. Lawrence, 10 miles of golf, heated salt water pool and beach, tennis, riding, fishing in well-stocked lakes. Casino for dancing. Served by Saguenay steamers, by air, rail or modern highway. L. K. Shepard, Mgr., Dept. G, Murray Bay, P.Q., Canada. Travel Agents or Canada Steamship Lines offices.

TADOUSSAC, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Hotel Tadoussac and Fishing Lakes

Where St. Lawrence and Saguenay Rivers meet. Heated swimming pool, golf, tennis, dancing. 20 well-stocked fishing lakes, pollen-free air. From $14.50 a day per person. American Plan. Less Canadian exchange discount of 15% by steamer or highway from Montreal. F. L. Abel, Mgr., Dept. E, Box 100, Montreal. Travel Agents or Canada Steamship Lines offices.

JAMAICA

OCHO RIOS

Plantation Inn. The charm of Old Jamaica. Each room with balcony. All facing the sea. See your travel agent or William P. Wolfe Organization.

OCHO RIOS

The Tower Isle Hotel

In Jamaica, Tower Isle is a way of life! Here, in a self-contained island setting of 12 flowering acres, you’ll enjoy... comfort; air-conditioned, private-balconied rooms or spacious villas... service... superb cuisine; Jamaican and continental delicacies. Smogashiled lounge... recreation; swimming, sailing, boating, fishing, cycling, tennis, badminton, sightseeing and golf at famous Upian Country Club... entertainment; native floor shows, dancing, movies... duty-free shopping.

Free to you now!

Who’s Who of

WHERE...

the Conde Nast

TRAVEL IDEAS

Choice travel resorts from Vogue and House & Garden.

Send for your free booklet today.

Write to:

Conde Nast

Travel Ideas

420 Lexington Avenue

New York 17, N.Y.

Please send me—free of charge—

Conde Nast Travel Ideas.

Name

Address

For illustrated portfolios of TOMLINSON furniture for the living room, dining room and bedroom, plus a listing of franchised retailers in your area, please send $0.25 for each handsome portfolio desired to: Claire Porter, Furniture by TOMLINSON, High Point, North Carolina.

□ SOPHISTICATE EAST, a dramatic expression of contemporary designs from Eastern cultures.

□ The PAVANE Assemblage, classic themes designed for 20th Century living.

□ The SOPHISTICATE Collection, a major milestone in contemporary design.

□ COULISSE, haute couture in upholstered furniture.
Enjoy winter in summer comfort...with Thermopane® insulating glass

ICE SKATING! Snowmen! Snowball fights! Come winter, watch the children romp outside while you sit in warm comfort behind Thermopane insulating glass. Thermopane provides dependable insulation because it has the more vaportight Bondermetic Seal®. It actually bonds the glass to the metal.

For window walls, picture windows, sliding glass doors, be sure your home is equipped with Thermopane with the metal-to-glass seal. For other windows, there's GlasSeal®—units made with a fused all-glass seal. Both eliminate the bother and cost of storm sash. Remember: you can't go wrong with the original—and America's most popular—insulating glass...Thermopane.

Thermopane consists of two panes of glass with dehydrated hermetically sealed between them. There are two types of Thermopane: (1) with the Bondermetic Seal (metal bonded to glass windows of all sizes; and (2) GlasSeal (glass-to-glass seal wood or metal sash of more conventional sizes.)
Thermopane®
insulating glass in every window in your home

That's right! Thermopane insulating glass all 'round the house. Thermopane is available in all types of windows, window walls, sliding patio doors. (See below.) Modern and traditional styling, too.

Thermopane windows usually cost no more than ordinary single-glass windows plus good storm sash. And, of course, the cost can be included in your original mortgage.

Here are some basic types of sash you can have glazed with Thermopane:

- Double Hung
- Casement
- Awning Type
- Sliding Glass Door
- Picture Window

Going places, finding things in North Norway

By Nika Standen Hazleton

EDITOR'S NOTE: While gathering material for House & Garden's Scandinavian Cook Book (February, 1964) and a forthcoming book, "The Best of Scandinavian Cookery," to be published by Collier Books in the full, Mrs. Hazleton visited little-known North Norway. This invertebrate voyager says, "When I travel, I am like Diaghilev, who used to say to Cocteau, 'Jeannette, donnez-moi,' for the more you travel, the more familiar everything looks. But I had hoped that North Norway would surprise me, and it did. Among the wonders of nature the one that struck me most was the silence, which can only be described as shattering, like the sound of a bell."

If you think of North Norway only as an icy shore just because most of it lies above the Arctic Circle, you will be as surprised as I was. The warm Gulf Stream winds its way along the coast, keeping the waters ice free and the climate anything but Arctic. Average summer temperatures in Tromsø, which lies 69 degrees north and about 250 miles above the Arctic Circle, are around 55 to 60 degrees F., very often higher, so that you don't need anything extraordinary in the way of warm clothes. The weather is extremely stable.

Inland, there are mountains, fertile valleys, trim farms, 800-foot waterfalls, glaciers, forests and yet more mountains, a scenery of incredible grandeur and loneliness that invites every descriptive cliché. Almost all the towns lie on the coast, for water was, and still is, the country's main highway.

North Norway is a land of enormous distances and the coastal and inland sceneries are quite different. In the past, the only ways to get North were to take the daily year-round coastal steamer, the train or the bus, or to drive—all very time consuming. The airplane has changed this. You can now fly from Oslo to Kirkenes at the Russian border in nine hours.

Practically everybody in Norway speaks English. It is taught in all the schools from the age of nine on, and in case you don't find a grownup to understand, a child will translate. But most grownups do understand, for Norway is a seagoing nation, the official seagoing language is English, and the British and Norwegians have enjoyed friendly relations for over a century.

If you visit North Norway between the middle of May and the middle of September, you are bound to run into the midnight sun, a creature of regular habits. Continued on page 25.

The Book of Knowledge has the answer!

All the answers! Not dull, dry statistical answers, but bright, lively, interesting facts about the whole bursting wonder of life—science, art, literature, history, geography, how to make and do things. Your child reads on and on and on—not because he has to, but because he wants to! Each sparkling subject becomes a link of information in an endless chain of knowledge. He learns without even knowing he is learning.

SEE FOR YOURSELF. SEND FOR THE FREE "MINIATURE" BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE

This free 24 page full color booklet contains actual pages of science, history, art, stories, quizzes, things to make and do and other informative and entertaining features taken directly from The Book of Knowledge itself. Give it to your child and see how eagerly he reads it. Send for it today. It's free and it's wonderful!

THE BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE
opens the door to success
Who gives you a home organ with all these professional features at the lowest price ever?

The four classic families of organ tone
This modern, easy-to-play, all transistor organ derives its wide range of beautiful voices from the four traditionally basic families of organ tone: string, flute, reed, and diapason.

Two full-size spinet keyboards and pedals
This professional organ—that beginners can play—has two 44-note keyboards and a 13-note pedalboard for easy playing.

22 automatic tone controls
With just a flick of the finger, Wurlitzer Automatic Tone Controls give you a fascinating variety of organ and orchestral voices. Each Tone Control is clearly marked for easy playing.

Wurlitzer styling and durability
Using the finest materials and most advanced techniques, Wurlitzer has designed and built an instrument for lasting beauty, as well as a lifetime of musical pleasure.

Wurlitzer Percussion and Slide for fascinating special effects.

The Mighty Wurlitzer theater organ—the most honored name in organ music—brings a rich heritage to this new Wurlitzer organ.

Excitement of the Mighty Wurlitzer

Wurlitzer (who else)!

Now—Wurlitzer makes the professional organ as easy to own—as it is to play! And you can play the Wurlitzer, even if you've never played before. Even if you don't know one note from another. We've seen it happen to thousands just like you. In a few short weeks they were entertaining friends, family, and self with all the happy, sad, thrilling, inspiring, listening, dancing, wonderful music possible on a Wurlitzer home organ. If you're missing this kind of fun because you think you can't play, get down to your Wurlitzer organ dealer and he'll have you solo on this Wurlitzer in 15 minutes. At the lowest price ever... why let everyone else have all the fun!

Wurlitzer DeKalb, Illinois

SELECTED BY THE

HGT

HOUSE OF GOOD TASTE
NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR

Wurlitzer World's Largest Builder of Pianos and Organs

HOUSE & GARDEN
that shines continually between specific dates which vary according to latitude. At North Cape they are May 14 to July 30. It is strange to have full daylight around the clock, but even more curious is its winter counterpart—the northern lights. They flicker and wander across the sky in large, shredded sheets, some white, others in all the colors of the spectrum, with an intensity of color that can only be called garish. I had an opportunity to witness these wonders, since I first visited North Norway in the summer and went there again in the winter of 1963.

**Trondheim, gateway to the North**

My North Norway trip began at Trondheim, the country's third largest city and one of the most enchanting in Scandinavia. There you find beautiful architecture, first-class hotels, excellent food and shopping at reasonable prices, and numerous cultural amenities.

Trondheim is divided into an old and a new city. The new one, as modern as can be, consists of residential districts that sit in an amphitheatre of hills above the old town and overlooking Trondheim Fjord. It stretches into the fertile farmlands of the district and toward the wild mountains of Trøndelag province.

The old city, founded in the tenth century, lies on a triangle of land embraced on two sides by the river Nid, and on another by the sea. I was enchanted by the quality of the old town, one of wide perspectives and open vistas, full of light and air and ordinariness, due to the fact that Trondheim was laid out afresh after a fire in the seventeenth century—by a Norwegian of French descent called Johan Cicignon.

The streets seem wider than they are, for the old houses that flank them are no more than two stories high. The classical wooden houses, planked vertically, rather than horizontally as in America, are painted a creamy white or an ochre yellow that looks good against the vaporous Northern summer sky or against the snow under the slanting, hazy light of the winter sun. Carved wooden pillars flank doorways with fanlights open above them, and the windows in the façades are set with classical symmetry. Some of the houses are small palaces, but the Stiftsgården, the royal residence, is a big palace, a magnificent wooden structure.

Down by the river—you always walk toward the water—are rows of enchanting old wooden warehouses on stilts, red, green, blue or yellow, under pointed roofs like those of Holland. There are also little old streets and connecting alleyways where the seagoing people live in houses that any London or Georgetown hostess would give her soul for.

Another surprise of Trondheim is Nidaros Cathedral (Nidaros is the old name of the city) whose spire dominates the skyline. You walk up to it through airy Munkegate, the Monk's Street. There the cathedral sits in its gardens, as English looking as Canterbury, all spires, flying buttresses and doorways, thickly and gloriously carved with angels, saints, animals and plants. Nidaros Cathedral was raised to St. Olav, Norway's warrior-king, patron saint and first muscular Christian, who converted the country. In the Middle Ages, Trondheim was one of the great centers of the Catholic world, where pilgrims came to worship, bringing the influence of other lands.

**The City Square in Trondheim is dominated by a lofty statue of St. Olav, early warrior-king, ringed by two-story, vertically planked wooden houses.**

In addition to "America's Finest Handmade Milk Glass Collection," Westmoreland offers a representative selection of Handmade Colored Crystal Reproductions... Three distinctive color tones delightfully retain all the charm and warmth of the early American originals... Each in the best Westmoreland tradition.

Send 10¢ in coin for Westmoreland's Reproduction Booklet.
CASCADE—Because of Cascade's "sheeting action," drops don't form. Cascade with Chlorosheen does it—and only Cascade has Chlorosheen!

WATER DROPS—See what happens when even clean water is sprayed on dishes. Drops like these dry into ugly spots and streaks.

CASCADE—Nothing beats Cascade at getting dishes clean. Cascade's remarkable "sheeting action" even eliminates the drops that cause ugly spots. Water ripples right off in clear-rinsing sheets. Dishes, glassware and silver come from your dishwasher as spotless and sparkling as possible, because "sheeting action" even eliminates the drops that cause ugly spots and streaks.

Give your dishwasher the best—Cascade—it's got "sheeting action"
People with imagination put Robbins on their floors

Creative vinyl tile that lets you mix and match patterns and colors... so you (or your decorator) can design your own floors.

Top: Our Morocco design in Terra Cotta travertine vinyl. Tiles with edges beveled down to lowered feature strips. Left: Our pebbled Cobblestone design. Right: Royal Pompeian, satin-finished marble vinyl. These are only three of the styles and designs available in every color and texture you can think of. You’ll love the creative fun of planning your own combinations.

Robbins PRODUCTS, INC.
Send for brochure showing all our imaginative patterns and colors in vinyl tile.
Write Robbins Products, Inc., Dept. HG-664, Tuscumbia, Alabama.
The trouble with Ames Aire is...
you can't get the family back into the house.
	naturally. Who wants to sit on ordinary house chairs when you can float on Ames Aire? Ordinary chairs don't form a saddle for your body. How could they? They're not created by weaving vinyl cord around tubular steel frames. And that's just the first difference. To make it Ames Aire, the job must be done by hand, and not with just any vinyl cord, either. It has to be unbelievably resilient, easily washable, alive with decorator color.

The steel frame must be special too—so strong, so protected by weather coating, every piece of Ames Aire carries a five year guarantee for materials and workmanship.

As for the remarkably simple design, isn't this what contemporary elegance is all about: a great idea executed so deftly, it contributes charm and beauty to virtually any setting (porch, patio, pool, game room, den or study).

No wonder, decorators feature it. No wonder, you can't get the family out of it. No wonder, it is America's leading casual furniture.

For Patio Planning Guide & Color Catalog, send 25¢ to O. Ames Co., P. O. Box 1774, Dept. HG, Parkersburg, W. Va.

Turn page for list of Ames Aire dealers.
be the owner of the town's largest greenhouse, recommended that I take a look at the Glassmagasinet, a china and housewares store. A few days later I took her advice and was amazed to see how attractive everyday objects could be. I greatly admired the plastics, although I must admit that the best designed ones come from the Swedish Plattmuseum in Malmo, especially liked the flat-topped inexpensive glass jars from Hadeland and the brightly colored aluminum Norwegian coffee pots (tea kettles to us).

Every visitor to Trondheim should have at least one meal in the venerable Hotel Britannia, a spacious Victorian establishment which modernization has not entirely robbed of its old Kensington atmosphere. It has an honest-to-goodness palm court where the trees grow in soil and a fountain murmurs. The food is marvelous.

Norwegian food is always served in generous portions. In Trondheim it is very elegantly presented; in the rest of North Norway, more simply. Breakfast comes as quite a shock, since it is a complete smörgåsbord table which includes hot cereals, boiled eggs, herring in many varieties, ham and cold meats, at least four varieties of cheese, jams and jellies, four or five kinds of bread, good coffee and the glass of milk that every Norwegian drinks every morning. For lunch, the Norwegians eat open-face sandwiches at their desk or in restaurants, although you can, of course, order other dishes. The fish in Norway is superlative and so are pàrmigiani and other game birds. Two specialties I think admirable are the reindeer meat and sausages that are salted, air-dried and served in wafer-thin slices with flat bread and butter.

Owing to the Norwegian liquor laws, few towns have liquor stores. Many of the hotels are allowed to serve only beer and wines, including fortified wines. The prudent visitor will travel with his own supply, preferably bought outside Norway, since all spirits are very expensive there.

Finmark, the land of the Lapps

From Trondheim, I flew to Alta in Finmark, Norway’s northernmost province, where the mountains have ironed themselves out into a rolling plateau of birches, moors and farms in the fertile river valleys. There you see the Lapps or Same (to give them their proper name) who are Norwegian citizens, but have their own language and culture. Their origin is unknown, except that they’ve always been in these parts. You can tell them by their short stature, broad features and dark eyes.

What strikes you most about Finmark is its complete modern face. There isn’t an old or elderly building in sight, for in 1944 the retreating Germans destroyed every structure in the province except for two churches. The houses put up after the war are built of stark, practical concrete which hide their cozy, colorful interiors, painted in bright colors as an antithesis to the long winter darkness.

Alta is a scattered town of some 7,000 people and a transit stop on the Arctic Highway to Kirkenes, the last town of Norway.

Since Alta’s main claim to fame is the unsurpassed salmon fishing, during the summer you should book well in advance at the Gjestgiveri, or guest house, the comfortable but not fancy hotel. It is apt to be even more crowded than other North Norway hotels.

The Alta Tourist Bureau is headquarters for the whole of Finmark on the frontier and enthusiastic young man who runs it, Agnar Romberg Berentsen, is a gold mine of information. His wife introduced me to an object called Sparksstöttning. This is a kind of sled set on 4-foot-thin runners, an extraordinary contraption you push like a scooter. Even elderly ladies zoom around on it, parcels and children on seat.

---

AMES AIRE

casual furniture seen on previous pages can be found at these fine stores . . .

---

HAUS FURNISHING
People who know Zenith quality
won't settle for less than Zenith Color TV

They know that handcrafted things are made better to last longer. That's why Zenith Handcrafted Color TV gives you finer performance, greater operating dependability, and fewer service problems, year after year. Every connection in the Zenith Color Chassis is hand-wired with the same special care that makes Zenith America's largest selling Black and White TV. There are no printed circuits! No production short-cuts!

And Zenith's exclusive new Super Gold Video Guard Tuner—with 113 16-carat gold-filled contact points—gives you longer TV life and ultra-sensitive reception. Zenith's patented Electronic Color Demodulator—the "Electronic Brain" of color TV—brings you beautifully clear, true-to-life colors. And Zenith's exclusive Space Command Remote Control lets you tune TV from across the room—without cords, wires or batteries.

Zenith takes the time to make Color TV right. Be sure to take the time to see it. When you do—you won't settle for less! Zenith quality Color TV begins at just $449.95.

The quality goes in before the name goes on.
Tribune is the kind of furniture that makes you pardonly proud. Especially when you have the girls in. You’ll love the classic Italian beauty it brings to contemporary living. Point out the blends of select walnut veneers with Carpathian elm burl accents. And the distinctive hand-rubbed finish. Then tell them it’s made by the people who were chosen to furnish the House of Good Taste at the World’s Fair. And smile modestly.

American of Martinsville

Write for brochures showing all the Tribune collection. Send 25¢ to American of Martinsville, Dept. HG-664, Martinsville, Virginia.
Pride of Possession

1. High-back chair, marble top mobile table (approx. $199*), and beautifully detailed commode.

2. Octagonal commode (approx. $139*), and beautifully appointed sofa in 100"—with brass tipped cane and burl veneers.

3. Elegant 76" dresser base with three hidden drawers behind center doors.

4. Octagonal commode (approx. $139*) and beautifully appointed sofa in 100"—with brass tipped cane and burl veneers.

5. Elegant 76" dresser base with three hidden drawers behind center doors.

6. High-back 6'6" swing bed. Also available in 3'3" and 4'6" widths.

is Forgivable (and inevitable)

with Tribune

by AMERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE

Dinnerware is at its best in this large 17" breakfast china. 44" x 65" oval pedestal table expands 102"—with brass tipped cane and burl veneers. High-back chair, marble top mobile table (approx. $199*) and finely detailed commode.

NORTH NORWAY continued from page 31

There is also a summer version of it that runs on three little wheels. The Husfliden in Alta is a good source of genuine Lapp carving and the marvelous densely woven white woolen rugs with black linear patterns which the Lapps use in their tents. These rugs are extremely warm, could be used as hangings or throws as well as on the floor, and cost from $40 up. They will last a lifetime.

The road to Karasjok

At Lakselv, the next stop on the Arctic Highway, the road branches off to Karasjok taking you over bleak mountain moors, dotted with rivers and lakes. But the town of Karasjok (1,340 miles from Oslo) nestles in the forest in the valley, on both sides of the Karasjok River. Reindeer are the backbone of the local economy, although you don’t see the herds unless you go out on the plateau to find them. Lapp life centers around the 150-year-old church—one of the two in Finmark not destroyed during the war—and in the very well-equipped and attractive Lapp schools.

The Norwegian government is concerned with keeping alive the culture of the Lapps among whom there are poets and extremely gifted artists such as John Savn, Nils Nilsson Skvam, and Iver Yoks. Iver Yoks is a very good painter and also an excellent carver and decorator in the Lapp tradition. In the summer, he and his wife Inger run a gift shop where you find exquisite work, including Lapp silver. Their house is a one-story concrete affair, with a dining area off the long living room which has a Thermopane picture window looking into the woods. What impressed me was the way it was heated: with one of the tall wood-burning black iron Norwegian stoves, incredibly efficient and far more decorative than Franklin stoves. The bedrooms had electric heaters. All of these were more than sufficient at a temperature of minus 30 degrees F., since the atmosphere was so dry and windstill that the smoke out of several hundred chimneys in the town rose into the air as straight as a pencil, an unforgettable sight.

In the Yoks’ extremely practical kitchen, I admired the fact that all the kitchen shelves in the cabinets moved forward like drawers, that the broom closet was curved on top to accommodate the heads of brooms and mops, and that the cabinet over the kitchen sink was composed of three drain boards dripping directly into the sink. In this way, the dishes got dried and put away at the same time. All this is standard, store-bought Norwegian kitchen equipment.

In Karasjok, the Lapps wear their colorful costumes, which are not only beautiful, but also the most rational cold weather clothing. In winter, the Norwegians in these parts wear it, too. First, the color—dark or light blue—the decorations and the shape of the men’s hats, such as star-shaped caps, you can identify the district the wearer comes from. All the clothes are home-sewn of thick, felt-like wool with colored bands. A sewing machine is standard equipment in any Lapp household, and out in the country, you can peer into a tent and see a grandmother squatting or kneeling in front of her sewing machine. Most modern Lapps, however, live in houses. The true nomads are getting fewer and usually live in tents only in the summer, throwing everything that might come in handy into the station wagon.

From Karasjok I returned to Lakselv and took the Arctic Highway to Kirkenes, which has one of the best hotels in North Norway, with extremely pretty furnishings and a sauna. From Kirkenes you can drive to the Russian border, 122 miles away along the Pawik River which is marked by yellow poles on the Norwegian side and red ones on the Russian. The road takes you through a calm rural country of birch trees and farms, and the only sign of the approaching frontier is a sign, with in 3,000 feet of it, telling you to put away camera and binoculars. There, over the river, is an unimposing bridge, shut off on the Norwegian side by a yellow cross bar, and on the Russian, by the kind of garden gate that children swing on. On the day I was there, one car went through the gates, toward the Russian town of Boris Gleb where Norwegians and Russians were building a hydroelectric project. Otherwise, everything was as quiet as could be, but you knew that here were two different worlds, utterly apart.

Traveling along the coast of Finmark, from Kirkenes to Hammerfest, it is hard to believe that...
inland there are smiling river valleys and farms, for you see not a tree growing on the gray, lichen-covered rocks. It is easy to understand why in this bleak country, where the sun stays away for two months in the winter, the cement houses and churches are painted in gay primary colors, why the first thing a municipality does in the spring is to plant flowers everywhere, why the houses are full of houseplants.

Hammerfest, Europe's northernmost city, is near North Cape, and the Grand Hotel there has a bar, the only one in Finnmark. The best place to shop is G. Hagen's shop which has been in the family since 1855. He has a very good selection of traditional and modern Norwegian silver, jewelry, enamelledware and pewter, including the beautiful Harstad pewter which manages to be both baroque and modern. I was especially charmed by an impressive candlestick and a tall pitcher (around $15 to $20 each), some rather abstract carved animals, all pure line, and the inexpensive enamelled aluminum bowls and trays in various sizes. Mr. Hagen also sells some very good-looking handmade sports clothes, such as the Grippstadt jackets with modern stripes.

From Hammerfest I traveled down to Tromsø and Bodø by one of the coastal express steamers or Hurtigruten—the passenger-mail-cargo vessels that ply the spectacular northern and western coast between Kirkenes and Bergen, calling at some thirty-five ports. Tromsø, the chief town of the Arctic, is also the starting point of Arctic safari cruises that leave during the summer on regular schedules and take you almost as close to the North Pole as you can come by passenger steamer. In Tromsø there are still quaint old eighteenth-century streets where you can see planked wooden houses next to very modern buildings. The museum in the residential suburbs, which might be those of Seattle, is a focus of Arctic studies with fascinating exhibits of Lapp life, Arctic fauna and flora and comprehensive collections of Northern church art. This includes colorful carved, gilded and painted altars, triptychs, statuary and pictures by Norwegian and German masters dating back to the Middle Ages. The work is very different from other European church art—simpler and more violent. It is touching to think of the blaze of color and decoration once shining in the churches of the lonely North.

Between Tromsø and Bodø, the coastal express steamer winds its way through a landscape where it is hard to tell whether the mountains are in the sea or the sea is in the mountains—among islands and thousands of skerries, and past isolated fjord farms on narrow strips of land between which the rowboat is current transportation. On this leg of the trip, all of the scenery—such as the unforgettable Lofot Wall, sixty miles of jagged gray mountains rising straight from the sea—is extremely dramatic. Most striking of all is the passage through the wild, lonely Raft Sund, so narrow that you think you can touch the mountain walls on either side.

Bodo, a town destroyed in the war and later completely rebuilt, has a new cathedral which is outstanding among the churches of Norway—glass and concrete structures like modern Viking ships.

Finally, on the return trip to Trondheim, there is the pleasant little junction stop of Hell which is matched by a town called Paradise somewhere else in Norway.

** Call Bruce-Terminix**

If you've fought household pests with continual spraying you know how frustrating and costly amateur pest control can be. Our economical home service plan usually costs less than do-it-yourself methods, and results are guaranteed! Look in your phone book and call Terminix (or Bruce-Terminix) for price quotation. Our local company also offers complete protection against costly termite damage. Phone for skilled termite inspection of your property or write Terminix Division, E. L. Bruce Co., Memphis, Tenn.
REDWOOD SIDING...

available in many patterns and in widths from 6” to 12”
—a wise choice for enduring beauty with little or no maintenance.

For your copy of a handsome booklet, “Redwood Homes,” write Dept. 0-38, California Redwood Association, 617 Montgomery Street, San Francisco 11.
Now you can enjoy year-round comfort conditioning in your new home, for just pennies a day! York engineering advances give homeowners the same quality comfort conditioning that you enjoy in major office buildings, hotels and theaters. Shown at the right are several typical new homes—giving average monthly mortgage payments, after down payment—and the added monthly cost of including York Central Air Conditioning. For costs as low as those shown, your new home can have a better climate for living!

Year-round comfort includes not just cooling, but dehumidification, air filtering, ventilation and gentle air circulation. Every room throughout your home will be truly comfort conditioned. You'll sleep better, work better, feel better; every member of your family will enjoy a better climate for living!

Plan ahead with York! Before you build or buy your home, find out how little it costs to have true year-round comfort. If you wait, and add cooling later, the cost will be higher. So mail the coupon to York now! Find out how easy it is to have York Central Air Conditioning in your new home. There is no obligation, of course.
Without air conditioning, monthly mortgage payment on this home is $138.01. With York Air Conditioning, monthly mortgage payment would be only $4.49 more.

Without air conditioning, monthly mortgage payment on this home is $66.51. With York Air Conditioning, monthly mortgage payment would be only $3.38 more.

Without air conditioning, monthly mortgage payment on this home is $142.18. With York Air Conditioning, monthly mortgage payment would be only $4.14 more.

Without air conditioning, monthly mortgage payment on this home is $119.25. With York Air Conditioning, monthly mortgage payment would be only $5.52 more.

WANT MORE FACTS?
YORK CORPORATION
York, Pennsylvania

Please send me complete information on York Central Air Conditioning for new homes. I understand there is no obligation on my part.

Name: 
Address: 
City: State: 
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New Dishwasher all
not only ends water spots...but
dissolves 7 of the
most stubborn spots

Guarantees spot-free washing, the most spot-free glasses, silver, dishes any dishwasher can wash—or your money back!

The protocol of monogramming

When to indulge, when to refrain—and the points to be considered

In the right spot, a monogram is a pretty thing. In the wrong spot, or in the wrong context, it can be decidedly gauche. Yet, to many people, the sight of their intertwined initials is so enchanting that they have them embroidered or stamped or engraved on everything from their bedroom slippers to the cat’s bell. This, to put it politely, is redundance. A monogram should be either an embellishment for a valued possession or a means of identification for something like a piece of luggage or a handkerchief. To remain within the bounds of good taste, a monogram should never be a party to cuteness.

Fashions in monogramming change, of course, but there are three principles that remain constant. First, like Hamlet’s action and his word, the size must be suitable to the size of the object. Diminutive monograms can get lost in a large expanse of background; too large monograms can be ostentatious. But there is really no rule of thumb by which you can arrive at the correct proportions. Your eye is the best guide. If you are unsure, seek advice. Good silver and linen shops are knowledgeable about these matters.

The second principle applies to the number of letters. A single letter is not a monogram, and should appear only as an identifying mark on utilitarian linen. Two letters or four are correct, but difficult to work into an attractive design. Three letters are best, and present no problem unless they spell a word—sometimes an odd one. If they do, the monogram must be designed to skirt this pitfall through an ingenious arrangement of initials.

The third consideration is the style of type. Except for very personal feminine froth, where the letters can be as curlicued as the lady’s taste may dictate, the simpler the type, as a rule, the better. There are exceptions, naturally. Occasionally, an elaborate monogram in exactly the right place can be very effective. Men, however, should always stick to block letters, and the antiquity of old English script is the last thing in the world for a baby’s first silver cup. Furthermore, the style of type should be compatible with the material: delicate tracery has no place on a rough texture. In fact, no monogram—whatever its style—should ever be used unless it enhances the object by means of its design, character and placement.

For a woman, a short first name is an acceptable marking for personal belongings and her own bed and bath linen. Children, too, can enjoy this kind of labeling. Men, never.

Don’t gild the lily

In the coming months, HaG will publish a series on the special points to be considered in monogramming various materials such as silver, linen, letter paper and leather. There are certain materials, however, as well as certain objects, which we believe should almost never be monogrammed. China, for instance, and glass. Monogrammed glass, properly incised, is prohibitively expensive and all too seldom visually pleasing. A good-looking wineglass does not need a bill of possession hung around its neck. Monogrammed china is even more rarely successful. Unless the motif of a plate has been specifically designed to embrace or accept a monogram, it is almost impossible to keep the marking from standing out like a sore thumb.

Continued on page 42
Only handwashed dish that can't spread germs!

A Frigidaire Dishmobile gets dishes much cleaner, more sanitary than handwashing.

It's truly a wise investment in healthy, happy living! A Dishmobile can expose your dishes to germ-killing hot water. It scrubs them with Swirling Water Action. Dries them at high temperatures, too. Dishes come out sparkling clean ... untouched by germ-carrying dish-rags and towels.

Big capacity usually means once-a-day dishwashing. Think of the time you'll have for nicer things! Frigidaire Dishmobiles feature easy front-loading, functional maplewood chopping block tops, four colors and white.

A Frigidaire Dishmobile can help stop germs from spreading through your family. Can you think of a better investment in good family health? Or a finer gift any time of year? Service everywhere. Frigidaire Division, General Motors Corporation, Dayton, Ohio.

Sanitize your dishes
FRIGIDAIRE DISHWASHER

A box of Cascade dishwasher detergent is packed in every new Frigidaire Dishwasher.

Cascade samples and a portion of the cost of this advertisement supplied by Cascade pursuant to agreement with the appliance manufacturer.
WHAT'S NEW FOR LIVING

A PUSH-BUTTON SEWING MACHINE that all but eliminates the tire-some chore of bobbin winding. When you push a button on the new “Touch & Sew” machine, the bobbin is wound directly from the needle, with just enough thread for the job at hand. Since the bobbins are clear plastic and marked with gauge lines, you can see at a glance how much thread you have left. Another new feature: a horizontal spool pin that takes a larger variety of spool sizes. This new machine, left, is made of aluminum, weighs only 22 pounds, comes in a generous range of furniture-type cabinets. Portable straight-stitch model, $199; portable zigzag model, $299 and $349. The Singer Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y., 10019.

VINYL MOSAIC TILE that looks so much like glass mosaic you might think it came straight from Venice. Gravura is the name of this new floor covering with an uneven mosaic-like surface (achieved by an embossing technique) and a glass-like sheen. The 12-inch-square tiles come in six Mediterranean colors: Castilian Bronze, Peacock, Pearl Mosaic, Persian Blue, Arabian Beige and White Shard. $2.25 installed. By Kentile, Inc. For information, contact Denson-Frey & Affiliates, 331 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10017.

A BAMBOO-TURNED BOOKSTAND that comes unpainted. This dictionary or family Bible stand, right, would make worthy raw material for do-it-yourselfers who have been following H&G’s series on fantasy finishes (see “Faux Bamboo,” January, 1964—also the is-

SEWING, ALL BUT AUTOMATIC

continues on page 42

Septic Tank-Cesspool Owners

Whether your home is new or old—

RID-X CAN SAVE YOU HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS!

Whether your home is new or old, you can have a costly, messy back-up in your septic tank or cesspool. But amazing Rid-X acts to prevent this . . . works to keep your sewage system working smoothly.

Yes, Rid-X works to keep septic tanks, cesspools trouble-free! Helps prevent messy back-ups and foul odors.

Rid-X can save you HUNDREDS of dollars on digging, pumping, landscaping!

TESTED AND PROVED! Impartial scientific laboratory tests show that Rid-X helps break down and liquefy waste materials so they can’t clog your unit and overflow.

EASY TO USE—just pour in toilet bowl and flush. That’s all. Rid-X can’t harm porcelain, metal pipes, fittings.

NEW FOIL PACKAGE WITH HANDY POUR SPOUT

Write for new illustrated booklet! 16 Fact-Filled Pages on Care and Maintenance of Septic Tanks, Cesspools. Send 10¢ for postage and handling to:

Rid-X, P.O. BOX 26, WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.

ANOTHER FAMOUS PRODUCT OF THE C-CON COMPANY, INC.
It's beautiful to look at, but is it comfortable?

It should be! However, even modern homeowners may suffer from one or more of the six heating and cooling problems below.

Although architectural styles have changed greatly over the years, many people still depend on just one thermostat to control comfort throughout their home. This can’t help but create problem areas.

1. Separate living and sleeping areas obviously require different temperatures—warm and relaxing in the living area—cool and comfortable for sleeping.

2. If your home has large glass areas, the inside temperature changes every time the sun, wind or outside temperature varies ... even with double pane windows.

3. In any split level, warm air tends to rise to upper levels leaving cooler air in the lower rooms.

4. Rooms over unheated areas, such as a garage, often have cold floors and walls.

5. A finished basement, because it is below ground level requires more heat than the rest of the house.

6. With a spread-out floor plan, sun, shade and wind in different areas of the house can cause widely differing heating and cooling requirements.

The answer to all six of them is zone control ... dividing your home into two or more areas that you can keep at different temperatures to suit your family’s needs.

Zoning is simple, too! With a hydronic (hot water) system, all you need is a thermostat for each zone, and a zone valve to control the hot water flow. With a forced air system, all you need is a damper motor and thermostat to control the air distribution to each zone.

The cost of this equipment depends, of course, on how many zones you need. In most cases ... just pennies a day. It will give you the extra comfort only zoning can provide. And, you'll probably save fuel, too!

Want to know more about zoning? Write Honeywell, Dept. HG6-21, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408 for free literature. Or, call your heating or plumbing contractor. He'll help you zone more comfort into your home.

Honeywell
some of the most imaginative kitchen plans...

(above inspired here!)

FOR AN ADVENTURE IN KITCHEN DESIGN—LET YOUR IMAGINATION SOAR, IN THIS FACT FILLED—FULL COLOR...KITCHEN IDEA BOOK!

Whether you're planning to build a new home, or remodel your present kitchen—you'll find "How To Plan A Trend-Setting Kitchen" an invaluable design assistant. Page after page of colorful, imaginative kitchens will surely spark an idea that will lead to a trend-setting kitchen of your own. Send for the newest edition of "How To Plan A Trend-Setting Kitchen" today!

SEND TODAY!

REVCO, INC. Dept. HG—64, Deerfield, Michigan 49238
Enclosed is 25¢ to cover mailing and handling of "How To Plan A Trend-Setting Kitchen". We plan to ___ build ___ remodel in

[month]

(19 -)

Name

Address

City State Zip Code

WHAT'S NEW FOR LIVING continued from page 40

DESIGN camera; a new camera design equipped with a dial of ten condenser lenses that works either automatically or manually. For automatic operation, you select the shutter speed, and an electric eye sets the appropriate lens opening. The Dial 35, above, is a 35mm single-frame camera that takes 40 half-size pictures on 20-exposure film and has a spring motor so you can take two pictures a second. Weighs less than a pound and measures only 3 inches wide by 3 1/2 inches high, exclusive of winding grip. About $80; with leather case and flash gun, about $100. By Bell & Howell Company, 7100 McCormick Rd., Chicago, Ill., 60645.

COLLAPSIBLE LAMP SHADES you can carry home from the store in manageable flat packages. Washable fabric shades, below, are made with spring steel frames that collapse to a slim 2 inches (open to as high as 18 inches) so you don't have to hunt up king-size cartons for them when the painters come or you want to switch shades for a season. Colors include white, eggshell, beige, some with gold trim. Shades come in either drum or bell shapes. $7.95 to $10.95. By Fold-A-Shade Corp., 780 East 136th St., Bronx, N.Y., 10454.

PACKABLE LAMP SHADE...

...about to go to work

MONOGRAMMING continued from page 38

Paper—aside from writing paper—is another material to be wary of monogramming. There is some point to monogrammed matchbooks as long as the marking is simple. (No "Darby and Joan" or "John loves Mary," please.) And monogrammed playing cards are a matter of personal taste: they can be good-looking, and rather a nice change from flamingos and such. But to monogram paper napkins and similar disposables seems incongruous—likewise certain objects made of other materials, such as door mats and ashtrays. There is something disturbing about walking on a monogram, putting a cigarette out on it or worrying it to staying. And never lay hand to a shower curtain: a monogram can give it the look of a branded steer.

There is a school of gift donors who feel that just about anything, as long as it is gussied up with a monogram, will take the place of a really thoughtful gift, painstakingly sought for. But the recipient is rarely fooled—or pleased. Commemorative gifts, of course, should always be marked, out of deference to the occasion, as should precious presents like watches, gold cigarette cases and pillboxes. They are the prettier for it, and more easily identified.

But whatever the gift—or possession—HaG would always advise under-monogramming rather than over-monogramming. It is a wise precaution to keep in mind that a good lily rarely profits from gilding.
I want a picnic every Sunday

and a set of that new pattern, Ashford

I'd stand over a hot stove six days a week for a picnic every Sunday. And Ashford, the elegant new stainless steel classic. To give beautiful meals under the quiet trees. (We can't guarantee the picnic. But we can offer Ashford. Heavy stainless steel forged to a glowing satin finish, carved with one deep scroll. Is there a lovelier way to turn breakfast, lunch and dinner into a picnic every day of the week?) 16-piece Starter Set, $29.95. Complete Set, 50-piece service for 8, $79.95.

International Stainless Deluxe

Made by The International Silver Company, Meriden, Conn.
This is the summer of Centura tableware
The time you put your best service outdoors—without a breakage worry

Wonderful new CENTURA™ tableware makes your settings the smartest, most carefree ever. It has the starshine brilliance, the look, the feel, even the “ring” of truly fine ceramic... but its durability is the exciting news.

After the party, you just gather it up (no kid-glove handling here) and whisk it off to the dishwasher. Comes out bright as new—no chipping—and its surface is so smooth that food residues wash off easily.

Corning guarantees that its dealers will replace any piece of CENTURA tableware that breaks, chips, cracks or crazes in normal household use within three years from the date of purchase. Pieces bearing this mark* will be replaced if they ever break from temperature changes or extremes.

Choose from the brilliant basic white; the famous blue cornflower; classic pewter gray... or mix for fresh contrast.

CENTURA plates, bowls, cups and saucers are packed in groups of four, so you only buy the pieces you want, and as many at a time as you need. In the white, a sixteen-piece service for four is $23.75. Blue cornflower or pewter gray, $25.75.

Then you'll want to keep adding to your CENTURA service: the new broil/bake platter, freeze/cook/serve casseroles, coffeepots and beverage servers. All these accessories are available individually, all beautifully coordinated. Find out about wonderful new CENTURA tableware at any better store.

* Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.
Lane combines crisp caning with soft, figured woods in tables so beautifully veneered they look like they should cost much more. And they should. Pick from 15 Reflection styles starting at $40.* If you like, have them with a plastic top that looks exactly like wood but acts exactly like Formica.

*SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN THE WEST

For Lane's helpful "Home Decorating Kit" send 35c to The Lane Company, Box HQ-26, Altavista, Va. Lane makes beautiful tables, cedar chests, bedroom and dining room furniture.
great!
design from Denmark / value from the workbench
These extremely sturdy, beautifully designed spoke chairs are perfect for the summer cottage, charming in a child's room, colorful as an extra seating place anywhere in the house. Mail orders accepted for sets of 4 only in the same color. Check or Money Order only. No COD's.

46 Greenwich Avenue, Dept. HG-J, New York, N.Y. 10011

THE  "TOPIC"  BELL
for outdoor or indoor charm

THE "TOPIC"  BELL
for outdoor or indoor charm

LONGER SLEEVES
LONGER RISE
A Perfect Gift for Father's Day

Sun ripened
Fresh fruits, unique creation by the glassblowers of sunny Murano near Venice are strung into a necklace to accent a summer costume. Luscious pears, apples and strawberries offset by delicate glass leaves are aglow with natural color. 191⁄2" l. $3.50 pdd. Shopping International, HG6, 25 N. Main St., White River Jct., Vt.
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Order merchandise by writing directly to shops. Enclose check or money order. Any unused item (not personalized) may be returned by insured mail for refund.

Beautiful bait
Life with father includes fishing. Come the day (June 21st) here's a gift to call his own: lure for hooking a big one. Of gold-plated solid brass that glitters under water—fish can't resist the gleam. With 3 initials (please state letters), $1 pdd. Lillian Vernon, HG6, 30 Evans Street, New Rochelle, N. Y.

Teatime Americana
Put this charming cast iron pot on the hob for a note of Early Americana that is both decorative and utterly functional. Gives a cozy look by the fireplace or on the mantel. Pot holds a quart, is 51⁄2" across, 6" tall. $6 ppd. Send for free illustrated brochure. Malone's Metalcraft, HG6, 1013 8th Ave. S., Nashville, Tenn.

Graduation gift
Charm of charms for the day of days. Rolled diploma is on June 1964 calendar (may also be specified for past years) with 2 cultured pearls; semi-precious stone marks graduation day. Message may be engraved on back for 10c: a letter. 14k. $23.50; Sterling, $9.95. Ppd. Jamaica Silversmith, HG6, 50 Delancy, N. Y. 10002.
For real
Unforgettable little character, this Toy Yorkshire Terrier. Primarily for grownups, pup's loveliness attracts pampering; liveliness stems from his terrier strain. Steel blue from head-tip to length of tail; chest, face are golden-tan. $200. Free catalogue of dogs and cats. Ted Steele's Dog Line, HG6, 979 1st Ave., N. Y. 10022.

Wine cellar
Handsome enough to be used as a decorative note is the gourmet wine basket. Woven willow, it's a natural to carry out to the patio or off on an elegant picnic. The 12-bottle size is $12.95 and the one for 24 bottles is $19.95. You might spraint paint them to match your décor. Express collect. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG6, Northport, N. Y.

Brass and burnished
Gleaming accent beside a fireplace,面板 table or handsome stand for green potted plants is this hand engraved three-legged stool from India. Grand spot for young fry to perch during a party. It stands 12½" tall. $17.88. Express charges collect. Palley's, HG6, 2263 East Vernon Avenue, Los Angeles 58, Cal.

Prayer of St. Francis
St. Francis' prayer of faith and understanding and hope has been reproduced on a memorial aluminum plaque finished in black with raised gold letters. It has been sent to hang in the 50 state capitols. With memorial to our late president. 18" by 22", $50 for set ppd. Moultrie Mfg. Co., HG6. Moultrie, Ga.

A RARE GIFT FOR A LIMITED FEW!
Authentic Viennese Porcelain Cufflinks
WITH DELICATE HAND-PAINTED 17TH CENTURY PLAYING CARDS

These striking old-time porcelain cufflinks are marvelous replicas of 17th century playing cards used by the Royal Court. Each is delicately hand-painted in 5 colors and glazed in Vienna, Austria, where the making of superb china is a centuries-old art. They are really lovely, imported for the first time and not available in stores simply because it is a hand art and the small family business that makes them can only produce a few hundred sets each year. A handsome new gift. Each set is a pair of Aces, Kings, Queens or Jacks (specify) in a soft leather gift pouch. Set: $9; 2 sets, $17 ppd.

MADISON GALLERIES, Dept. HG-6, 887 Second Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
SUMMER GARDEN

We took our beautiful appliqued embroidered red roses and put them on a natural color pure Irish linen slipper—and we love the result. Two lovely red roses on the toe and one peeking from the heel, too. Hard sole with little heel. Send us your shoe size please. $5.00 includes postage.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s

Edith Chapman
Route 303 • Dept. 21
Rockland County, Blauvelt, N. Y.

COPPER
from our Colonial Kitchens
up to 50% less than comparable, for sale only through our catalog.
COMPLETE COPPER CATALOG FREE FOR THE ASKING
Old Georgetown Coffee House
1320 Wisconsin Ave. • Washington, D.C. 20007
DEPT. HG-4-A

Ad infinitum

Kooky for cooky
Mad idea for the gal with a shelf full of gourmet cookbooks are a pair of skillet bookends in black finished castiron. They are 8” tall and 5” across mounted on a square base with felted bottom. Bottom extends under books to hold firmly in place. $6.95 ap. ppd. Tennessee Chromium, HG6, 206 Louise, Nashville 3, Tenn.

Sitting pretty
Tufted velvet bench with Queen Anne legs makes a perfect accent for a foyer, a piano, or at the foot of a bed. 44” by 20” by 18”, it comes in 22 decorator colors. Mahogany, fruitwood or antique white finish. $46.50 ea.; $90 pr.; 2 yds. 54” your fabric, $40. Exp. coll. Catalogue 25c. Hunt Galleries, HG6, Box 492, Hickory, N. C.

It’s a snap!
Quick, comfortable and stick-proof—snap-on diapers of soft, strong absorbent cotton. Diapers come in pink, blue or yellow as well as white (specify). Require no folding and they’re adjustable for any baby up to 2 years. Half-a-dozen, $3.75 ppd. Nel-King Products, HG6, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo.

GARDEN

Three-sectional tray 15” L., $6.35 incl. postage Beautiful Hand-Made Monkey Pod Carvings for you from Woods of Hawaii

Ad infinitum
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Sitting pretty
Tufted velvet bench with Queen Anne legs makes a perfect accent for a foyer, a piano, or at the foot of a bed. 44” by 20” by 18”, it comes in 22 decorator colors. Mahogany, fruitwood or antique white finish. $46.50 ea.; $90 pr.; 2 yds. 54” your fabric, $40. Exp. coll. Catalogue 25c. Hunt Galleries, HG6, Box 492, Hickory, N. C.

It’s a snap!
Quick, comfortable and stick-proof—snap-on diapers of soft, strong absorbent cotton. Diapers come in pink, blue or yellow as well as white (specify). Require no folding and they’re adjustable for any baby up to 2 years. Half-a-dozen, $3.75 ppd. Nel-King Products, HG6, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo.

GARDEN
The Most Unique Fabric Service in the Whole Wide World!

Every 2 weeks throughout the year you will receive 16 fabric swatches gathered from the four corners of the globe!

A recent presentation, for instance, offers hand woven cottons from INDIA, pure silks from the Orient, the finest cottons from SWITZERLAND, FRANCE and ITALY ... as well as many exclusive fabrics from AMERICA'S finest mills.

And all at GUARANTEED LOWEST IN THE COUNTRY PRICES! Should any fabric purchased from us be sold anywhere at any time at a price lower than ours, we will refund the difference upon notification.

With each fabric purchase receive a SURPRISE GIFT BONUS of fresh, new fabrics, FREE, or take a 10% DISCOUNT as preferred. There is no obligation, whatever, to buy.

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE ON ALL PURCHASES! NO TIME LIMIT!

You must be happy with everything bought from us or we want it back!

FABRICS 'ROUND THE WORLD INCORPORATED
270 West 38th Street, New York 18, N. Y.

FABRICS 'ROUND THE WORLD INCORPORATED
270 West 38th Street, New York 18, N. Y.

For a FULL year!
OVER 400 SWATCHES IN ALL!

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY ___________________ ZN. _______ STATE ___________

PLEASE PRINT

HG-64

$2.00 enclosed for full year's membership

NO FOREIGN OR CANADA PLEASE!

JUNE, 1964
HANG IT!!

Hang it all... A welcome touch of whimsy. From Vienna, Austria comes this delightful trio in heavy, solid brass with gleaming faces and paws and black enamel bodies.

$3.50 ea.,... 3 for $10.00 P.P.D.—No C.O.D.

WHERE TO HANG IT!
Hang the hand-piece of the phone in the cradle when calling others to answer.

WHERE TO WRITE IT!
Use the handy notepad and pad when taking messages or noting numbers.

HOW TO TIME IT!
Use the sand-filled minute glass to time long distance calls.

Order for every phone in house and for thoughtful gifts.

$3.95 ppd. — 3 for $10.95 ppd.

Accent COLONIAL
93 W. 5th Ave. — Scottsdale, Ariz.

Imported Jooties
LOE-TEED

FABULOUS EAST INDIAN SANDALS

Solid embossed, hand-painted, hand-crafted from finest leathers. Perfect size for luxurious comfort, utility — a principle accessory — add jewel-like colors to your wardrobe. Wear these Indians or outdoors — with capris, cottons, lounging pajamas — even your cocktail dresses. Sizes 4 to 10 in black, white, orange, red, chartreuse, and pastel olive.

$10.95 POST $12.95

FLATS PAID WEDGES

Send your size or tracing of foot with choice of color and style. 50c extra. Specify size and style.

Maharani Creations

THE ARIZONA PROSPECTOR
Dept. 406, Box 81, Scottsdale, Arizona 85252

Hot off the oven
A sensible revival: an attractive hot roller server with a warming tile. Pop tile into oven when rolls or biscuits are baking; slip it into Colonial pine server and hotbread tools stay hot. English Ferrallite tile with serving tray is $4.50 complete; 3 for $12.50. Ppd. Order from Accent Colonial, H66, 83 W. 5th Ave., Scottsdale, Ariz.

Throng to thongs
Ideal complement to a glamorous sari, mad culottes or a bright sheath are Ben Hur sandals from India with hand-stitched toe rings and thongs to keep feet in their place. Soft, pliable, comfortable. For ladies or men; specify size: $8.95 plus 50c post. Order from Maharani Creations, H66, Scottsdale, Ariz.

Powerful dice
The ultimate in gamesmanship—an electronic computer dice game. Lights flash when rolling; random lights stay lit for "point." Action is split second and safety interlock prevents misplays. And game positively can't be fixed! Works on batteries. Fun for Father's Day! $29.95 ppd. Arizona Prospector, Dept. 406, Box 81, Scottsdale, Ariz.

Indian signs
There's a man close by who can do more to help you beat the heat than anyone else in town. He is your Carrier Air Conditioning Dealer and all you have to do is call him.

When you do, he will come over and survey your home carefully. Then he can tell you the best way to air condition your house—and the cost. Give him a go-ahead, and he will install the equipment expertly.

There are many reasons why your Carrier Dealer is the man to call. For one thing, Carrier started the air conditioning industry and over the years developed the most complete line of equipment available.

This equipment is lower in price today than ever before and is backed by fine service. For Carrier and its dealers maintain the most experienced service organization in the business. And the largest—more than 12,000 men strong.

There is more Carrier air conditioning serving more people in more places throughout the world than any other make.

Because of all this, your Carrier Dealer has great confidence in the job he will do for you. Enough confidence to certify in writing the temperature and humidity conditions that will prevail in your home.

To beat the heat once and for all, call your Carrier Dealer. He is listed in the Yellow Pages.
The way to select ORIENTAL RUGS

is to examine them in your own home

Hundreds of rare antique, inexpensive antique, semi-antique, and new rugs in antique designs. Each moderately priced.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and COLORED PICTURES. Select rugs you wish sent on APPROVAL. WE PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES. NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSE to you in ordering our rugs shipped on approval. No obligation to buy.

Antique rugs $50 to $1,000
Small to Giant Sizes.
Savonnerie rugs from India in pastel (Kirmans) colors
2 x 3 ft. to 12 x 24 ft.
9 x 12 ft. $500. 12 x 20 ft. $1,200.
Many glorious and unusual sizes

For sale by Jacobsen's famous authorized dealers in all parts of the country, and at any exclusive dealer's or around town, anywhere.

For 40 years we have been eliminating the element of gamble in buying Oriental Rugs for thousands of customers all over America.

“ORIENTAL RUGS—A Complete Guide” by Charles W. Jacobsen . . . $12.50

First and only Oriental Rug encyclopedia ever published. 480 pages with 250 plates. 30 in full color.

CHAS. W. JACOBSEN, Inc.
401 S. SALINA ST., SYRACUSE, N.Y.
TEL. MA 2-7832

Zippered Pigskin PIPE TRAVELER

His favorite pipe goes where he goes, and safely too, in this magnificent English pigskin case with 3-sided zipper. All beautifully soft moleskin-lined with guard for four pipes. Zippered center pocket is properly lined to keep his favorite tobacco just right; has extra protector to prevent spilling. A luxurious practical gift for the pipe lover, 7" x 6" x 3". (Pipes not included.) Order No. 4037.

Only $15.00 postpaid.

Write for FREE catalog of unusual gift items.

DOWNS & CO., Dept. 1404-B
1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill.

ENJOY THE DIMENSION OF GLAMOROUS MOOD LIGHTING

Add A New Warmth And Radiance To Every Room In Your Home

Just set the dimswitch to suit your mood. Soft and elegant for a formal dinner party or bright as a safety or outdoor night light. A flick of the switch will light up the entire room with the lighting effect you desire. An economic way to compliment every room in your home.

EASY TO INSTALL—GUARANTEED BY MANUFACTURER.
DOUBLE location ORDER DUAL SWITCH . . . $8.95 ea.
ADD 20¢ FOR SALES TAX AND HANDLING CHARGES

Order Today

KEYSTONE Lighting & Supply
2234 E. 30th St.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46218

Since 1848

BRECK'S OF BOSTON
L22 BRECK BLDG. BOSTON 10, MASS

Stripped for Sport

To make the story short, this Jackie shirt is longer. Sleeves are longer: 4" have been added to body, for men of heroic proportions. Cotton seersucker with button-down collar, flap pocket, box pleated back, Blue, red or charcoal stripe. M, L, XL, XXL, $5.95; 2, $11.45. Ppd. Catalogue. King Size, 6394 Forest St., Brockton, Mass.

Cool as a julep

Lots of fashion here and lots of fun: you cross-stitch the flower design on a winsome shift (orange, brown, green embroidery floss included). All ready made of beige butcher rayon that's practically uncrushable. S(10-12) M(14-16) L(18-20). $5.50 plus 35¢ post. Allow 10 days. Nancy Resetar, H66, Box 781, Port Chester, N. Y. 10514.

Daddy's darlings

Every Dad gets a big boost out of a present his children make just for him. Children's loving works of art may be reproduced in full color on 7" square ceramic tray for Dad's favorite pipe or his studs, tie clip and cuff links. Send any drawing, $4.50 plus 75¢ post. Allow 10 days. Nancy Resetar, H66, Box 781, Port Chester, N. Y. 10514.

Double duty doggie

Pooleo ingratiates himself as a high night-light; his sassy topper's prepared to perfume the air with your eau de cologne or even headier stuff. The ceramic-pup is a lamp for any bedside table. Nursery tenants love it for their very own. $4.95 postpaid. Order from Taylor Gifts, H66, 226 West Wayne Ave., Wayne, Pa.

LOVE THAT DOG?

Naturally! Then use DOGGIE-DEW the WATERLESS SHAMPOO. Simple to use—just apply, work into a lather, and towel dry. Gives coat a beautiful lustre, eliminates odors. FAST DRYING reduces risk of colds. Send $2.50 ppd. Contents 16 oz. Florida residents add 3 1/2% sales tax.

TOPS-ALL Products, Inc., Dept. G6
P.O. Box A-922, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33307

House & Garden
Sailor take care

Marinas, lake and river anchorages are going to be jammed this summer. Be prepared with this boat whistle to warn off other boats, signal rules of the road, summon help. Three 6" brass pipes are chrome plated. USC&G required on boats over 16'. $2.95 ppd. Greenland Studios, H66, Miami 47, Fl.

Set to dine in bliss

If lobster boiled in sea water or broiled on the beach isn't your dish, read no further. This neat set of stainless steel forks and claw crackers aren't for you. The forks are designed to extract every last succulent morsel and the crackers do a perfect job. 6 6" forks, 2 crackers $6 ppd. Edith Chapman, H66, Blauvelt, N. Y.

IQ to ESP

Fascinating new way to entertain and test your friends and challenge their "sixth sense" with actual cards developed at the famous extrasensory perception laboratory of Duke University. Deck includes complete instructions by the psychologist who invented ESP tests. $1.50 ppd. Mitchell's, H66, Box 1824, Durham, N. C.

Sling backs are back

And no wonder! They're smart, they're comfortable and they flatter a pretty foot. This smart style with perforated vamp comes in soft crushed kid in black, beige, white, blue or red. AAAA, AAA 6-12; AA, A 5-1/2-12; B 4-1/2-12; D 4-1/2-12 $9.95 plus 55c postage. Beverly Shoe, N.Y., 1007 Gallia St., Portsmouth, Ohio.

Shopping Around

romantic rattan CHEST

Generous storage for out-of-season clothing, including a box-shaped chest with bamboo frames and rattan seats. Three compartments. 12" dia. 1.00 ea.

romantic rattan Table


romantic rattan ARM CHAIR


romantic rattan OTTOMAN

Use with the Kola or Islander chair for lounging comfort. Size 19" X 14". No. R064 5.40 ea.

romantic rattan CRAFED CURTAINS

Conjures up the magic of the out-island with these glamorous curtains. Natural or bamboo striping between beards. The way to curtian a door or window. 36" wide X 72" long. Sound cool, lock eyelet. No. O554 per panel 7.88
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The joy of hearing
A new electronic device enables those with hearing difficulties to use the telephone more effectively. Aid-a-phone amplifies sounds even in noisy work areas. Portable, battery-operated. Fits any phone. 3% oz., $16.95 ppd. From hearing specialists, Frazier Prescriptive Hearing Instrument Co., Inc., HG6, 570 5th Ave., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Traveling pair
Have toothbrush, will travel. And the toothbrush is encased in a jeweled case that swivels like a lipstick. It's only 3" long. She carries her keys on a jeweled, elasticized bracelet ready to unlock car, switch ignition and go. Toothbrush, $2. Key bracelet, $1.25. Ppd. RMS Designs, HG6, 311 N. Desplaines, Chicago 6, Ill.

Case for writing
Great for kids at camp, for a letter writer on the beach or in a train, plane or bus—this marvelous clipboard with a compartment below to hold all the tools: pencils, letters, odds and ends. Lid closes over 9" by 12" case. Clipboard, 9/4" by 12 1/2". $2.49 ppd. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Sports wha' hae?
Heroes of the turf and field or officers-in-charge of poolside girls watch like this bold striped shirt for men who think big. Charcoal, blue or maroon on gray woven cotton. 17" to 20 for big men, 15 to 18 1/2" for tall. $5.95 postpaid. Free Big-Tall catalogue. Order from Jeffery Leonard, HG6, 1419 Farnam St., Omaha, Nebr.

METATARSAL PROBLEMS?
Put Your Feet AT EASE In High Heel and Fashion Shoes
• End Forward Slipping and Crowding Toes
• Satisfaction Guaranteed

METATARSAL CUSHION SUPPORT INSOLE
Relieves Pressure and Gives New Joy and Comfort To Walking
Suede leather covered. Metatarsal lift gives support where needed. Foam rubber cushioning, covered with leather grain composition—cool—shock absorbing—interchangeable or attachable.

SAVE 50% on Pair
Order Direct from us and pay Factory price only. We do not sell through dealers. Exclusively models of Crystal chandeliers, sconces and candelabra influenced by Antebellum Elegance. In business over 25 years. Satisfaction guaranteed. We pay shipping charges in U.S.A. From $10.00 up. Free catalogue.

New ORTHOPEDIC APPLIANCES, Dept. HG-6
20 W. 47th St., Suite 504, New York 36, N. Y.
Tel. JUdson 2-1233

SPORTS WHA' HAE?
Mum's the word
Jewel tone cushion chrysanthemums to plant now for glorious display this fall. These are healthy, hardy #1 plants in 1 ½" fertilizer peat pots that grow 1' tall, but spread more than 2'. 6 colors: red, pink, bronze, yellow, purple, white. 3, $2; 6, $4; 12, $8; 18, $12; 30, $20. Add 10% for post. Stern's, Dept. D, Geneva, N. Y.

Be your own genie
Lamp of burnished brass engraved in India is just like Aladdin’s magical one with which he could summon his personal genie. This will burn fragrant incense to create a pleasant scent and, incidentally, repel mosquitoes on a sultry evening. 6" long, $1.99 ppd. Palley's, HG6, 2263 E. Vernon, Los Angeles 56, Cal.

An established name
He’s made a name for himself so mark it well with a door plate in gold letters. Marker is Danish hand rubbed oil walnut with special adhesive back to stick on without screws. One or two lines up to 18 letters. 2" by 4", $1.95, 1 line. Add 50c for 2nd line. Ppd. Spear Engineering, 106-2 Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.

Who's my baby?
Little sweetheart all dressed up in candy stripes and good enough to eat. The drip dry fabric of the romper and bonnet will please Mommy, too. Let baby crawl and the whole outfit can be washed while she's napping. Pink or blue on white. 12, 18 or 22 months. $5 set ppd. Carriage House, HG6, Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y.

Shopping Around

LILLIAN VERNON'S BATH BOUTIQUE

FLORINE GOLD DISH
$1.95
Cost in metal, plated in gold. Graceful dolphin rests on a sea shell base. The larger gold shell is an appealing necessary at only $1.95 each; 3 for $5.00.

GOLDEN TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER
$1.95
A giant beauty that holds 16 brushes and adds a decorative accent to the bath. Made of gold plated metal. 5" holder has smart leaf design to form top and bottom. $1.95 each; 3 for $5.00.

HAPPY GOLD CHERUB HOOK
$1.00 each
Golden double hook of metal; plated in gold and then lacquered. Over 3" tall. To hold bags, belts, nightgowns, towels and more. Mounting screws included. $1.00 each; 2 for $1.95.

LILLIAN VERNON'S BATH BOUTIQUE

Here's an exciting new way of propping and feeding baby. World's only garment-type infant seat made for propping and feeding on bed, sofa, chair, highchair, crib, auto, and stroller. Designed by a mother—approved by doctors. Perfect show-off gift. Ideal for vacation trips. Pink or Yellow.

STERLING SILVER "GRANDFATHER'S" KNIFE

Here's a thoughtful gift any grandfather is sure to cherish—an elegant sterling pocket knife handsomely-engraved with the names and birth dates of his grandchildren. Has a single sharp blade and nail file. There's space for up to 12 first names and birth dates. Specify first names and birth dates for engraving. Price $6.99 ppd., postpaid. Order No. 3603P.

LITTLE BIT O'CLOCK

Charming way to pass the time. This unusual 8-day wall clock is just 3 inches across. Its white enamel face is wreathed in handpainted flowers of rose and blue with green. Gay brass pendulum. Fine German import, it's enchanting in any room. Money-back guarantee. Price includes Fed. tax.

Nautical Sundress

12-20
14½-24½
You'll sail through summer, cool and fresh as a sea breeze in drip-dry Chambray-Denim with easy snap-up front. Cadet Blue with red/white braid on neckline & pockets.

$6.99
Plus $65 Post. & Hdlg. Suit, gear.

NAUTICAL SUNDRESS

SIZES

12-20
14½-24½

CHARMING WAY TO PASS THE TIME.

$1.95 each; 3 for $5.00.

HAPPY GOLD CHERUB HOOK

$1.00 each
Golden double hook of metal; plated in gold and then lacquered. Over 3" tall. To hold bags, belts, nightgowns, towels and more. Mounting screws included. $1.00 each; 2 for $1.95.

GRANDFATHER'S" KNIFE

ONLY $2.65

New Home Study Method

Fascinating field for men and women. Learn in spare time, Excellent starting point for career. Practical basic training. Approved supervised method. Low tuition. Easy payments.

FREE BOOKLET — Send for valuable 24-page illustrated booklet, "Adventures in Interior Design & Decoration." No obligation. No salesman will call.

Learn INTERIOR DECORATION

Develop Your Talent

NEW HOME STUDY METHOD

VICKI WAYNE

116-34-68, Country Club
Tucson, Arizona

(Vicki's Postcard Traders)

PROPA TOT


LITTLE BIT O'CLOCK

Charming way to pass the time. This unusual 8-day wall clock is just 3 inches across. Its white enamel face is wreathed in handpainted flowers of rose and blue with green. Gay brass pendulum. Fine German import, it's enchanting in any room. Money-back guarantee. Price includes Fed. tax, postage, Check or money order, please.

ARMCHAIR BOUTIQUE

Dept. HG, Box 1-F So., 2 Tudor City Pl.
New York, New York 10017

Sterling Silver "GRANDFATHER'S" KNIFE

Here's a thoughtful gift any grandfather is sure to cherish—an elegant sterling pocket knife handsomely-engraved with the names and birth dates of his grandchildren. Has a single sharp blade and nail file. There is space for up to 12 first names and birth dates. Specify first names and birth dates for engraving. Cost $6.99 ppd., postpaid. Only $6.99 (F.E.T. Incl.), postpaid. Order No. 3603P.

DOWNS & CO., Dept. 1058-A
1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill.
A strike
For the bowling family a decorative trivet complete with the Bowler's prayer. Cast metal with white and red bowling pin, white lettering on black background. Hang it on the wall, use it for after-bowling coffee pot. 5/8" by 6". $1.25 ea.; 2 for $2.25. Ppd. Crescent House, HG6, 135 Central Park Rd., Plainview, N. Y.

Table in the round
When the guests come marching in, who isn't in need of an extra table? For indoors or outside, this beauty: round top (12") of white Carrara marble on an 18" hand-wrought base finished in rust-proof white, black, pewter, green or pink. $17.95 plus $1.50 post. Patio Sales, HG6, Box 25, Highland Park, Ill.

Jade for June beauty
An exotic pendant in genuine jade comes from Hong Kong to accent a chic summer sheath or floating chiffon. Luminous green jade in a choice of teardrop or heart-shape on delicate gold filled chain. Beauty for bridesmaid or June graduate. $3.99 plus 40c tax. Ppd. The Akron, HG6, 5120 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 38, Cal.

All set for camp?
Avoid the hideous last minute job of sewing what seems like miles of name tapes on the children's gear. With a press of the iron these tapes will stay anchored to everything from shirts and socks to sheets and sweaters, to say nothing of sneakers. 50c, $1.25 ppd. Old Pueblo Traders, 614-HT, S. Country Club, Tucson, Ariz.
Before you build, buy or modernize, be sure the heating system measures up to GAS!

FRESH AIR. Gas heat is fresh, humidity controlled, and circulated, replacing stale indoor air in every room of the house every hour. If you wish, a Gas heating system can bring in and warm fresh air from outdoors.

CIRCULATION. With Gas, freshly warmed air moves constantly through each room, instead of gathering in stagnant layers. Floors are warmer and your baby can play on it. You'll find the heat is so much more pleasant to live with than stale heat.

3. WHOLE-HOUSE WARMTH. With Gas heat there's no need to close off rooms or keep some rooms colder to cut bills. And Gas heats so evenly there are no cold spots in the house that require expensive auxiliary heating.

4. ADD-ON AIR CONDITIONING. By planning ahead, you can use the ductwork of your Gas heating system for cooling your whole house, too. Gas will do both jobs equally well, dependably and economically.

5. ECONOMY. The average cost of heating a home with Gas is definitely lower than with other types of heat. The savings can add up to thousands of dollars over the life of your mortgage.

MEASURE ANY HEATING SYSTEM BY THE FIVE IMPORTANT POINTS

LIVE MODERN FOR LESS WITH GAS

Look for this symbol of a quality home

VISIT THE FESTIVAL OF GAS PAVILION AT THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 1964/1965
To have and to hold "those precious tures that tell a story all your own. mind by cherished charms and mini­atures that tell a story all your own."

Money Back Guarantee (Unless Pertonated)

750 CHARMS IN THIS
YOUNG AHOY CARRIAGE HOUSE SAILORS CATALOG

ANTIQUE WORLD GLOBE KIT
A kit, fun and easy to assemble into a choice collectors item that will enhance any room. The accurate six inch diameter globe stands 11" high in its cradle and has an antique leather appearance. Complemented by authentic zodiac and latitude rings. The cradle parts are solid hardwood sanded and ready to as­ semble. All components and mate­rials included in the kit to complete. Your globe as a prized possession. Satisfaction guaranteed. $9.95 Postage Paid

WORLD ART KITS
620 Avenue Blvd., WILMINGTON, CALIF.

"Yard Boy" AMERICA'S FINEST OUTDOOR INCINERATOR Endorsed by Fire Prevention Authorities

ELIMINATE "TIRED-BACK" DRIVING!

Remove Water Stains
Now you can get rid of unsightly water marks and stains quickly, easily and thoroughly. Magnificent new stain remover works on tile, win­dows, shower doors, porcelain, mir­rors, auto finishes and chrome trim. Consumer tested for over 5 years. Non-irritating. Money back guaran­tee. 10 oz. pkg. $1.49 ppd.

Send check or money order.

Bruce Sales Co.
1023 W. Harvard, Fresno 5, Calif.

Shopping Around
Fairfax ladder back
The latest joy from Jeff Elliot—where line design, fine quality and pleasing prices are ever present—this white ash chair with fiber rush seat, curved backrests, hand­turned flamed finials. 43" h.; seat, 18" by 14" by 18" h. Unfinished, $12.95; pine or maple finish, $15.95. Exp. coll. (min. order 2). Jeff Elliott, HG6, Statesville, N. C.

Status boot
To wear where summer is, Cali­fornia's lightblue denim boot. "Gidget" sports a stacked heel, leather sole; strap-trim's many colored in a linen-like material. Picassque foot gear for anyone whose shoe size is anywhere from 5 to 10. $6.95 p.pd. Cal-Leather, HG6, 525 West Windsor Road, Glendale, Calif. 91204.

Reading's a circus
Encourage a pre-schooler to prize the books you read to him, school age youngsters to enjoy reading on their own with gaily painted cast iron clown book ends. Tall clown is 7½" tall. The sad clown is 7". Both are on felt padded ped­estals, weigh 6 lbs. $7.95 a pr. p.pd. Crescent House, HG6, 135 Central Pk. Rd., Plainview, N. Y.

Old hardware
Colonial Americans in drawer pulls. Now lovely reproductions, in solid brass, can add decorative excitement to your own furniture: solid-shaped Mt. Vernon style for modern pieces; Monticello, for more ornate ones. 2½" or 3" bor­ing widths; $1.75 ea. p.pd. Cata­logue 15c. Caim's, HG6, P.O. Drawer 340, Gastonia, N. C.
Bedazzling
Array of sparkling make believe sapphires and rubies surround a large-as-life turquoise. The setting is richly antiqued gold plate. The ring band adjusts itself to fit the finger on which it is to be worn. The ring itself is square to fit the flat back of your finger. $10 plus 10% tax ppd. Lions, Dept. 57E, 260 Fifth Ave., New York 10001.

Candy bangles
Glass transformed into gay bangle bracelets looks good enough to eat. Fresh accessory to give the boys something to talk about as you maneuver through the Frug or Mashed Potato. Bright touch with a print sheath or flyaway skirt. Their sweet price tag? $1.98 for one—anil men also.

Threefold beauty
Hang this to shed luminescence in a room or make a hall glow with light. Wrought iron with opal glass globes set in cups of delicate leaves. 15" h., 19" w. Antique white, pink, black, aqua opal glass globes set in cups of delicate leaves. 15" h., 19" w. 

Shopping Around

1/3 OFF STERLING SALE!
4-pc. Place Setting now 90.00 plus Fed. Tax
FREE Engraving if Desired

NOTE: Add 10% Fed. Tax. No C.O.D.’s. ALL STERLING SENT PREPAID

STRETCH TO HEALTH
Used by Hollywood Stars—ideal for men, women, new mothers. Takes a few minutes a day to lengthen and firm flabby lijs and bulging hips. New, big and colorful! 124 pages filled with new Forslund—many made in our own little Grand Rapids manufactory. Our first new big catalog in four years!

Dampf Chaser
Plug Our Dampness with Dampp-Chaser closet dehumidifier. Stops mildew, mold and musty odors. Just plug in and forget. UL approved. A.C. Safe, economical.
Free delivery 50 miles (and all L.I.); beyond, add 35c postage. Easy to carry, comes complete with chart and instructions.

A modern feeling in walking!
PLEASE SEND THESE 2 NEW DECORATING BOOKLETS TO ME!

1. COLOR HARMONY FOR HOUSE & GARDEN COLORS, '64. Outlines how you can coordinate rooms around the 36 new House & Garden colors for '64. Contains four basic color schemes for each, with recommendations for walls, wood trim, furniture and accents. Each is decorator-selected to harmonize with the furnishings of today's smart interiors.

2. YOUR HOME BEAUTIFUL. Colorful 46-page booklet gives you hundreds of smart ideas for decorating your home, inside and outside. Contains tips on painting, plus information on new decorative finishes for furniture, floors and wood trim.

To: THE GLIDDEN COMPANY
Dept. H • 11001 Madison Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44102
Enclosed is 25¢ (no stamps please)
YES! I want to know the latest on decorating. Please rush both booklets to:
Name...........................
Street or RFD...................
City or Town...........................
State.................................
Zip......................................

June Special!
"ANYTHING" LAMP

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

Create your own lamp in a minute. 89 dramatic, whimsical. Change your lamp every day with our wonderfull "magic lamp" base. We picture 2 variations. Use "anything"—a bowl of flowers, potted plant, vase, figurine, pitcher, driftwood, bottle, brass, a trophy, top, jug, clock—anything. For any room, any style. Adjust brass post to any height. Thick oval base 7^{1/8} x 9^{1/8} (as illustrated). In polished honey pine, maple, or black finishes.

(Please use your own shade. Only $4.95. Larger Base $5.50. Extra large base 9^{1/8} x 11^{1/8} $9.95. Postpaid. Add 50c, west of S5.95. For large base order with this product a few dollars postpaid.)

PISTOL-HANDLED STAINLESS
in an heirloom tradition

An exact replica of a famous old sterling pattern, with graceful pistol handled knives, 3 lined forks and rat-tailed spoons. In heavy, hand-forged satin finished stainless. Service for 8 includes 8 dinner forks, 8 dinner knives, 8 salad forks, 8 soup spoons, 16 teaspoon, plus 2 serving spoons, plus $29.95.

Write for FREE catalog.

"A REAL JOY"

For a unique birthday, Christmas or house warming gift. A Choice of 4 styles: Pewter $9.95; Bronze $19.95; Sterling Silver $29.95. Each with a leather case! Order now before Christmas!

Shopping Around

Wallpaper remover

How about decorative tonic for a winter weary room? Applying new wallpaper is easy when you've removed paper underneath. Mix 2-oz. of liquid concentrate in a gallon of water. Apply. Paper peels off in minutes. Pt., $2.98 ppd. Net-King Products, HNG-64K, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

Krumkake—Crumbcake

No matter how you spell it, the paper thin cookies you turn out with this iron melt in the mouth. Heavy cast aluminum plate with fancy scroll design. Griddle plate 5^{1/4}; 8^{3/4}" overall. Comes with rolling cone. Old World Recipe booklet plus directions. $5.95 ppd. Gifts & Gadgets, HG6, 6327 Gaston Ave., Dallas 14, Tex.

Two for the show

Sophisticated beechcomber will love this team of roman striped wrist clutch and shoes. The bag is lined with plastic. Shoes have crepe soles. Gold, green, orange, yellow; or blue, blue-green, red, green to 12, A.A.A. to C, $8.95. Bag, $8.75. Add 50c post. Mooney & Gilbert, Inc. HG6, 17 W. 57th St., New York 10019.

Bookcase desk

A schoolmaster's desk from a long ago period solidly constructed. Of close grained Colonial pine with hand-turned maple knobs and wedges. Tilt top opens for storage. 28" by 28" by 34" high. $39.95; chair $12.95; unfinished $22.95; finished $29.95. Exp. coll. Catalogue, 10c. Meadowbrook, HG6, 2268 Bellmore Ave., Bellmore, N. Y.

FREE MONEY-SAVING DRAPERY CATALOG!

Largest selection of Fiberglas® draperies at direct-to-you savings up to 40% (Fiberglas yard goods as low as 79c per yard.) See 911 different, no money-saving, ready-made and quality custom-made Fiberglas draperies plus curtains and yard goods. Book features actual fabric swatches—beautiful prints, solids, boucle, damasks, etc.—plus drapery decorating suggestions, solutions to problem situations, easy measuring methods, much more—all FREE! Five-year storm guarantee. Write, Room-Drapey Corp., Dept. 64, 145 Broad Ave., Fairview, New Jersey.

You'll display your flag proudly... with this beautifully designed historical and patriotic emblem. Cast aluminum, durable black enamel, 6" x 9" American Eagle flag-holder attaches in seconds to any home. Appropriate with any type architecture, early American, modern, contemporary, etc. Only $4.25 postpaid. Add 75c for antique gold finish. Send check or money order to:

THE COPPERSMITH ★ 209 Princeton Ave., Stratford, N. J. 08084

HOUSE & GARDEN
Highlights

Accents on a bright circle for delicious looking coasters. Grapeleaf borders each 3½" sphere of silver plate or golden plate, whichever takes your fancy. For a truly personal present to a friend specify his or her initials for engraving.


Toile de Jouy

Authentic pattern from one of the 18th century toile boards is reproduced on a half round hamper to add period charm to a modern bath or dressing room. The hamper is metal with gold trim and a golden knob. Pattern comes in traditional red or blue on a white ground.

$9.95 ppd. Elizabeth McCaffrey, H66, Northport, N. Y.

Top notch

The best dressed heads are wearing them—the bow, that is. Thanks to Chanel who started the trend, here's a high style charmer available in organza (or grosgrain). Now that summer's in season, you'll want one in white, black, navy or beige. 11½" or 10" wide. $1.39 ppd. Here's How, H66, 15 W. 26th St., New York, 10010.

Label it

If you put up your own fruit preserves, relishes or pickles for gift giving, dress up their glass containers. Handsome personalized labels come printed with the name of the cook and a charming design of an old-fashioned stove or mixing bowl. 500 black and white or 250 gold $2 ppd. Bruce Boland, H66, Boulder 55, Colo.

A Winning Team

Baseball Game bedspread, with matching draperies, will add handsome touch in any boy's room. Of washable, preshrunk calico, its multi-color design on a beige ground—depicts "big league team" in action. Decorator-tailored spread has full-length, round corners, contrasting jumbo welting. Satisfaction guaranteed.

$3.95 to $4.95. Check or Money Order. Send with coupon. Check here if organization and give name. If you want to save on your expense, please return the kits of your expense.

SLEEPING BEAUTY SHOP

330 ATHENS STREET • JACKSON, OHIO

enis the comfort and satisfaction from these two coastal styles that have won the hearts of millions of women.

The style that made Portsmouth famous. Each style available in the choice of BLACK, BLUE, RED, WHITE and RED and WHITE split colors. Choose set of 12.

PORTSMOUTH SHOE CO.

Mail Order Division

Discover that wonderful walking-on-air feeling

61
Natural elegance

Three on a match—black wrought-iron holders, influence decidedly Spanish. They come in 14", 17", 21" heights. Graceful design includes square bedehade to catch the wax. For the bride's house and garden (candles not included). $11.95 set of 3, ppd. Ziff & Co., HG6, Box 3072, Merchandise Mart Pl., Chicago, Ill.

Louis seize chaise


Instant dowry

Sparkling start to a hope chest, Steelhrite table wear. It doesn't stain, requires no polishing. Replacement is guaranteed. Service for 8 includes: salad and dinner forks; tea and soup spoons, knives plus 1 butter knife and 1 serving spoon. In storage box, $9.95. $1.50 post. Columbus Silversmiths, HG6, 142 E. 34th St., N. Y. 10016.

So bright for spice

Ceramic jars in the traditional blue onion pattern are hand-painted and shaped like tiny hour glasses. 12 ¾" high jars come with white wooden 2 drawer rack. 14¾" high with hooks (candles not included). Includes square bobehade to catch the wax. For the bride's house and garden, $6.95 complete. 6-jar rack. $4.95 complete. Ppd. The Ferry House, Inc., HG6, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.
Petite ramekins
One for all with little oven-proof casserole. Supreme for individual souffles, marvelous for mousses. And their 3" diameter size makes them exactly right for custards, too. Brown outside, white inside. From Luxembourg, 6 for $4.95 ppd. Old Georgetown Coffee House, HG6, 1330 Wisconsin NW., Washington 7, D. C.

Who's on first?
If it's Dad, this nostalgic baseball memento of the first game played in the Polo Grounds should delight him on Father's Day. The colored reproduction of an original lithograph is mounted on 1" thick hand-antiqued wood with a chain for hanging. 12" by 20", $9.98 ppd. A Man's World, HG6, Flushing 52, N. Y.

Houser browser
House the records in the flip box so that you may browse through to view every album cover—just as the buffs do at the local record shop. Rubber liner keeps records from slip hazard. Of reinforced fiberboard with suede base. Holds 75 LP's: 13½" x 15" x 6½". $4.95. 50c post. Art Guild, HG6, Box 6393, Minneapolis 23, Minn.

In a driver's seat?
Foam rubber cushions feet fatigue while driving, lets a lady pro-cruise her shoes. Provides just the right support and pressure while driving, lets a lady keep a spare on hand. 2. $1.95 each. Press on to anchor. 59c each. Beverly Hills, Cal.

END SHIRT COLLAR "SQUEEZE"
Collar-Extender button "tosses" off tight shirt collars. Ends all-day "tugging". Expands collar up to ½" also larger for that "just right" feeling. Invisible behind tie. Can be transferred from shirt to shirt in seconds.
No. 114—Collar-Eze
(Set of 2) $1.00

Shopping Around

"Flexie" © Life Size Bronze $2500
"Kiss of the Sun" Bronze 24" $2500

Send one dollar for illustrated catalog Open by appointment

POMPEIAN
GARDEN & FOUNTAIN SCULPTURE
169 Lexington Ave., New York 16 MU 1-355

HIDE A BAR COMPLETE "C" BAR

HANGS WRINKLES OUT OVERNIGHT
Great little closet organizer... hangs 5 garments—trousers, skirts or slacks keeps wrinkles out and creases in. Saves space, time, trouble, tempers and pressing charges. The contour "V-shaped" slots do the trick; folds easily for travel, Good to get or give. $4.95. Shipped postpaid. No COD's, please.

FOR FATHERS DAY
Only $4.95.

NEW ARRIVALS... GENUINE JAPANESE GRASSCLOTH
Elastic handmade wall-coverings with unusual textures, colors and character, for dramatic and original effects—at the usual price of ordinary, machine-made imitations.

$4.50 per roll
Send 50c for set of 5. Shipped postpaid, no COD's, please.

MAYFLOWER WALLPAPER COMPANY
Dept. 13, 306 Main St., Shelburne House, Shelburne 101, Vermont

JUNE, 1964
LITTLE FAIRY FOLK IN YOUR GARDEN
They weave a magic spell to delight you and your guests. Dwarfs, Elves, Pixies, Trolls, legendary little people from the Black Forest of Germany. Our own exclusive import. These colorful ceramic figures are weatherproof, 12" in height and all busy about their garden chores. Choose any, including accordion player not pictured.

EA: $3.50
3 FOR $9.00
Postpaid, immediate safe delivery.
(Write for free catalog of imported gifts and fashions)

WIND BELLS
Hang these unusual Wind Bells on patio, porch or tree and enjoy their soft bell-like music. All are original designs, in unglazed natural clay—hand fired for clarity of tone. Leather and nylon hanging straps, with clay clappers. Bells as shown, (A) 10" high $5.00, (B) 11" high $3.00, (C) 8" high $2.00, (D) 11" high $5.00. All four $12.50. Send 25c for catalog.

3 FOR $9.00

Decorative Patterns of Spray for your fountain

SHOWROOM OUTLET
229 West 64th Street, New York, N. Y. 10023

Plant a torch
Even in this Olympic year you don't have to carry a torch, but plant one by pool, path or barbeque. Sturdy steel sectional pole, screw cap 2 qt. container, wick. Burns kerosene. Dismounts for storage. Gold and black, green or red and white. $6 pr. Postage $1. Treasure Trove, HG6, 31 E. 28th St., New York 10016.

Fun a-foot
Hang towels and pajamas in the bathroom, suits, caps and terries at the pool or in the seaside cabana. Big feet, jumbo hooks in golden or silvery metal have never-rust, never-tarnish finish. $1 for three plus 25¢ postage. Darling baby shower gift! Vernon Products, Inc. HG6, 30 Evans St., New Rochelle, N. Y.

Perfect cover
This undercover agent does its work by doing a coverup job. White satin finish water seal paints and waterproofs pools, pool aires simultaneously. Penetrating sealants go deep to protect from chemicals and sunlight damage. 1 gal., $7.83; 5, $36. Ppd. E. A. Thompson Co., HG6, Merchandise Mart, San Francisco, Calif.

Place for basking
Horseshoe float and chaise for poolside comfort in sunny climes. Float is polystyrene foam with tubular aluminum frame. Aluminum chaise has sturdy saran webbing, footrest folds under to form 38" sq. beach chair. Pockets for glass and ash tray. Weighs 12 lbs. $29.95 exp. coll. Patio Sales, HG6, Box 25, Highland Park, Ill.
Bewitching swimmer
Wow them at Westhampton, Malibu or Nags Head with a Dynel wig that braves the waves, stays in curl. Wig is rubber lined and keeps your own hair neat and dry. High fashion platinum or golden blonde, black, blue tins. Won't absorb water or need resetting. $1 size for all. $6.98. 50c post. Hanover, Dept. 3466, Hanover, Pa.

Seasoned lamps
Hurricane lamps keep home alight. Pretty near the window, perfect on the porch. The frosted glass shades have four different drawings of black antique weather vanes; chimney rests on wrought-iron trivet base whose handle holds the candle. 9½" h. $2.95 ea.; $5.75. Ppd. Artisan Galleries, HG6, 2100 N. Haskell, Dallas 4, Tex.

The unsinkable you
It's a little nothing (4 oz. 1/25" thin) but Swim-Ezy keeps you afloat and unsinkable in the sea. Water-worthy device goes on under a bathing suit; its unique apparatus invisibly supports the whole body while you swim. State weight and sex. $7.95 ppd. Order from Swim-Ezy, Dept. G509, 2245 N. Lake Ave., Altadena, Calif.

Picnic oriented
It takes the Japanese with their ability to make the commonplace beautiful to create a vacuum bottle that's a work of art. Natural terra cotta earthenware with delicate hand-painted design. Glass insert keeps liquids hot or icy. Holds 1 pint, $7.95 ppd. American Trader, HG6, 25 N. Main St., White River Jct., Vt. 06001.

for Pool and Patio

“MR. FLIPPER”
Our beach table exclusive is made of water-proof marine plywood; hand-screened; with sturdy, folding chrome legs. Height is right for beach or boat deck. Top holds accessories and drinks; makes a good gin and tonic background. “Mr. Flipper” measures 22" long by 13½" wide by 9" high. In Yellow, Red or Turquoise, $11.30 ppd. Send for free beach 'n bath color catalog.

THE TOG SHOP
LESTER SQ.
AMERICAN S.
SUNDIAL

PLANTER-BIRD BATH
Here is a beautiful focal point for garden, lawn or patio. Beautifully made of unbreakable arrowhead acrylic. It makes an ideal planter for flowers, herbs, etc. For use on greenhouses, boll to hold with ground and add water. Beautiful in elevation alone or concrete; measures a generous 10½" high, 16". Too roomy for deep plantings, but perfect for shallow bowls with sand or grit for stability. $12.95 p.pd.

STONE FOUNTAIN
Recirculates water! No pipes!
A delightful fountain for home, garden or patio! Electric-recirculating water—needs no pipes! In white or grey. "Cupid" is 19" high on 27" base. Overall height 32". Pediatric of various heights also available. Complete with figure, shell, artistic gourd and fountain. $200.00 Chippa

IRON SALVAGE VISIT OUR GARDEN AND INDOOR SHOWROOMS
SEEN BY NEAR COMPLETE EXHIBITION OF OVER 50 Beauufull Recirculating stone fountains and statues to a wide range of prices.

BELLO-GROPPI STUDIO
Dept. G-64 • 421 W. Wisconsin Ave. Chicago, Illinois 60614
Telephone Area Code Illinois 60614

KEEP YOUR POOL Clean This New Easy Way!

HOME-POOL VACUUM
A find for cleaning "back-yard" swimming pools. Operated solely by water pressure from any garden hose. No tanks, no hoses. Just plug in and the big, powerful suction removes all dirt and debris; even the most difficult areas. $6.99

De Luxe Variety Vacuum (Value $10.00) Special Angle Brush for algae, dirt, debris. $4.95 and 7 ft. Skimmer with vinyl net $4.95. Complete 12.99

Potter E. of Minn. 4805-W. of Minn. Lk., Ft. W., SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

HERE'S HOW CO, INC. • 1227 20 ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

beautiful Grecian Design

POOLSIDE CABANA
In bold zebra stripes exclusively turn-designed and fabricated by Jensen-Lewis...this decorative, expertly engineered cabana. Easy to erect on ground or concrete, measures a generous 10½' diam. 8'6" high. Dividing curtain allows more than one person to change at a time. Sturdy ½" iron frame, black and white zebra striped acrylic coated canvas. $298.00 Also available: your choice of vinyl coated canvases in a variety of stripes and solids. Unusually pleasing choice of colors.

JENSEN-LEWIS

OUTDOOR-INDOOR SPEAKER
Enjoy the summer even more with this excellent 8" patio speaker. Its fine quality built-in volume control gives you maximum listening pleasure! American made, speaker is enclosed in a decorative gold hammer-tone weatherproof case which will enhance patio or den. Long extension cord can be connected easily by anyone to your present radio, phonograph, TV or hi-fi. Measures 10½" square, 3¼ deep. $19.95 ppd. 2 for $37.50 See your C.O.D.'s. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

J. L. B. PRODUCTS

rich sounding—rich looking
not for sale
(in any market, that is)

These primates of filet mignon are not sold in any market. Yet, you’ve probably enjoyed them in luxury restaurants. They’re U.S. Prime Fillet steaks — tender, flavorful, aged. Now you can enjoy them at home, or have them shipped in gift box, with personalized card. Quick-frozen, packed in dry ice for guaranteed perfect arrival.

Box of 10—
6 oz. each, 11/4" thick—
Write for free catalog listing more than 100 gift items

STAINLESS STEEL OUTDOOR TABLE CLIP
TAMES OLD MAN WIND

End the annoyance of wind-blown table cloths at your next outdoor meal or barbecue with a set of Hutchcraft Table Cloth Clips. Made of heavy gauge stainless steel— the lifetime metal. Spring tension makes them fit any table up to 2" thick. Self-adjusting, hold cloth securely, keep it lying flat. Next, good looking, sanitary— perfect complement to your flatware. Wonderful gift idea. Set of 4 clips only $1.50 ppd. Order from:

HUTCHCRAFT COMPANY
111—44th Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15201
Ask for catalog of other items

Shopping Around for Pool and Patio

What an owl!

Wise bird, this black cast iron owl that you may plant with a candle or use as an oil lantern. It’s all set for wiring if you’d rather electricity this fellow. Just add chain and socket, 11" by 6 1/2". Imported from the Orient, he’s $10.95 postpaid. Edward H. Ziff, HG6, Box 3072, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 54, Ill.

Top refrigeration

The likes of this helmet is sensational! keeps man, woman or child cool under the warmest of midday suns. Patented feature reduces temperature for hot heads 15 to 20 degrees. Take it on any safari from Southampton to South Africa. Eggshell twill, brown chin strap. $3.98; $7.50 for 2. Ppd. Deer Hill, HG6, Flushing 32. N.Y.

Look pa, no hands!

The hostess with the mostest is the gal who installs an automatic closer for sliding doors—screen and glass. Sli-Clo opens door easily, closes automatically as you pass through leaving hands free. Anodized aluminum, it looks like part of the door. Easy to install. $12.95 ppd. Mcgr aw Mfg., HG6, 1149 No. W. way, Denver, Colo.

All checked out

And ready for settting a barbecue, birthday party or poolside soiree are doch bordercd mats and napkins. Add two first names, family name, bot, house name for a personal touch. Red or green on white. Mats, 34" by 14", pack of 48, $1.50. 13" sq. napkins, $1 for 50. Ppd. Miles Kimball Co., HG6, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

Button-up your knee pad . . .

Washable, colorfast denim apron with handy button-up polyurethane kneeling pad gives on-your-knee comfort in garden-household work. Pad detaches completely, doubles as seat & cushion. 2 huge tool pockets, handy pocket, Avail, in Coral, Blue, Green, Yellow, Multi-stripe. Complete with fits-all plasticized gloves in harmonizing color. $7.95 ppd.

Bette-Dec Originals

A new gift item & bar accessory

cocktail lovers, attention!
Twist-Le-Morn

chichest blend of twinkled and domestic lemon oils (but lemon juice, just a whisper of Twist-O-Lemon across the top of your cocktail gives it that gourmet touch. It’s so easy—just a touch of the elegant! Each bottle outs perfuration in approximately 2800 cocktail! Eliminates peeling lemons. Always on hand. Handy bottle on your bar instantly indoys your guests that you know how to make a perfect cocktail. Twist-O-lemon is not syrupy, not oily, easily handled. Ideal for parties. Send Check or M.O. for $4.95 ppd., or charge to Diners Club M. R. R. Williams, 127 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y. 350-60 and Illinois (except ad, 30c). All others, 40c. Send address to REYNARD-JAMES & CO., 501 South Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

NEW GIFT ITEM & BAR ACCESSORY
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**Garden luck**

According to a pleasant myth that may be Oriental, a tortoise in
the garden brings fortune to the
house. This charmer is made of
bronze and may be used as a foun-
tain. If not, his pipe may be elimi-
nated. 3 sizes: 9½", $20; 11½", $25; 13½", $45. Set of 3, $75.
Exp. coll. Pompeian, HG6, Box 169
Lexington Ave., New York 10016.

**When you wear a tulip**

Wear it on the thong of your bare-
foot sandal and you'll be the talk
of the beach and pool set. White
leather with a green stemmed
bright red tulip to grace the in-
step. Comfortable cushioned in-
sole. Medium width; sizes 5 to 10;
no half sizes. $5.50 postpaid.
Frances-Morris, HG6, Box 1270,
Brooklyn 11201.

**Patio of reflection**

Dream happy hours away gazing
at reflections in your own sunk-
en garden pool. Molded of water
tight polypropylene, it is 8" deep,
requires no special plumbing, fills
by hose. 35" by 23" with pot for
lily bulbs. Free bulb with order.
$3.98; 2, $7.65. 50c post.
Gaston Bulb Co., Dept. DP-1478,
Grand Rapids 6, Mich.

**Patio pow pow**

Indian-style planter in natural,
un-
glazed clay was used by early
southwestern Indians to cool and
store water. And it's still fired
in primitive underground kilns.
With brass chain or leather thong
hangers. 14" high, $7.75, 10";
$5.95; both $12. Ppdp. Gatalogue,
Grand Rapids 6, Mich.

**NEW GARDEN BEAUTY LIGHTS**

These Caladium Leaves change your garden into a
beautiful night time fairyland. Made of aluminum and
finished in enameled leaf green, they blend perfectly
with garden foliage by day. Each leaf measures 11" x 7";
comes complete with watertight, safe cord and socltet.
$5.95; both $12. Ppdp. Gatalogue,
Lexington Ave., New York 10016.

**LEARN TO SWIM—FAST**

Enjoy the fun, confidence and as-
urance of knowing how to swim.
New QUIK-SWIM is NOT a life
preserver. It IS a swim-teaching de-
vice based on entirely new princi-
plies. Many non-swimmers learn the
very first day. Follow simple instruc-
tions with QUIK-SWIM and learn to
swim FAST. Every adult and child
is safer, has more fun by knowing
how. Saves cost of personal lessons.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back.
Specify waist size.
$3.98

**Hammocks**

Cozy, relaxing open-weave hammock made of tightly twined cotton yarn, beautiful green and white millefleur with colors locked
in. Large size 5'7" x 5'4". In stock.
$20.00.

**Just in time for summer!**

**The Birdie Swimming Pool**

Hand-spun heavy copper

**LEAF LIGHTS**

Birds will like it! Beaded landing edge.
18" diam. Mounted on 3" iron pipe.
$12.50 Ppd.

**Hammock**

Luxury Fabrics Co.

P.O. BOX 745
GASTONIA, N.C.

**Almost the same**

Send 25c for colored photo cata-
llog of Smart Wear, World Wear and
His" Mens Bikinis.
To Phoenix or 4607
North 16th Street.

**OLD SOUTH**

**LEAF LIGHTS**

Birds will like it! Beaded landing edge.
18" diam. Mounted on 3" iron pipe.
$12.50 Ppd.

**Hammock**

Luxury Fabrics Co.

P.O. BOX 745
GASTONIA, N.C.
Shopping Around for Pool and Patio

Milk cans go colorful

Authentic milk cans, the kind your great grandmother knew, are enameled in luscious colors. 40-quart cans are 22½" high. Mar­velous lamp bases, table pedestal, myriad uses. Red, orange, blue, green, yellow, white...

$8.95 ea., $2.50, a lid; $20 a pr. Exp. coll. E. Z. Industries, Inc., HG6, 361 W. 36th St., New York.

Don a cabana
Zip it up the front and, voila! A cabana for beach or pool. No tools needed to assemble the prefitted aluminum frame; one-piece red or turquoise striped vinyl covers it and the girl. Comes with towel, shoe rack, clothes bag, 30" by 30" by 75", $29.95; with shower fittings, $44.95. Ppd. Downs & Co., HG6, Evanston, Ill.

Moving lights
Take the light where the party gathers, move it to accent a bush in full bloom. Replica of a coach lantern is mounted on a pointed stake to place where you need a light. UL approved wiring. Weatherproof. Sectioned for storage. 63" tall. $5.98 plus 55c post. Harriet Carter Gifts, HG6, Plymouth Meeting, Pa.

Turtle love
A beguiling lad rides a turtle and the enchanting pair tops a scallop shell pedestal. With recirculating pump and fittings, the boy and turtle are 15½" h.; base 8½" d.; shell, 16" h., 20" d.; pedestal, 6½" H., 11½" d. Pompeian stone, $85; Carrara, $90. Shipping charges f.o.b. Catalogue, 50c. J. Giolli, HG6, 1035 N. Cluyborn, Chicago 10.

FOR BETTER BARBECUING...

The "Charc-o-grate" raises charcoal, briquets or wood, off the bottom of grille to provide full draft to the smallest glowing ember for quicker hotter fires. Hotter fires quickly seal in flavorful juices, makes meat cook faster, taste better and become more tender. Fits all barbecuers and fireplaces. Saves charcoal. Prevents bowl burns-out. ONLY $2.00 PPD.

FIRE GRILLE CO., 87 Dorsa Ave., Livingston, N. J.

SUNBATHERS . . . Protect your eyes with . . .

"SUNOUTS"

the world’s only tiny little eyeshield that gives absolute eye protection from Sunlamp use and to relax tired nerves . . . leaves no ugly rim marks or squint lines . . . will not blow off . . . ORDER SUNOUTS TODAY . . . time values that close in the clensed eyelids when wet, without the use of rims or adhesives . . . cool and soothes the delicate eye tissues . . . perfect for Sunlamp use and to relax tired nerves . . . use over and over.

Sold by Mail ORDER ONLY . . . 2 pairs $3.00 N. C.D.

SUNOUT, Dept. 31, P.O. Box 98, Riverside Sta., Miami, Fla. 33135

For Carree Safety . . .

KROHOME SAFETY GLASS

KROHOME INDUSTRIES

Dept. G-6, 2710 Camino Diablo

Walnut Creek, California

For Carree Safety . . .

KROHOME POOL COVER

KROHOME INDUSTRIES

Dept. G-6, 2710 Camino Diablo

Walnut Creek, California

KROHOME POOL COVER

Leave your pool unattended with complete assurance . . . KROHOME Pool Cover safeguards children, adults—cuits maintenance costs. Durable vinyl plastic cover rolls on and off easily—keeps out leaves, rubbish, reduces chlorine loss, keeps pool warmer. Strong, can support weight of twelve people. Custom made—20¢ per ft. complete with aluminum pole. Roll-down. Will pay for itself in a year. Send sketch, blueprint or dimensions for free estimate.

Free Literature! Write Today!

KROHOME INDUSTRIES

Dept. G-6, 2710 Camino Diablo

Walnut Creek, California

Easy Way To Keep Barbecue Sparkling Clean

New Amazing BARBECUE CLEANER

No more straining to keep your Barbecue clean. This is a few words with this New Amazing "grate" backed on bronze and heat from grill. Smoke disappears. The wide mouth makes it easy to clean. It’s made from enamel cast aluminum, easy O.K., 7" high. $1.95 plus $.25 S&H. DELIVERANCE CHARGE.

Send check or M.O. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

STUART’S

HANG A GIANT BELL

on the patio, porch, garden or in a room in your house.

AMERICANA REPLICA cast aluminum bell, finished in brushed silver finish. Decorative for patio, garden, yard, porch, anywhere indoors or out. Hang free, from post or wall. For cooking outdoors, children, children, children, ranging nesting hours, announcing dinner, fun, etc., etc., etc. 6½" by 6½" by 6½". New item! Beautiful tone, 14" high, 16½" across, 13 lbs. Complete with bracket, screws and removable chime. Unique, $9.95, prepaid, or in a room in your home.

AMERICANA REPLICA cast aluminum bell, finished in brushed silver finish. Decorative for patio, garden, yard, porch, anywhere indoors or out. Hang free, from post or wall. For cooking outdoors, children, children, children, ranging nesting hours, announcing dinner, fun, etc., etc., etc. 6½" by 6½" by 6½". New item! Beautiful tone, 14" high, 16½" across, 13 lbs. Complete with bracket, screws and removable chime. Unique, $9.95, prepaid, or in a room in your home.
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ROTO CHEF

For Expert Barbecueing

Ellman International Trading Co. • Box 2448 • Cleveland, Ohio 44112

JUNE, 1964
SAFETY is for KEEP'S with the patented MEYCO®SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER. You can be assured of safe protection to children or adults playing around your pool. It will support children and adults in any emergency. It's an all-year-round safety swimming pool cover.

The MEYCO®SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER automatic anchoring system and stainless steel tension springs that lock it in place allow the pool to be covered or uncovered in two minutes. Leaves and debris can't get in and maintenance is cut to a minimum. It's custom made to fit any size or shape pool and it carries a five year warranty.

Write for full information TODAY. Dept. HG-44

90-08 Metropolitan Ave., Forest Hills 75, N. Y. Phone Boulevard 8-3200

ELECTRIC BUG KILLER

ONE UNIT SUFFICIENT FOR AN AVERAGE SIZE HOME

KILLS Flying Flies • Mosquitoes • Biting Insects • Spiders • Spiders • Wasps • Ticks • Ants & Roaches. (Does not need to come in contact with unit)

Clean Electric Lindane Bug Killer controls, kills insects—actually fumigates 1500 cubic foot area. Uses no more current than an electric clock. Guaranteed mechanically for 10 years. Multiple units also ideal for business and commercial use. Complete with package of 10 Lindane Tablets. UL approved cord and plug.

Electric Bug Killer & 10 Tablets $1.95 ppd.
2 Electric Bug Killers & 10 Tablets $3.95 ppd.

Send check or money order. No C.O.D. Refunds made on return of unused tablets. Made in U.S.A. patented.

MEYCO SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVERS

99-08 Metropolitan Ave., Forest Hills 75, N. Y. Phone Boulevard 8-3200

DIVISION OF FRED J. MEYER & SON

ESTABLISHED 1898

Be-trayed

Camp stool with tray that snaps in place make a team for serving drinks on the yacht or at the pool. Black or walnut wood finish. Canvas top in blue, red, white, green, yellow, orange, black, turquoise, khaki or loden. $14.50 the set; stool, $7.50. Exp. coll. Jensen-Lewis, HG6, 156 7th Ave., New York 10011.

Welcome aboard

Even landlubbers will find this handsome cobra fiber mat from India great for greeting guests. Sailors will want it for boat, summer home or the yacht club. Natural with red and black design. Cleans by shaking or sweeping. 23½" by 17" thick. $3.50 plus 35¢ postage. The Added Touch, HG6, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

DEER HILL CO.

115 W. 23rd St., New York 10010

321/2" high, base 8" x 8". $3.95 ppd.

Send check or money order. 30¢ post and handling.

SPENCER GIFTS

Atlanta City, N. 3.

EXTRA Lindane Tablets 79¢ ppd.

Send check or money order. 30¢ post and handling.

Patio practicality

in a hand-painted rubber can for patio, garden, swimming pool. Store garden tools, tidy up the patio, hide grass clippings. . . . you'll find any number of uses for these 20 gal. galvanized containers, heavy enamel inside and outside. Blue sea, Yellow sun, or floral on White design. $10.95, shipped collect. Personal-check, 10% more.

CREATIVE DESIGNS

Dept. HG

35 Holden St.

Minneapolis, Minn. 55403

THE LITTLE TEASER

STATUETTE IN LEAD

from the world's most extensive and distinguished collections of fountains, statuary and garden ornaments in lead, bronze and stone displayed at Florentine Craftsmen Showrooms. The LITTLE TEASER, in lead, child sitting on rock with frog on his foot spraying water on him, piped, 2½' high, base 8" x 8½" $17.50 F.O.B.

HOW IT WORKS!

Pour water on the outside of the cap over headland (tablet completely unscrews, and FLORENTINE will be the only aluminum inside base), and the slots that trap for dews. Water thus will not reach the head.

DEER HILL CO.

Dept. HG, Flushing 2, New York

CAST IRON

Grape and Leaf

3-PC. GROUP

$29.95 ppd.

Send check or money order. Shipping charge 35¢. Write for Free Catalog. Created free, send for our most extensive catalog. We carry the most extensive line, specialty freight or express.

Shopping Around for Pool and Patio

Easy thirst quencher

No more slamming of screen doors as the wild Indians troop in for another glass of water. No more drinking cups to wash. Put a durable plastic bubbler on the outdoor faucet. Voila! Hose attachment so bubbler doesn't have to be removed. Rustproof metal parts. $3.95 ppd. Miles Kimball Co., 100 Bond St., Oskosh, Wis.

Welcome aboard

Even landlubbers will find this handsome cobra fiber mat from India great for greeting guests. Sailors will want it for boat, summer home or the yacht club. Natural with red and black design. Cleans by shaking or sweeping. 23½" by 17" thick. $3.50 plus 35¢ postage. The Added Touch, HG6, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

NEW! VAPO-COOL CAP

With the Built-in Cooling Unit

KEEPS YOU 15° to 20° COOLER

Come heat or high humidity, every man, woman or child will keep cool in a VAPO-COOL, the new, patented air-conditioned cap. You've seen them on TV worn by the top golf pros; now major league ball clubs, police, gardeners, fishermen and sportsmen are wearing them too!

Order yours today—and keep COOL!! Color: Natural, Select that size. Same day ONLY shipment, money back guarantee.

Send check or money order. 29½" high, $2.95 plus 35¢ for postage and handling.

J. F. DAY & CO.

Howdy podner
Out where the west begins and in the east, too, this colorful salad set will make a real hit with the crowd. Enamelled for color and durability. Tan with brown and accents of red, orange. 12" bowl, 6 little bowls, wood salt and pepper servers. 11 pc. set, $2.88 post. coll. Palley's, HG6, 2263 E. Vernon Aue., Los Angeles 58, Cal.

Lazy man's cup
Don't lift your head from the hammock! Drink from a durable plastic cup with lid that slides just enough to allow sipping, but won't spill or let ice plop into mouth. Excellent for invalids, fine for baby training. Lids keep drinks hot or cold. Set of 6 with lids, $3.95 p.p. Walter Drake, HG80, Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.

Holding power
Corral paper napkins on the breakfast table, anchor them against the breezes at patio supports in this hand-rubbed New England pine holder. The big apple takes a generous quantity of paper napkins in any size. Base measures 3½" by 7¾" stands 6½" high. $2.98 postpaid. Rustic Ark, HG6, Box 303, Woodbury, N. Y.

Seaman's snuggery
Landlubber or sailor ashore, sling your regulation USN hammock between strong saplings or banana trees. A happy buy. $8.95 ppd. Rustic Ark, HG6, Box 303, Woodbury, N. Y.

MINIATURE CHIPPENDALE CHEST
An exact copy of a colonial cabinet maker's model. Authentic in every detail from dovetail joints to brass butterfly handles. Hand-made from finest solid mahogany including drawer sides and backs. Use as a single or in pairs. Only $85.00. In solid walnut maple or cherry, $95.00. Shipping charges collect.

Newcomb's Reproductions
3233 Hillbrough Road, Durham N. C.

THE PERFECT GIFT FOR FATHER'S DAY (JUNE 21)
MAILBOX MARKER fits any mailbox, install in a minute
THE PERFECT GIFT FOR FATHER'S DAY (JUNE 21)
MAILBOX MARKER fits any mailbox, install in a minute

FIREPLACE SCREENS
SAFEST WITH CHILDREN
Fine wire mesh on sturdy frames stops every spark. Keeps rolling logs inside, children, pets outside.
BEAUTIFUL simple lines blend into every decor.
CUSTOM MADE to fit any fireplace.

Write for details
THE FIRESIDE Shop
HG-6, 1975 CENTRAL AVE., ALBANY 1, N. Y.

SHOPPING AROUND

KEMIKO PERMANENT CEMENT STAIN
Kemiko is the permanent concrete color stain that will not chip, peel, or fade. Easy to apply, ideal for walks, patios, pool decks, and driveways. Available in decorator colors as beautiful and permanent as the Grand Canyon itself. Kemiko has been the choice of leading architects for 30 years.

FREE COLOR BROCHURE: Ideas for color conditioning your concrete—indoors and out.

ROHLLOFF & COMPANY - Dept. 1 HG
918 North Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90029
Name
Address
City Zone State

JUNE, 1964
Shopping Around

Lest she forget
June's busting out all over with sweet girl graduates. For their memory lane charms: engraved 1 4/4" disc, "congratulations on your graduation" (3/8" by 3/4"), $9; sterling $2. 14 k mortor board (9 1/16" sq.) $10.50; sterling 3. 14 k. Girl grad (3/4") $17; ster- ling. $5. Ppd. Catalogue. 50c. Charm & Treasure, HG6, 1201 6th Ave., New York.

Twirlaway album
Wonderful way to keep treasured snapshots on display. Loose leaf plastic holders twist as you give a guided tour of persons and places. Ten leaves hold 20" by 4" photos on a gleaming brass-plated 7" revolving stand. Leaves may be added or removed in a trice. $2.95 7. refills, $1. Ppd. Greenland Studios, HG6, Miami 47, Fla.

Are you in debt?
If you are, and want to get on a sound financial footing, this book shows you to ingeniously but abso- lutely legal ways to do it. In "How to Have More Money to Spend" you'll learn how to borrow money, where to go to get a loan and other helpful information. $4.95 Ppd. Triboro Books, HG6, 380 Lexington Ave., New York 10017.

Fish and fowl
Exciting woodcut prints in dramatic black on white rice paper. Simple in design yet strong in line and mood, the artful pair are decorative exclamation points. Limited edition 8" by 6" prints made with the age-old technique of the wood-cut, $3.95 ea., $7.50 pr. Ppd. Silhoutte Studios, Box 1673, Grand Central Sta., New York 10017.

NOW at last! YOUR OWN INITIALED BONE CHINA

SPECIAL OFFER! Buy a 3-pc. set: 8" plate, cup and saucer decorated with your name initial in 22-karat gold on finest pure white ENGLISH BONE CHINA with 22-karat gold trim. Send $2.95 for 3-pc. set or $15.50 for 18-pc. set (six 3-pc. sets.) Staffordshire China & Gift Dept., HG6, P.O. Box 304, Blaine, Washington. Mailed direct from England. State one initial only for each order. Duty and postage paid. No C.O.D.'s. Allow six weeks for delivery.


PAINT YOUR OWN
WALL MURAL

Enjoy the beauty, creative satisfaction of painting a lovely 5 to 14 ft. wide mural directly on your wall! New "paint- by-numbers" method is fun, incredibly easy. Takes just 3 to 5 hours. Artists charge up to $500; wallpaper screens cost $100 and more. Our complete kit, $12.95 up! Also fabulous "Black Lights" mural kits. Many exquisite modern, provincial, oriental, etc. designs. A stunning prestige touch! Send for FREE Color Catalog. "How to" details (enc. 10c for postage, handling). MURAL ART CENTER, 6816 W. Romaine, Dept. M1356, Hollywood 38, Calif.

Golfers WHAT-O MFG. CO., Box K-16, Son Gabriel, Calif. 91778.

Used by pros

House & Garden

The Armadillo fur these lands. As they are the EXCALIBUR & CO.—Marklin—Developing.

HOMESPUN HOUSE
264 So. Robertson, Beverly Hills 4, Calif.
1921 Waukegan Rd., Glenview 4, Ill.

WANTED—SPOON COLLECTORS

This lovely Early American spoon holder, with all of its original china and its own wooden base, is ideal for potted plants or use as a canister for rice, flour, sugar or coffee. The unique shape and further heightened this lovely of 19 scenes. Send to Central Station, New York, N.Y. Mailed direct from England. State one initial only for each order. Duty and postage paid. No C.O.D.'s. Allow six weeks for delivery.

ROBT. B. OF CALIFORNIA
2107 Woden St., San Diego 11. California

GUARANTEED TO BE DIFFERENT!

FOR DAD CLEAR-VU "500" RAIN GAUGE

- Precision instrument developed by a leading meteorologist.
- Easy to read—made of transparent Eastman Tenite plastic (virtually unbreakable).
- 12 inches tall—5 1/2-inch rainfall capacity.
- Complete with stainless steel mounting bracket and rainfall record sheet.

ATTRACTIVELY BOXED $4.00 POSTPAID

RETURN MAIL DELIVERY! MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!

Western Weather Systems
2223 El Cajon Boulevard
San Diego, California 92104
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Shopping Around in La Jolla

What is La Pinia?
It's Spanish for pineapple, symbol of hospitality and delight fully welcome you'll be in this enchanting import shop of lustnurn furnishings, grillwork, antiques. Walnut-finish bent coffee table, for hallway, at the foot of bed. 48" by 15" by 18" high. $15.50. Express collect. La Pinia, HG6, 1211 Prospect, La Jolla, Cal.

Bali Ha'i mobile
If you like to put things together, you'll want this intriguing contemporary mobile. Kit includes walnut-finished wood and brilliantly colored discs of translucent crystals. Turquoise-jade, coral, or amber discs. Kit, $10; assembled, $17.50. Ppd. Handcrafted by Dirk of California, HG6, Box 127, La Mesa, Cal.

Bacon button
When you're frying the breakfast bacon, does it curl up like a cork-screw? You need a bacon button! A myrtle wood disc, sets in frying pan right on top of the bacon so it sizzles to a crispy brown with nary a curl. Or turn it over and use for a chopping board. $.59.95 ppd. R. D. Halvorson & Co., HG6, 7884 Girard Ave., La Jolla, Cal.

Honey of a bar
This handy bar dispenses bars—of soap, that is. Pine rack has a trumpeting angel carved on the face, hook to hang it by the sink in bath, powder, work room or kitchen. Handsome hint to the kids that shining hands and faces are in order at the table. $5.95 ppd. R. D. Halvorson & Co., HG6, 7884 Girard Ave., La Jolla, Cal.

Fabulous fixtures
Send 25¢ for an exciting new 24-page catalogue of exclusive Eldridge designs in interesting finishes like copper, silver and brass verdie done with a new technique. 7-light Barcelona sconce in black wrought iron, $250. exp. coll. Custom finishes 20% extra. Helen M. Eldridge, HG6, 5640 La Jolla Blvd., La Jolla, Calif.
No more teetering tea cups!

thanks to

Party Pull-Up tables

Special patented design legs under the chair provide over the lap convenience for snacking, studying, hobbying, partying. Fit any size guest, snugly, comfortably. Table folds for easy storage.

- Two models $9.95 each PPO Continental U.S.

Modern black baked enamel 14" steel tubing legs. Add $1.25 for wall rack or $2.95 for floor rack (pictured). Both racks hold two tables.

PULLUP [TM] tables

7803 Grinnell Ave. • Detroit, Mich. 48213

Write for free catalog showing other models and products. Michigan residents add 4% sales tax.

Shopping Around

Absolutely duck

Neat as a pin is this purse and gals heading straight for the pin will love it. Made of duck it comes with its own tees. Two separate pockets for change, cigarettes, lipstick and sundries, it fits on the belt. Red, white or blue on gold finished frame. $2.50 ea., 3 assort., $6.95. Ppd. S&H & Jd, HG6, New Marlborough, Mass.

A loaf of bread and?

We've got just the jug for the wine, now all we need is the loaf and a "thou". Three quaint ceramic jars are richly mottled in blue and sand. Each comes with a cork. A decorative note for a kitchen shelf, lovely for field flowers. 6", 8" and 10". Set of 3, $10.95 ppd. Order yours from Jenifer House, HG6, Great Barrington, Mass.

No skid-addle

Little rugs are oh so decorative and can be oh so dangerous. Protect your family and friends from tumbles with neoprene mesh underlay to hold scatter rugs in place. Cut the 24" by 48" underlay with scissors or add it to larger rugs and it will cling automatically. $1 ea.; 3, $2.75. Ppd. Downs & Co., HG6, Evanston, Ill.

Bride in mind?

Delicate bouquets and decoration inspired by the work of French silversmiths for a silver plated dish and serving spoon. The dish may be used for biscuits, relishes, powdered sugar to sprinkle on berries, endless things. Solid silver inlay. $4.95 a set ppp. Lenox Jewelers, HG6, 1046 Main St., Bridgeport, Conn.

FRENCH CHERUB SCONCE

These skillfully designed sconces will enhance the decor of any room in your home. Made in metal, sconces are brass-plated and then hand rubbed giving them an authentic antique gold finish. A protective coat of lacquer keeps the beautiful finish tarnish free. Sconces are 24½" tall by 10½" wide. Weight 11 lbs.

Available at $2.95 per pair. Send check or money order. Please include $.20 postage.

Columbia Silversmiths

142 East 34th Street, New York 16, New York Phone: EL 4-670

NEW LOW PRICE
SAVES YOU UP TO 50%
Finest Quality • Jumbo Size
COLOR PRINTS
From Your Favorite Kodak Color Negatives
now only 15¢

Your satisfaction unconditionally guaranteed.

Other direct-to-you money-saving prices:
Fast-service Kodak color developing and Jumbo-size color prints
8 exposure roll - $2.10
12 exposure roll - $2.70

Send check or money-order today with Kodacolor negatives or exposed film. Or write for complete price list, including specials on black & white developing, printing & enlarging, plus big discounts on fresh Kodak film in all sizes.

All work returned to you prepaid
Via FIRST CLASS MAIL
American Color Service, Dept. HG-6
P.O. Box 1940, Bridgeport, Conn., 06601
Shopping Around

P-sweatshirt
Here’s the right sweatshirt to don when you or your favorite would be analyst are in a listening mood. "Psychiatric diploma" is silk-screened on regulation gray ready for personalizing with any dry marker. Psychiatry sweatshirt comes in S, M, L. $3.98 ppd. Hobl, HG6, Flashing 52, N. Y.

June rhymes with goon
And that’s just what these mugs are, real gone goony and ready for small fry on summer vacation. Each unbreakable plastic mug has its own removable, but tight-lid and reusable plastic straw. No spilled soda or juice! Wild colors. Each holds 12 oz. Set of 4, $2.50 ppd. Harriet Carter Gifts, HG6, Plymouth Meeting, Pa.

Literate letter
Next time you want to say “hope this letter finds you well,” let the letter speak for itself. Design label carries your message in thoughtful verse, 1½" by 2": black printed, white gum paper, 125 for $1, gold gum paper, 125, $2. Ppd. For air mail, add 15c. Bolind, Inc., HG6, Bolind Bldg., Boulder 55, Colo.

Vies with Versailles
More facets (128) than a diamond, Crystal Palace droplet glints in the sun, sparkles by moonlight. What a tasteful accessory to give you oomph before or after six! With sterling or gold-filled band, it comes in a suede pouch. $3.49 postpaid, tax incl. Here’s new $1.49 postpaid, tax incl. It comes in a suede pouch. More facets (128) than a diamond. Vies with Versailles.

NITE-GUARD STOPS THIEVES!
Police say your family’s 85% safer from attack and theft when house lights are left on automatically at dusk. Put NITE-GUARD near window . . . plug in several. Lamps go ON at dusk; stay ON until (lawn unless total). Lamps go ON at dusk; stay ON automatically at dusk. Put NITE-GUARD STOPS THIEVES! 32c tax in Calif. 10-day trial guaranteed. Be sure to state SWIM-EZY and S.E. For speedy air mail delivery add 42c each.—BEWARE OF POOR IMITATIONS.—

Remove from outside or batteries if not in use. Nylon cord for easy storage. Expires 3/66.

Over 50,000 satisfied SWIM-EZY users! They write: "SWIM-EZY is everything you say it is."—"Makes anyone invincible."—"Truly invisible."—"Learned to swim and float."—"Gives confidence."—"Overcame fear of deep water."—"Having fun with family and friends—what more could one want?"—IMPOSSIBLE—FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF. Just follow the simple instructions and try it out yourself in the water. You can hardly imagine what it can do for you until you experience it. Keep it for 10 full days. Use it once a day. If not, you are not 100% satisfied, send it back in good condition and your full purchase price will be refunded without questions.—What have you got to lose?—DON’T PUT IT OFF, THE SUMMER IS SHORT, order your original invisible SWIM-EZY today for a new kind of water pleasure. It lasts for years under reasonable care. Made in U.S. Patents pending. Send only $7.95 ppd. plus 32c tax in Calif. 10-day trial guaranteed. Be sure to state SWIM-EZY and S.E. For speedy air mail delivery add 42c each.—BEWARE OF POOR IMITATIONS.—

NITE-GUARD STOPS THIEVES!
Police say your family’s 85% safer from attack and theft when house lights go ON automatically at dusk. Put NITE-GUARD near window . . . plug in several table or floor lamps (up to 1000-watt total). Lamps go ON at dusk; stay ON until dusk unless you push the NITE-GUARD OFF button. Exclusive "electronic memory" (Pat. pending) then resets NITE-GUARD so lights come ON at dusk exactly as at dusk. No other control does this! Guaranteed 1 year. Only $10.95 prepaid.

NITE-GUARD, Inc. Dept. 53, Ridgewood, N. J.

PORTAIT IN OILS
Magnificently painted on canvas from old or new photos, by outstanding European and American portrait painters. A superb living likeness in full color is executed in rich oils.

THE PERFECT GIFT
UNRELIABLE WORKS OF ART AT LOW PRICES.
Size 12"x16" to 399.50 TO 399.95 TO 399.95
$3.95 TO 399.95 to $5.00
12 MONTH EXTENDED PAY PLAN AVAILABLE
Our portraits in oil are true WORKS OF ART. Painted on pure linen canvas from your photograph and NOT painted on top of an enlargement of your photo, as is the method of other commercial portrait studios. No longer need you envy those fortunate enough to own a family oil portrait. Have you a photo of some loved one whose memory you wish to preserve? Compare our works of art with others selling up to $1000. Living Likeness Guaranteed.

FREE!
FREE 36-PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGURE
"The Way to Order Oil Portrait"

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd.
DEPT. R, 133 EAST 57 ST., N.Y. 22, N.Y.
"Largest in the field of oil portraiture"

DIRECT FROM FACTORY

MAGNIFICENT, DROP LEAF
HOSTESS CART
In Solid Maple, Mahogany or Walnut Fully Assembled
$39.95

Even though you order directly from the factory, you pay no sales tax and save from 20% to 30% off Factory Direct Price. No extra charge for special finishes. Send only $7.95 ppd. plus 32c tax in Calif. 10-day trial guaranteed. Be sure to state SWIM-EZY and S.E. For speedy air mail delivery add 42c each.—BEWARE OF POOR IMITATIONS.—

Meadowbrook Industries
Dept. HG-40, 2055 Bellmore Ave., Bellmore, N. Y.
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DECORATE WITH HAND-PRINTED "AURA" MURALS for the Atmosphere You'll Love So Much

Now you can beautify your home with genuine silk-screened murals in permanent, stainproof vinyl colors at low prices. New "Aura" collection of 12 magnificent murals in all different colorings brings you satisfying selections for dining room, living room, bedroom, hall, den.

"Jamaica Bay," above, 3-panel vignette 7 ft. wide; with extra matching background covers 14 ft. wall. Panels are 10 ft. long, 36 in. wide. Comes in choice of three decorator colorings, with sand, beige or blue backgrounds, to match your color scheme. 

$54.50 postpaid. Money-back guaranteed.

The Nation's Most Experienced Wallcovering Manufacturer
THE BIRGE COMPANY, INC., 110 Birge Building, Buffalo, N.Y. 14240

ORNAMENTAL IRON PLANTERS and WALL DECORATIONS

Now designs for parlors, dens, fireplaces, indoors or out. Planters furnished with removable pot bracket (pot and flowers not included). 18" ship's wheel, 27" scroll, and 18" anchor are 9" round stock; 16" x 32" sailboat (with 2 birds) is 9" flat bar stock. All are available in black, white, or copper tones. Any single piece, $6.75, plus 75¢ postage. Other designs such as sunflower and musical clef. Send for free folder.

ORNAMENTAL & STRUCTURAL STEEL CO.
111 Steelyard Ave. Dunkirk, New York

Monkeysines
Swing high, swing low, sweet chariot for all little tykes who are really swinging. Hang it high on the hickory tree, in the barn or playroom. A 15", 1760 lb. test woven plastic rope attaches to sturdy composition seat with rounded edges for swinging comfort. $2.25 ppd. Harvest House, HG6, 230 Bryant, Buffalo, N.Y. 14222.

Masterful mural
Create a refreshing new perspective with a handsome hand-printed wallpaper mural. "The Fountain" is magnificent in a dining room. 4-panel design, 9'4"; panels, 10' long, 28" w.; design is 54" h. Extra background panels avbl. Three miniatures and booklet, $1. The Birge Co., Inc. HG6, Box 27, Buffalo, N.Y. 14222.

Cookbook collector?
Here's one we can recommend without reservation. There are 385 pages with over 850 exciting recipes, many family treasures, all tested. Spiral bound, it has a wine section, herb chart, 150 hints. Recommended by H&G's James Beard. $3.75 ppd. Proceeds go to Children's Hospital of Buffalo, HG6, 219 Bryant St., Buffalo 22, N.Y.
Around on the Niagara Frontier

Book to own
Everything you’ve ever wanted to know about American Pewter is contained in this beautiful book by J. B. Kerfoot; 500 splendid pictures supplement a clear and concisely written text. Originally published at $7.50, it’s now just $3.95 postpaid. Otto Ulbrich Co., 386 Main St., Buffalo 14202, N. Y.

Seek teak
Search no more! Superbly hand-made and hand-finished teaks of tawny teak handsomely grained. As wear-worthy as they are attractive, they’re water- and alcohol-proof. Ohiong tray is 11” by 20”, $4.95; 12” by 12” sq. ($3.50; 12” round, $2.95; 14”, $3.95). Ppd. Tiftickjian, HG6, 261 Delaware, Buffalo 2, N. Y.

Tot proof
Busy little fingers can’t open this medicine safe. It has no exposed knobs to permit access. Opens by inserting coin or file in two widely spaced slots to depress springs. Wall hung, but portable for camping trips. Enamel on steel, 13” by 10” by 5”. $7.95 ppd. Non-Gee Corp., HG6, 4039 Walden Ave., Lancaster, N. Y.

Guide to Buffalo
The most famous sight in the Niagara Frontier area is, of course, the Falls. But this interesting brochure and map illustrates other points of interest—Peace Bridge, Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Kleinhans Music Hall. Free color booklet. Buffalo Area Convention & Visitor’s Bureau, HG6, 155 Franklin, Buffalo, N. Y.

“REGIMENTAL DRiNgS”
beverage glasses
with an Early American air
Set of 8 $7.95

Guides to Small Antiques
for collector and decorator
M. McLinton, noted antique authority, brings the past to life in the romance and history of everyday articles used a hundred years ago. Covers 22 groups, from Ironstone China to glass paperweights, 230 item illustrations. It’s fun to read and a fund of authentic information to put ahead of your fellow collectors. $2.98 pbd

THE SEAGRAM OBSERVATION TOWER

New Look at Niagara Falls
THE SEAGRAM OBSERVATION TOWER
See Canada’s most exciting view from the Seagram Tower, 500 feet above Niagara Falls. Dine in the sky at the elegant “Crown Suite,” an air-conditioned glass enclosed restaurant or the “Crown Terrace,” a sidewalk café, and “shop the world” at the world’s largest Duty Free Centre imported merchandise at tax free savings. Send for free four colour illustrated brochure.

THE SEAGRAM OBSERVATION TOWER
Niagara Falls, Ontario
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Stains, rings, yes—even discoloration on marble tabletops and other marble surfaces can now be thoroughly cleaned and buffed to a like-new condition with the only complete marble care kit, MARGLO. It contains a generous supply of marble stain remover, marble polishing powder, sturdy applicator and two year supply of the著名 MARGLO MARBLE SEALER, the especially prepared marble sealer that will bring a beautiful new glow and protection to your marble. Easy. Safe. Effective. Money back guarantee.

Complete kit $5.95 postpaid
Margarite Stain remover—$2.00
Send for free gift catalogue
Dept. HG 64. P.O. Box 114. Niles. Ill.

NOW AVAILABLE KTAIL of <ilililinu nriVv Ihii l<i

FREE CATALOG!
 Satisfaction Guaranteed
Send for your copy today!

Riding apparel ‘n Ranchwear

Correctly-styled riding apparel for bedside or show-ring, and color-coordinated for men, women and children, even for the hard-to-fit sizes. Perfect-fit assured... so order by mail with full confidence and save!

Beckwith's
686 Franklin St., Bostann, Mass. 02110

Be good to your feet!

Enjoy buying choice-quality shoes by mail from our world-famous catalog showing vast array of smart styles for all occasions from $10.95 — and our vast range of sizes insures perfect fit for money refunded!

Order Ready in easy sizes of blue-to-grey or tan-to-brown, or in all-white kid leather. For AAAA to B-width sizes 3 to 9—$14.95 and sizes 10 to 12—$15.95. *Please add $2.00 postage only on 990 orders.

SOLBY BAYES
45 Winter St. (Dept. OR) Boston, Mass. 02110

REWARD $11,750.00 FOR THIS COIN!

Gold Coins Before 1929... $35.000.00
Washington Quarter... 1942... 15.000.00
Silver Dollars Before 1947... 15.000.00
Nickels Before 1945... 15.000.00
Half Cents Before 1910... 3.500.00
Half Dollars Before 1947... 5.500.00
Quarters Before 1941... 4.500.00
Lincoln Pennies Before 1940... 250.00
Silver Dollars Before 1935... 11.750.00

WE PAY UP TO:

For Decorating & Restoring Gold Leaf
TREASURE GOLD performs as advertised. It is the best wax gilt available; avoid imitations. Use it on wood, metals, leather, plastics, glass and ceramics. Apply with finger; buff immediately to a permanent, non-tarnishing lustre. Try it for "antiquing." 1 1/2 oz. jar covers 10 to 12 medium-size frames. Price $2.95. Free brochure. Leathercraft Publishers, HG6, 303 E. 51st, N. Y. 10022.

Pin-up button-up
Create a gay bulletin board, a colorful picture gallery or put up balloons and decorations for a birthday party with bright red buttons to hold everything in place. Plastic buttons have a wax coated adhesive that is permanently sticky, lasts and lasts. A pack of 36, $1.00. Miles Kimball Co., 100 Bond St., Oaksho., Wis.

REWARD $11,750.00 FOR THIS COIN!

Current market price is $9,000.00 for Canadian Coins. Cool, rare Royal Canadian silver dollars. Sold on money back guarantee. Send only to:

Best Values Co., Dept. A946, 265 Market St., Newark, N. J.
Shoppiing Around

Toothsome
Golden box of handmade candies, a treasure trove of taste delights. Choice of chocolate fruit and nuts or Rivera which includes: pralines, toffee, cream caramels, crunch and assorted fruit, nuts and creams dipped in fine dark and milk chocolate. $2.45 a pound plus 80¢ postage. Halwood Candy Co., H66, 5524 1st Ave. S., Birmingham, Ala.

Diamond set domes
Elegance for all seasons in an exquisite cocktail ring of gold with a plateau of diamonds along the crest of the dome. Textured 14K gold in white or yellow. Send ring size. 3 diamonds, $37.50; 4 diamonds, $45. Pld. Fed. tax. Free full color jewelry catalogue. Strongtie Co., H66, 7 West 45th St., New York 10036.

Loving cup ’n saucer
The happy couple will be enchanted by this fine china cup and saucer with its delicate pattern of flowers and gold trim. The be­ trough pudge is inscribed on the cup, their names and wedding date on the saucer. Gift boxed, $2.50 ppd. Joan Cook, Blue Book for Brides, H66, 96 E. Main St., Huntington, N. Y.

Treat for hands
You’ve got to hand it to the Carolina people for their old fashioned hand cream in new trappings. Glycerine and rose water—there’s nothing finer—comes back the easier way—just spray it on for beautifying and softening your skin. $1.25 ea., 5 for $6 Ppd. Carolina Soap and Candle Makers, H66, Southern Pines, N. C.

Stays Dry Panties
STAYDRY Panties are comfortab­ le, non-embarrassing, non-violent new underwear for extreme daytime and nighttime protection. Made of long lasting waterproof outer coverings, these soft, lightweight materials are non-toxic, non-flammable, non-irritating to skin. STAYDRY Panties are completely washable—may even be bleached and dried. DAY AND NIGHT PROTECTION. Trimmitt­ ing STAYDRY Panties may wear invisibly under clothes due to the day or under pajam­ a at night.

STAYDRY PANTIES are comfortably  well-fitting—without pin or button disturbances. They contain sturdy, highly absorbent material tested waterproof after wearing at least 24 hours a day. STAYDRY Panties can be worn invisibly under clothes—day or night. 

FABRIC FRAMES
Custom-Made
Decorators’ choice for inside window covering for any room in your home. Four different classic designs available. All orders made to exact size specified, pre-hung, custom sized ready for painting or staining. Size illustrated 30" wide x 20" high. Four panels $19.15, Handmade in­ cluded.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
For Free Brochure and information how to measure and install, write to:
TOWNSCOUNTRY WOODCRAFT Co.
219 N. Carpenter St., Chicago, III. 60607

FABRIC INSERT SHOWN NOT INCLUDED

Dry Cell Battery Recharger
Makes Used Batteries Like New Again

Dry Cell Battery Recharger
RECHARGE ANY DRY CELL OVER & OVER
Every business, home, resort, hospital needs the amazing Power ’n Charge! Batteries can be recharged 14 times. We need to wait until batteries are fully exhausted. No time required for continuous peak performance. Sheerproof unit—even a child can use it.

ROYCRAFT INDUSTRIES • 226 W. 39th St., Kansas City 11, Mo. Dept. HG-12
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TROPHY DOME
For Watches, Medals! $2.50
Dust-Free Display!
For heirloom pocket watches, medals, treasures of all kinds! Hand blown of brilliant crystal with mahogany base, brass hook; dome is 4½" tall, 3½" wide. For grandpa's watch; for mantel, desk, or table. Add $25 for postage. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

LEARN FLOWERING ARRANGING
AT HOME from the nation's TOP FLORAL ARTISTS
NOW ONE OF THE COUNTRY'S LARGEST TRAINING PROGRAMS
With this completely new system of instruction, we guarantee to teach you to arrange this beautiful composition and dozensimilar designs with your very first instruction kit.
Lesson Kit...$2.50 ea., 2 for $10.00, 5 for $15.00, full course $25.00—descriptive brochure—25c.

CAMERON LAIDLAW METHOD
Dept. HG-5-2244 Woodward, Detroit 1, Mich.

CONFERENCE CHAIR, by BENBOW
This Corner or Desk chair is illustrated in a Roundabout Chair. It is one of a series of authentic reproductions. The graceful lines and hand-carved details are typical of the period. It is upholstered in fine leather, and the back is adjustable. Available in black walnut, mahogany, or cherry. Covered with needlepoint or fabric. Send $25 for complete catalog of reproductions.

BENBOW REPRODUCTIONS, INC. 3918 Friendly Road, Greensboro, N. C.

SOLID BRASS DOOR KNOCKER
Solid brass key and plate, lacquered. $9.95; Brass key, black iron back plate $6.95. Designed from original, size 2½" x 3½", wt. 1 lb. A real money saver. Instant press-on tape can be used to label absolutely everything with your name and address. Plastic coated cellophane adheres to any surface and is waterproof. White blue or yellow and up to 3 line imprint. A roll is about 600' long. 300 imprints. $1.98 ea. or $5.50 for 3. Pp'd. Spencer Gifts, 623 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J.

Be labeled
Instant press-on tape can be used to label absolutely everything with your name and address. Plastic coated cellophane adheres to any surface and is waterproof. White blue or yellow and up to 3 line imprint. A roll is about 600' long. 300 imprints. $1.98 ea. or $5.50 for 3. Pp'd. Spencer Gifts, 623 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J.

The bride served tea
And proper she was with English bone china tea cups. Hand-decorated on white with delicate 22k gold and floral patterns. We show six exquisite designs. Allow 45 days delivery from England. Cup and saucer $1.35; 4 for $5; 6, $7. Matching tea plates, 90c ea.; 2, $1.60; 3, $2.25. Pp'd. English Bone China, HG6, 220 5th Ave., N. Y.

Dust-Free Display!
For heirloom pocket watches, medals, treasures of all kinds! Hand blown of brilliant crystal with mahogany base, brass hook; dome is 4½" tall, 3½" wide. For grandpa's watch; for mantel, desk, or table. Add $25 for postage. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

CHASE "HAWAII BOUND!"
If you're married for Hawaii this year, this is an absolute must! An expanded version of the book sold by the fancy tourist shops, "Hawaii Bound" contains an informative record of their trip. The bride and groom will cherish this fascinating account of their wedding trip to Hawaii. Enlarged to include here legible, photos, etc., and designed to be read and read by people "Hawaii Bound." A real memory saver and source of further information. Pp'd with about 100 pages of pertinent information, including all hotel rates, the book is 50¢ pp'd. Order now! Send $1.95 to Kearney Company, 1783 Madison Bldg., Honolulu, Hawaii. Postage included. Orders not acknowledged as received.

Solid brass key and plate, lacquered. $9.95; Brass key, black iron back plate $6.95. Designed from original, size 2½" x 3½", wt. 1 lb. A real money saver. Instant press-on tape can be used to label absolutely everything with your name and address. Plastic coated cellophane adheres to any surface and is waterproof. White blue or yellow and up to 3 line imprint. A roll is about 600' long. 300 imprints. $1.98 ea. or $5.50 for 3. Pp'd. Spencer Gifts, 623 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J.

Confederate Jailhouse Key
This authentic Door Knocker greets your guests with a warm welcome. Faithfully copied from the massive keys of a Confederate jailhouse in the Old South. In polished solid brass that retains the rich, mellow patina and worn smoothness of the original. Size 4½ x 2½ in., wt. 1 lb. Brass key, black iron back plate $6.95.

SOLID BRASS DOOR KNOCKER
Solid brass key and plate, lacquered. $9.95 pp'd. Send 25c for catalogue of reproductions.

CORNERSHOP REPRODUCTIONS, INC. 3918 Friendly Road, Greensboro, N. C.

Dust-Free Display!
For heirloom pocket watches, medals, treasures of all kinds! Hand blown of brilliant crystal with mahogany base, brass hook; dome is 4½" tall, 3½" wide. For grandpa's watch; for mantel, desk, or table. Add $25 for postage. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

CHASE "HAWAII BOUND!"
If you're married for Hawaii this year, this is an absolute must! An expanded version of the book sold by the fancy tourist shops, "Hawaii Bound" contains an informative record of their trip. The bride and groom will cherish this fascinating account of their wedding trip to Hawaii. Enlarged to include here legible, photos, etc., and designed to be read and read by people "Hawaii Bound." A real memory saver and source of further information. Pp'd with about 100 pages of pertinent information, including all hotel rates, the book is 50¢ pp'd. Order now! Send $1.95 to Kearney Company, 1783 Madison Bldg., Honolulu, Hawaii. Postage included. Orders not acknowledged as received.

Solid brass key and plate, lacquered. $9.95; Brass key, black iron back plate $6.95. Designed from original, size 2½" x 3½", wt. 1 lb. A real money saver. Instant press-on tape can be used to label absolutely everything with your name and address. Plastic coated cellophane adheres to any surface and is waterproof. White blue or yellow and up to 3 line imprint. A roll is about 600' long. 300 imprints. $1.98 ea. or $5.50 for 3. Pp'd. Spencer Gifts, 623 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J.

The bride served tea
And proper she was with English bone china tea cups. Hand-decorated on white with delicate 22k gold and floral patterns. We show six exquisite designs. Allow 45 days delivery from England. Cup and saucer $1.35; 4 for $5; 6, $7. Matching tea plates, 90c ea.; 2, $1.60; 3, $2.25. Pp'd. English Bone China, HG6, 220 5th Ave., N. Y.

"HAWAII BOUND"
If you're married for Hawaii this year, this is an absolute must! An expanded version of the book sold by the fancy tourist shops, "Hawaii Bound" contains an informative record of their trip. The bride and groom will cherish this fascinating account of their wedding trip to Hawaii. Enlarged to include here legible, photos, etc., and designed to be read and read by people "Hawaii Bound." A real memory saver and source of further information. Pp'd with about 100 pages of pertinent information, including all hotel rates, the book is 50¢ pp'd. Order now! Send $1.95 to Kearney Company, 1783 Madison Bldg., Honolulu, Hawaii. Postage included. Orders not acknowledged as received.

Solid brass key and plate, lacquered. $9.95; Brass key, black iron back plate $6.95. Designed from original, size 2½" x 3½", wt. 1 lb. A real money saver. Instant press-on tape can be used to label absolutely everything with your name and address. Plastic coated cellophane adheres to any surface and is waterproof. White blue or yellow and up to 3 line imprint. A roll is about 600' long. 300 imprints. $1.98 ea. or $5.50 for 3. Pp'd. Spencer Gifts, 623 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J.

The bride served tea
And proper she was with English bone china tea cups. Hand-decorated on white with delicate 22k gold and floral patterns. We show six exquisite designs. Allow 45 days delivery from England. Cup and saucer $1.35; 4 for $5; 6, $7. Matching tea plates, 90c ea.; 2, $1.60; 3, $2.25. Pp'd. English Bone China, HG6, 220 5th Ave., N. Y.
A foot's best friend

Down in Old Mexico, Huaraches are lovingly woven of flexible leather strips in varied designs—no two alike. Natural beige color of these sandals is bleached with lime juice, polished for high lustre; wear-long shoe-leather soles. All sizes for men, women, and children. $5.75 ppd. Old Mexico Shop, HG6, Santa Fe, N. M.

Stickpin bracelet

Great-grandad may have worn a jeweled pin in his cravat just like one of these enchanting copies. Lovely reproductions of fourteen slide stickpins with mock garnet, amethyst, diamond, coral, emerald, pearl, turquoise, and lapis lazuli. Antique golden finish. $5.50 ppd. tax incl. Bonnie-Sue Gifts, HG6, Box 253, Oceanside, N. Y.

Country squire desk

Can't you imagine the landed gentrty of yore keeping accounts at a desk just like this handsome maple reproduction? Slant-top storage cabinets, files, liquor lockers, wherever you go. Locks doors, protect papers. The light warmth of natural blue fox is a glamorous capelet to frame and flatter a pretty face. The light of a summer evening with a Bewitched, befurred candle is calibrated to your stride. Tells how many miles you've walked. Used by golfers, sportsmen, housewives, camper-hikers. Check household, supermarket, garden stores. Rugged, good-looking, accurate. Chrome plated case, colorful dial, leather strap. Don't just guess—know for sure how far you've walked! Add 25c ppd. tax incl. Bonnie-Sue Gifts, HG6, Box 253, Oceanside, N. Y.

Bewitched, befurred

Add a touch of witchery and enchant a summer evening with a glamorous capelet to frame and flatter a pretty face. The light of a summer evening with a Bewitched, befurred candle is calibrated to your stride. Tells how many miles you've walked. Used by golfers, sportsmen, housewives, camper-hikers. Check household, supermarket, garden stores. Rugged, good-looking, accurate. Chrome plated case, colorful dial, leather strap. Don't just guess—know for sure how far you've walked! Add 25c ppd. tax incl. Bonnie-Sue Gifts, HG6, Box 253, Oceanside, N. Y.

GOLDEN FRUIT SET

Accounts of elegance for every setting, these gold-finished apples, peaches, pears, oranges and grape clusters lend themselves to the most creative arrangements for centerpieces or accessory decor. . . . are yours to pride for many years to come. The gleaming gold box is easy to maintain with the wipe of a damp cloth. Realistic velvet leaves brighten every occasion. Set includes two clusters of grapes and six assorted pieces of fruit, all life-size. Lasting distinction for your own home . . . a memorable gift for friends. Set complete . . .

Yale Travelok

Don't be half-safe . . . take this versatile Travelok by Yale with you and you'll have your own security wherever you go. Locks doors, cabinets, files, liquor lockers, drawers, etc. With leather carrying case and two keys.

OVER 5000 STYLES $50 TO $100,000. 1 CARAT BRILLIANT WHITE DIAMONDS $495.

Send FOR FREE 72 PG. CATALOG.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CORPORATION

11 Empire State Bldg., New York 1, N. Y.

Send FREE 72 page Catalog 12

HOB1, DEPT. G44, FLUSHING 52, N. Y.

C & C GIFT SHOPS

Coral Gables 46, FLORIDA

SOLD. Check or M.O.—-satisfaction Guaranteed.

C & C GIFT SHOPS

130 S. DIXIE HIGHWAY (U.S. 1) CORAL GABLES 46, FLORIDA

A CROSSTMAN-CURTIUS ENTERPRISE

THE CLASSIC SEAT

For the sophisticated distinctive touch. Ideal for fine shops, exclusive boutiques, restaurants. Colorful American and around-the-world designs. Just add a cushion, or slipcover for any fixture. Perfect match for any door, window, wall, single or multiple pieces on the same wall. Finishes in beautiful soft natural woods, antique white, black, blue, green, pink, yellow, white. Cushion center is natural. Lid is solid. Only $49.95 ppd. tax incl. Send Check or M.O.—satisfaction Guaranteed.

CRESCENT HOUSE

135-664 Central Park Rd., White Plains, N. Y.

A sweet spot on your counter, a beautiful keepsake, a solid Germains Mahogany slab. We'll cover it in your 13 x 17" fabric—$14.95; our black monogram -$12.95. Your choice of: Madeira Silk, Upholstery Silk, Reserve or Wool. 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed.

WE MAKE IT IN YOUR COLORS.

C & C GIFT SHOPS

Coral Gables 46, FLORIDA

GOLDEN FRUIT SET

Accounts of elegance for every setting, these gold-finished apples, peaches, pears, oranges and grape clusters lend themselves to the most creative arrangements for centerpieces or accessory decor. . . . are yours to pride for many years to come. The gleaming gold box is easy to maintain with the wipe of a damp cloth. Realistic velvet leaves brighten every occasion. Set includes two clusters of grapes and six assorted pieces of fruit, all life-size. Lasting distinction for your own home . . . a memorable gift for friends. Set complete . . .

Yale Travelok

Don't be half-safe . . . take this versatile Travelok by Yale with you and you'll have your own security wherever you go. Locks doors, cabinets, files, liquor lockers, drawers, etc. With leather carrying case and two keys.

casual living (Dept. G-6)

108 Chatsworth Ave. Larchmont, N. Y.
**Mural masterpiece**

Brighten any room with a numbered wallpaper mural that you paint yourself! In a modern, provincial or oriental design. Easy, paint-by-number method takes only a few hours and it's fun! Do it yourself kits for any size wall, $12.95 up. Free catalogue. Mural Arts, HGC, 6818 W. Romaine St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

**Camp champ**

If he's a hiker, hunter or camper, this combination knife should be in his knapsack. Eleven tools in one collapsible pocket knife! There's a fork, knife, spoon, can and bottle opener, scissors, saw, file, corkscrew, hole punch and screw driver. 5¼" l. With leather belt case, $2 ppd. Taylor Gifts, HGC, 226 W. Wayne, Wayne, Pa.

**Hostess handy**

Perfect for placing at each guest plate or scattered about the room for a cocktail party are clear glass holders for 3 cigarettes and companion ash trays. Delight for petite floral arrangements. Set of 2 holders, 2 trays, $2.25; 4 ea., $3.95. Add 35¢ post. Catalogue 25¢. Scandicrafts, HGC, 185 Ashford, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.

**Petit musée**

Show off treasures in museum fashion with hinged glass case that locks to keep a collection safe and dust-free. Use upright or horizontal. Shelves adjust up, down, sideways. 23½" by 17½" by 4½". Honey pine or maple finish, $10.95. Unfinished, $8.95. Exp. coll. Yield House, HGC, N. Conway, N. H.

**Keep Trim The Easy Way! With A SLIM-EZ REDUCING SUIT FOR ALL MEN AND WOMEN**

**Poodles!! Poodles!!!**

**Begging, Standing, Sitting**

So life-like you'll think they are about to move or speak! You don't have to be a Poodle lover to appreciate the beauty of these exquisitely fashioned little animals. Enhance and add charm to your buffet or table. Porcelain cast, covered with a lifetime silver or bronze metal finish. A delightful gift for Poodle owners.


**CUDDLY WARE**

3304 W. Hopkins Hg-4

**MADISON LADDER FULLY ASSEMBLED**

Full-sized copy of the original ladder back chair that is a permanent part of your living room. Built to last, Delaware mahogany, with cushion seat and back, the Madison Hill Style Swivel, fully in any section of your house. Conveniently mounted to the floor with a fully built-in swivel base. Height, 47". Weight, 40 lb. Swivel seat of fine mesh in Colonial or Provincial design. Unfinished, $8.95. Fully finished ash (Blondie), $11.45. Birch—finished in Maple, Walnut, Cherry. Price Black Lacquer.

**FAMOUS**

Wig stand, $5.64. 10 plates, $10.80 each. For mounting Arm Chair suit $4.60 or shows pieces. Direct from our workroom to you; quick delivery, express charges paid.

**Jeff Eliot Craftsmen**

664 Southfield • North Carolina

**Hunt Galleries**

396 W. Hopkins Hg-4

**Mural masterpiece**

Keep Trim The Easy Way!

**100% HUMAN HAIR WIG!**

NEVER BEFORE AT THIS LOW PRICE

**NOW! $39.99**

Save more than $25 on this 100% Human Hair Wig. Never before sold for less than $55.00. Impressed, of fine, lustrous, soft, long hair...like the very best. PRE-STYLE! FREE ON ITS OWN WIG STAND! Cool, Ventilated Nylon cap with adjustable back. Black, Auburn, Light or Dark Brown. **$39.99/$30.00**

Catalogue order and send 50¢ for 18 months subscription. Money back guarantee.

**Fredericks of Hollywood**

**Color**

Send for Full Information

Color House


**Hey, Jeff!**

**Adhesive Metal Tiles**

Smile while you tile—your own decorative splatter or splash guards over sink or range or odd a tiling job to the bathroom—grease and soil are easily wiped off and tiles stay bright and shiny! Box has 32 tiles, 4½" square to cover an area of 4 sq. ft. Easily cut with scissors. Peel off backing and press in place. 7.80-6, Copper-fin, 1 box, $3.79. 786-1, Stainless Steel, 1 box, $3.79.

Write For New Free Gift Catalog!

**Miles Kimball**

94 Bond St., Oaksho, Wis.

**If Your Child is a Poor Reader**

See how The Sound Way To Easy Reading can help him to read and spell better in a few weeks. This new home tutoring course taught in thousands of homes. Write for free illustrated folder. Bremner-Davis Phonic, Dept. Y-9, Wilmette, Illinois.

**Color House**

**Mural masterpiece**

**100% HUMAN HAIR WIG!**

NEVER BEFORE AT THIS LOW PRICE

**NOW! $39.99**

Save more than $25 on this 100% Human Hair Wig. Never before sold for less than $55.00. Impressed, of fine, lustrous, soft, long hair...like the very best. PRE-STYLE! FREE ON ITS OWN WIG STAND! Cool, Ventilated Nylon cap with adjustable back. Black, Auburn, Light or Dark Brown. **$39.99/$30.00**

Catalogue order and send 50¢ for 18 months subscription. Money back guarantee.

**Fredericks of Hollywood**

**Color**

Send for Full Information

Color House


**Hey, Jeff!**

**Adhesive Metal Tiles**

Smile while you tile—your own decorative splatter or splash guards over sink or range or odd a tiling job to the bathroom—grease and soil are easily wiped off and tiles stay bright and shiny! Box has 32 tiles, 4½" square to cover an area of 4 sq. ft. Easily cut with scissors. Peel off backing and press in place. 7.80-6, Copper-fin, 1 box, $3.79. 786-1, Stainless Steel, 1 box, $3.79.

Write For New Free Gift Catalog!

**Miles Kimball**

94 Bond St., Oaksho, Wis.

**If Your Child is a Poor Reader**

See how The Sound Way To Easy Reading can help him to read and spell better in a few weeks. This new home tutoring course taught in thousands of homes. Write for free illustrated folder. Bremner-Davis Phonic, Dept. Y-9, Wilmette, Illinois.
order.
Send measurements with check or money
Chemise—for bust to thigh $3.95
Clothing without detection.
Sleep. Can be worn comfortably under
TRIM while you work or
easy way. No dieting, no exercising. SURE
86
NOW . . . Trim your waistline and figure.
Knee Pants—for waist to knee $2.95

ded lines make this a plate of unusual
will keep fingermarks off walls. Mounting
charming. Golden brass plated with an eye-
GIFT BAG
TWIN OUTLET: 5" x 3½" $1.50 each: 3 for $3.98
TRIPLE SWITCH PLATE: 6" x 5" $1.98
SINGLE: 5" x 3½" $1.00 each: 3 for $2.85

Italian Provincial Switch Plates will add
new beauty to your walls. Graceful swirling
new beauty to your walls. Graceful swirling
Italian Provincial Switch Plates will add
new beauty to your walls. Graceful swirling
Italian Provincial Switch Plates will add
new beauty to your walls. Graceful swirling
Italian Provincial Switch Plates will add
new beauty to your walls. Graceful swirling
Italian Provincial Switch Plates will add
new beauty to your walls. Graceful swirling

C. E. GRAHAM
Dept. HG-6
P.O. Box 7219, Los Angeles, Cal.

Worth Looking Into...

Ever considered selling your particular product or
service by mail?

Write us for complete infor-

mation on how you can
sell profitably, here, in
House & Garden's Shopping
Around Section—America's favorite shop-

by-mail-center.

House & Garden's
SHOPPING AROUND
420 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

Real sea horses
Fish fun for family room or sun-
room with an aquarium that
comes stocked with a fascinating
pair of miniature live sea horses.

These active, clown-like creatures
provide great fun for spectators.
$1 each; mated pair, $2; 2 mated
pairs, $2.98. Add 25c post. Florida
Sea Horse, HG39, Box 300, Miami,
Fla.

Fabric frames
Practical and decorative new in-
side window treatment. Frames
come in several designs; easy-
install, custom-made, sealed,
ready to paint or finish. 30" by
20" high panels shown are $15.12
for 4 with hardware. Fabric not
incl. Free brochure. Town & Coun-
try Woodcraft Co., HG66, 219 N.
Carpenter St., Chicago, Ill. 60607.

Perfect perfufts
As a finishing touch for a special
dinner, serve tempting perfufts in
hand-blown crystal goblets. 8"
high including graceful stems,
their classic design will comple-
tion any table setting. Wonderful
for whiskey soups, too, $3.95 for
4. Add 35c postage per set or 4.
Victoria Gifts, HG66, Bryn Mawr,
Pa.

The kindest cuts
The most delicious, luscious beef—Pfaelzer's stock in trade. Aged,
mellow-flavored prime meats, the
same fine quality served in luxury
restaurants may be ordered by
mail. Eight 6-oz. U. S. Prime filet
mignons and four 12-oz. Prime
homeless strip steaks, $33 pdd.
Perfect arrival guaranteed. Pfael-
zcr Bros., LEP, Chicago 32, Ill.

PROTECT YOUR CHINA
with Dustproof PLATE MATE Cases
Always keep your chinaware safe to use without
re-washing. COMPLETE 6-PC. SET includes 12 din-
er plates, 4 cups, 4 soups, 4 bread-butter, 4 saucers. Each
platter finished, quilted, semi-rigid 12 plates store from
dent, split, crack, dent, separate large houses, break,
break; never out of house; elegant, soft, pliable plastic
material; use with dustproof PLATE MATE cases.

House & Garden's
SHOPPING AROUND
420 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

“GROW” LONG NAILS
IN MINUTES!
REPAIRS BROKEN NAILS LIKE NEW!

Before
Use Magic Nail
Liquid Formula #77

After

Use Magic Nail
Liquid Formula #77
by Charles of Fifth Avenue
570 Fifth Ave., N. Y., 15, N. Y.

NOT A WEAK PASTE ON NAIL BUT AN
AMAZING LIQUID! Brush on easily. Tears
only clear lacquer, will not harm and
will not turn nails flabby or yellow.
Stays on longer than any nail cement.

Not a weak paste on nail but an
amazing liquid! Brush on easily. Tears
only clear lacquer, will not harm and
will not turn nails flabby or yellow.
Stays on longer than any nail cement.

PURCHASED AT STORES IN MILLIONS:
NOW A LARGE 5-1/8" KIT FOR ONLY $1.29
plus 25c C.O.D. charges by enclosing $2.23
with order. 5-1/8" KIT, ORDER TODAY!

GARANTEED!
Shopping Around

Match makers
Pocket Pak takes care of all the weekend travel needs and then some. On long jaunts stow folded in large bag. Then fill with travel treasures for return trip. Suitcases, 13” by 17½”, folds flat into 7” by 10” case. Black Watch or Red Stewart plaid. $3.98 ppd. Breck’s, K86 Breck Bldg., Boston 10.

Buttons ‘n bows
The handiest, handsomest vanity chest to keep a girl straight is this 9-drawer chest for earrings, lipsticks, eye makeup, pins, pills or whatever needs dresser-top filing. 14½” w. by 3½” h., olive-gold, blue-green, or shocking pink-orange. $4.50. Add 45¢ post. L. Fla., W. of Miss., Here’s How Inc., HG6, 15 W. 26th St., N. Y. 10010.

Modern Diana
The huntress would have loved these wedge heel shoes to speed her through the forest. Grain calf with knotted straps. Bone/malt; malt/chocolate; black/brown; black; gray; all gray; all white; sizes 3 to 10, AAAA to D. $14.95. Add 45¢ post. Solby Bays, HG6, 45 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Play favorites
Let the winner at your house, bread or otherwise, know you care with his own sweatshirt proclaiming his favorite golfer or bowler! He’ll love his own sweatshirt proclaiming his favorite golfer or bowler! He’ll love the accolade (even if you’re coaching) with his own sweatshirt proclaiming his favorite golfer or bowler! He’ll love the accolade (even if you’re coaching) with his own sweatshirt proclaiming his favorite golfer or bowler! He’ll love the accolade (even if you’re coaching) with his own sweatshirt proclaiming his favorite golfer or bowler! He’ll love the accolade (even if you’re coaching) with his own sweatshirt proclaiming his favorite golfer or bowler! He’ll love

Melody Phone...a cheerful earful when you have to say "PLEASE HOLD THE LINE."
If the steak’s burning...the doorbell’s ringing...any conversation interrupter...just put your receiver in the Melody Phone cradle. The music-box plays 3 minutes of memorable music... "Emperor Waltz"... "Around the World in 80 Days"... "Everything’s Coming Up Roses"... "Blue Danube"... "When You’re Smiling." It’s New! It’s fun! It’s courteous! Sips on back of phone as shown. Plastic in choice of colors. Specify one tune desired. $4.95 ppd. For wall phone add 50¢. HOLIDAY GIFTS, 7953 Raritan, Denver, Colorado 80221.

At Last... a Place to Put Ice Teaspoons...in Our CRYSTAL SPOON COASTERS
Now you can protect table linens from staining or damage with our new crystal spoon coasters. Made of glass in the Old Cape Cod design, so elegant they’ll complement your finest chinaware and silver. Coasters accommodate any tumbler — attached spoon rests hold teaspoons to prevent dripping.

Set of four, $3.99 ppd. Send for free gift catalog
ARTISAN GALLERIES
Villari Handkerchief Co
280 Wautauk Ave., Dear. II., N. Y. 10067

Cape Cod White. Autumn Bronze, Colonial Blue or embossed Natural Aluminum.

The Wedding Handkerchief
Deliately Handsewn of sheer Irish linen. The names of Bride & Groom in white with the state name of the Great State of their joint life entwined around them. Sizes 14” x 14”. $6.50 ppd. Write for FREE illustrated handkerchiefs for entire wedding party.

Our exclusive design, so hard to find, price, $4.75. Black Watch, Colonial Blue, Autumn Bronze, Cape Cod White, Colonial Blue or embossed Natural Alunimum.

The Huntress would have loved her through the forest. Grain calf with knotted straps. Bone/malt; black/gray; all gray; all white; sizes 3 to 10, AAAA to D. $14.95. Add 45¢ post. Solby Bays, HG6, 45 W. 26th St., N. Y. 10010.

HOMESTEAD HOUSE
10535 GRAND RIVER, FARMINGTON, MICH. Michigan’s most complete Colonial Shop

NEW KING-SIZE MAILBOX
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New Oven-Joy oven cleaner, named Product of the Year by Parade Magazine, can't burn skin, leaves fabrics or floors. Just spray on and let pleasantly perfumed formula work for 5 minutes. Watch Oven-Joy's safe, white foam absorb grease and grime. Then wipe off leaves protective silcone film. Good for pans and broiler grates, too. Large 14 oz. can $1.95 ppd including handy sponge. Full money-back guarantee.

SHOECAST 603 FIFTH AVE. 
STUDIO E, 2454 NE Sandy Blvd., Portland, Oregon 97232

SHOECRAFT 603 FIFTH AVE. 
STUDIO E, 2454 NE Sandy Blvd., Portland, Oregon 97232

FREE CATALOG
Finest Imported Holland Bulbs
100 pages of over 1100 varieties of the finest imported Holland Bulbs available . . . the most complete and authoritative catalog published.

SPECIAL OFFER:
25 FALL FLOWERING MIXED CROCUS $1.00 ppd.

Write:

NADEAU'S
DEPT. G-1
P.O. BOX 4455
DETROIT, MICH. 48228

S. HAMILTON 62, MASS.

KEEP HIM DRY NIGHT AND DAY

with Pi PEl MARE-DRI SUPPORT

Here's the sensible sanitary way to stop the embarrassment of wet garments and bedding. MALE-DRI gives day-and-night protection and confidence without the bulk and bother of diaper-like garments. Helps train him to stop bed-wetting. Elastic belt, wet proof pouch. Quilted, absorbent, washable cotton pads snap in—snap out for easy laundering. Only $5.95. Guaranteed to satisfy or money back if returned postage paid in 30 days. Send waist measure. Add 25c for postage.

PIPER BRACE COMPANY, DEPT. HNG-6, 36 Wyandotte Street, Kansas City, Missouri

PRIORITY MAIL

\$5.95

with Pi PEl MARE-DRI SUPPORT

Still yours with a returnable deposit!

Forehead

Wear by hundreds and thousands of adults, too.

HOLD YOUR HEAD UP!
A happy new environment for the whole family...

Celotex Quiet Conditioned Living

Family activities are more enjoyable when noise is controlled. Not by putting a damper on fun— but with Celotex building products that act as noise "blotters" and noise "barriers."

The comfort of Quiet begins with acoustical ceilings by Celotex. Needed especially in family and recreation rooms, kitchens, wherever you want to put a hush on noise. Easy to install over present ceilings, or in new rooms. Choose from a wide selection of trend-setting Celotex designs at your building materials dealer.

And in today's new homes and apartments, walls and floors can be Quiet Conditioned, too—with advanced building systems using Soundstop® Board, Celo-Rok® Gypsum Wallboard, pre-finished Woodgrain Paneling, and other Celotex® products. Room-to-room noise is greatly reduced; more outdoor noise is kept outside.

When you buy, build, or remodel, give your family this happy new freedom from nerve-wracking noise . . . the wonderful extra comfort and relaxing privacy of Celotex Quiet Conditioning.

Another idea for Better Living from Celotex

Ronson kept the romance of the candle. Threw out the wax and the wick. Added some ingenious ideas of their own. And the result: The Ronson Varafame® Gas Candle, the greatest improvement in dining by candlelight since soft music.

The Varafame candle is tall. Tapered. Tipped with a real flame. But it burns with a brighter, cleaner flame than any other candle.

No soot, no smoke, no waxy smell. It never drips, never burns down. Because this is a new kind of candle that burns butane, a gas.

Beneath its beautiful outer shell is a fuel cylinder that holds up to four hours of candlelight. (It even has a see-through fuel gauge.)

It's filled when you get it. And when it's time to refill, it fuels like a Ronson Varafame lighter—from a Ronson Multi-Fill® injector. Clean, safe, easy. Fills completely in less than a minute.

And what candle ever had an adjustable flame? The Varafame does.

A remarkable patented valve lets you turn the flame up or down. And it stays at the height you set it. High and bright for gay parties. Soft and low when it's dinner for two.

Set them out in the golden holders they come with. Or put them in your own. Varafame candles are like your silver. A permanent part of your table.

You'll still be romancing with them a thousand candlelit dinners from now.
There's magic hidden in the word "INSTEAD"

It may seem commonplace, the word "instead." We use it a hundred times a day to express no more subtle an idea than the substitution of this for that. But more often than not, "that" refers to the usual, the familiar, the customary, while "this" intimates something unexpected, something new. Thus the seven letters, "instead," resound with overtones: Instead implies change. Change implies adventure. Adventure is the essence of the process of recreating. And recreation of the body and the spirit is prominent on everyone’s agenda for summer.

This issue of H&G is dedicated to the recreative effects of substituting this for that. The possibilities are as diverse as screens at the windows instead of curtains; a wrought-iron fantasy instead of a classic bed; dining at sunset instead of by the clock; eating in the kitchen now and then instead of in the usual spot; bringing a bit of the indoors outdoors and vice versa instead of keeping each to its own. The substitution may be a big switch or a little switch. It may be designed for an hour’s diversion, a season’s comfort or year-round enhancement. Whatever the nature of the switch or its longevity, you will find hidden in the word "instead" the magic key to a marvelous restorative summer at home.
Since travel is as stimulating in spring or fall as it is in June, the growing interest in off-season vacationing is more than a little responsible for the growing and quite general interest in summering at home. And since it is the change of scene that is largely responsible for the exhilaration sparked by traveling, you can achieve a very similar effect by changing the home scene. The customary basic changes—getting out beflowered slipcovers, shipping heavier rugs to storage, dialing up a breeze—are perfectly good, but not quite enough. A house that is to stand in for a summer holiday needs a touch of élan of the kind slangily known as psaaazzz—a refreshing tonic that can be taken in big doses or small ones.

Such therapy need not of course be applied to the whole house. The transformation might be confined to one room such as the garden room, opposite page, or the one-time porch on our cover—or even to a small part of a room, a corner of a terrace or a patch of the garden. Even something as simple as a new window treatment can give a house an astonishing freshness. But whatever you do should generate visual excitement. And you may very well continue to enjoy it long after the vacationer drops. Even a predominantly summery room sometimes reverses gears and manages, by suggesting the tropics, to generate as much warmth in winter as it does coolness in July. Among these captivating ideas for summer scene-shifting some take advantage of purely estival pleasures, some create a cool look, many are potentially permanent. But all have the freshness that makes home a marvelous place to spend the summer.

A make-believe garden room, possibly in a basement
Permanent greenness underfoot can be supplied by a floor of vinyl cut to look like garden-path flagging.
For an airy ceiling (and, if necessary, a camouflage for unsightly beams or pipes): even billows of sheer summery fabric. Interior designer: Ellen McCluskey.
For shopping information, see page 155.
A Victorian iron daybed as a switch from a conventional headboard. Painted metal can look light as air, suggests an old-fashioned garden. Other summer coolers: little see-through wicker tables, worth their weight in the gold they do not cost. Designed for Mrs. Seton Lindsay's Palm Beach, Fla., house by Baldwin & Martin, Inc.

Shaggy green rug as a grassy foundation for an informal mélange of furnishings. Wicker chairs make a good starting point. The additions here include an old dining table (many secondhand shops shelter them) cut down to coffee and cocktail height, a cane-seated chaise longue of golden oak, a turn-of-the-century stained-glass lamp shade. Designed for a Washington, D.C., apartment by Emily Malino Associates.

For shopping information, see page 155.
Sliding grilles instead of curtains to create a cool filigree of light. These, of wood, are from Morocco. Consider, too: a three-couch arrangement for warm-weather relaxing. Designed for Mr. and Mrs. William H. Green's San Francisco house by Michael Taylor.

Lattice work pergola for a window. Summer is stepped up in this room with an intensity of floral chintz on wall and windows and a painted ceiling bouquet (inspired by the chintz) to set off the chandelier. Interior designer: David Barrett.

An indoor room outdoors. For alfresco dining under shelter, move out a not-too-heavy table, a few chairs (these are second-best antiques), a gay rug of the hardy type and a pretty little lamp to see by. Designed for a house in Weston, Conn., by Lloyd Bell.
Hot colors for an air-conditioned sunroom. Brilliant fabrics and Gauguin-bright furniture lower their temperature under strong light, but retain their élan. Designed for the Dexter Cummings' Hobe Sound, Fla., house by Baldwin & Martin, Inc.

The gayest fabric in town for the room of a little girl. The plot here: a mixed flower bed, confined; plaid window shades; mirrored shelves for treasures. Designed for the Gardner Cawles' daughter, ginia, in Mount Kisco, N. Y., by Blaine & Booth.

A breakfast corner in your bedroom. A window looking out on the garden or a fresh green lawn makes a fine wake-up spot. And white, of course, when put to prodigal use, is summer's Jack Frost. Designed for the Michael Ryans' Atherton, Calif., house by Michael Taylor.

A dining arrangement with a view for everyone. To make the room cool as a snowdrift, hang a mist of sheer translucent white curtains. Translucent white shades at a skylight will do the same. Designed for a Washington, D. C., apartment by Emily Malino Associates.
GALA CONCEITS FROM LONG ISLAND'S OLD WESTBURY GARDENS

On a famous estate comprising a score of garden moods, a few imaginative designers were asked to set forth their own ideas, fanciful, perhaps, but unfailingly gay for summer living.

1. *Baroque croquet set for hot-shot sports.* Small bells ring when candlelit wickets are hit, which should make night games spectacular. Designed by Mrs. Henry Parish II, Inc.

2. *Aviary with sphinxes—for the fun of it.* Such eye-stoppers define an axis, celebrate a festive occasion, divert a view, turn traffic right or left. Designed by Roslyn Rosier.

3. *White carpet treatment for everyday luxury.* You feel like a maharajah at least. But always give your turf a breather during hot days. Designed by Baldwin & Martin, Inc.

4. *Bronze peacocks proud with petunias.* A boxwood fan shapes chesty cock's tail; and, in a sweeping plume, the deferential hen's. Both have long been Old Westbury denizens.

5. *Decorated pergola for drawing room effects.* Such a pergola is permanent, of course, but hangings and accessories can change with mood or season. Designed by Thorndike Williams.

6. *New leisure for the swing shift.* All you need are stout trees to hang hammocks and basket chairs from—and a level place for the wicker gondola. Designed by Mimi Rand, of Jessup Inc.

PADDED PERCH ALONG A SERPENTINE WALL AT WATCH HILL, R. I.

Any sitting wall makes a better case for itself if it is really comfortable to sit on; a still better case if it is decorative and durable. Garden of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Heminway.
Insider-out curtains to stop the sun in its tracks.
You can make them like awnings, hang them like indoor curtains. Trimmed and tubbed plants further enhance the pseudo-gallery effect of this façade. Designed by William L. Chidester for his house in Los Angeles.

Turf paving squares with brickwork joints. If this is not a switch, what is? With this reversal of the usual paving practice, the cool effect of green grass dominates the strong pattern that most terraces need. Landscape design: James Douglas Graham.

Stage-set steps for a continuous summer show.
Even though you change the pots every week (to keep flowering at a peak), the effect remains the same all season. No better cooler for hot bricks. Designed for William Chidester by William Paylen, L. A.

Gazebo grotto, jungle-cool with ferns. If you are going to stage a show, be sure to make it a good one. Here square espaliers of ivy flank the gazebo's entrance, beyond which a lovely sculpture broods. This is Journey's End for terrace promenade, left.

A hanging parasol for both show and shelter. Show—because a pretty terrace should be a thing of beauty and a joy all summer. Shelter? From any sun the tree lets through. Designed by Otto Zenke for his own Greensboro, N. C., terrace.
Have you ever wished you could preserve a bouquet of flowers, if not for posterity, at least long enough to relieve the austerity of a winter? It might be a harvest of blooms from your garden, or a nosegay that pleases you for very sentimental reasons. You might have always longed to combine the first spring daffodil with the last chrysanthemum of fall in an unusual arrangement. Or perhaps it is the scent of certain flowers that appeals—and you’d love to be able to conjure up the memorable fragrance of your summer garden, indoors, later in the year. By drying them, you can preserve many beautiful flowers at the peak of their bloom. There are many methods of drying flowers, including some our grandmothers must have used. The principle, of course, is to remove all the moisture while preserving the natural color and form. As for capturing and keeping the fragrance of your favorite flowers, the art of making potpourri is as simple as following a recipe, and has been practiced since civilization began. The ancient Assyrians used dried herbs and flowers to perfume their rooms, even as you and I. (Directions for making potpourri with some favorite H&G recipes begin on page 176.) Whether you gather your rosebuds this summer for their beautiful looks or their heavenly smell, you can enjoy them all winter.

The methods traditionally used for drying flowers took two or three weeks to become effective, during which time the flowers inevitably lost some of their beauty. Today, thanks to a drying agent known as silica gel, the color and texture of a freshly picked blossom can be captured in two to eight days. This crystalline compound enables you to dry flowers as they come into bloom and then have a delightfully varied selection from which to compose bouquets. Silica gel is available in commercial form as a product called Flower Dri.

You will need a container deep enough to hold your flowers standing up with stems and heads intact. (See the detailed directions, right.) Otherwise, you will have to improvise stems with florist’s wire and tape after you have dried the heads. You can use an outsize lard can, an oversized pretzel tin or a large canister, and your container should have a tight-fitting lid. As your flowers are dried, remove them to airtight tins or tightly sealed plastic bags (humidity causes dried flowers to wilt and disintegrate) until you are ready to use them.

You may want to use silica gel on the blossoms only and dry the sprays of leaves and other foliage in a less costly material—glycerine. You crush the stems at the bottom for about 2 inches and let stand in a deep solution of one part glycerine to two parts water. Remove the foliage after 36 hours; store in a dark place.

Silica gel can be used many times over—a decided asset, since it is not expensive. While most of the crystals are white, some blue ones have been sprinkled in that turn pink to tell you when the silica gel has absorbed too much moisture. Then you simply heat the silica gel in the oven until the pink crystals turn blue again.

A little book you may find helpful is “New Techniques with Dried Flowers” by Sarah Whitlock and Martha Rankin (Hearthside Press, 1962). It tells in detail the secrets of the felicitous art of collecting and drying flowers and creating arrangements.

Drying blossoms—today’s method

1. To create a holder for your flowers while they dry, cut a collar of corrugated cardboard 7 or 8 inches wide and staple the ends together to fit easily inside the container you plan to use. 2. On top of the cardboard collar, place a round of Styrofoam cut about a quarter of an inch short of the container’s circumference and about 2 inches thick. Take a 12-inch length of florist’s wire, fold it in half and punch it through the Styrofoam at the center, making a loop to serve as a handle, and bending the ends at right angles beneath the disk. Perforate the Styrofoam disk with an ice pick to be sure the flower stems may be easily inserted. Put the Styrofoam and collar in the container. 3. Spread a thin layer of absorbent cotton or batting over the top of the Styrofoam so that the silica gel won’t trickle down the holes. Sprinkle on a thin layer of silica gel. Strip the flowers of their leaves and insert the stems up to the heads. Add more silica gel to cover the blossoms. 4. Press on the lid of the can. When flowers have dried sufficiently, pour off and reserve silica gel for the next batch.

Fresh, fake or old Flemish masterpiece?

This lush bouquet is a little bit of each. The flowers were once dew-fresh; when picked, they were dried in Flower Dri. Then, assembled by the Eighteenth Century Bouquet Shop in Princeton, N. J., they began a second life arranged in the manner of an old Dutch painting. How many varieties can you recognize of the twenty we have identified? (Ranunculus, marigold, rose, tulip, azalea, acacia, lupine, salvia, barkas, dolphinium, verbena, dahila, statice, nagadragon, mimosa, birch leaves, dock, penny, rose leaves, tulip leaves.)

For shopping information, turn to page 155.
"INSTEAD"
igh on a slope of the Valley of the Moon near Sonoma, Calif., lies a retreat from urban hubbub called "Instead." It was built by Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ducato as a replacement for a Lake Tahoe lodge which had proved too far away, too arduous to get to from their home base, Hillsborough. Hence the odd, apt name for a beautifully simple trio of buildings—main house, bedrooms and cabaña—arranged, compound fashion, around a huge paved patio with a swimming pool for a heart and a shady old live oak for an umbrella. (Continued)
Main house, like each of the three buildings of "Instead," is an entity unto itself. Here, the emphasis is on living, dining, cooking.

The notion of building their house in independent sections was sparked by the Ducatos' memory of old Californian ranches that sprawled in random clusters of main houses, cookhouses, bunk houses. There is nothing random about the orderly plan of "Instead" (see page 110), but, like the ranches that inspired it, it is utterly informal in spirit. The main house incorporates the traditional cookhouse in the form of a sizable, strictly business kitchen. The rest of the space is taken up by a big living-dining room and a long screened-in porch where the three Ducatos (son John is about to be married) dine, poolside, as often as possible.

In the living room, left, is an interesting interplay of patterns and materials—masonry, wood, metal and glass. Two door-height walls of concrete blocks are linked to the butterfly roof with panels of fixed glass—a nice way to keep treetops in view. Heavily scored with black rafters, the whiteness of the painted board ceiling is repeated in the oak strip flooring, bleached and waxed until it shimmers. A hood of black iron is suspended over the fireplace—the center of a shallow, fireproof conversation pit.

Simple, comfortable, white upholstered furniture is supplemented with Old Spanish and Early American tables and chairs, Navaho rugs, cushions covered in gay American Indian textiles. (Continued)

**Living room is visually extended by screened porch on other side of glass wall**

**U-shaped kitchen with dark-stained mahogany cabinets is open, above counter at right, to living room.**
Master bedroom looks out on pool and patio’s “fourth wall”: a screen of trees

bedroom house, a quiet island in the compound, closes in one corner of the pool patio, and is large enough to provide pleasant seclusion for both master and guest bedrooms

“INSTEAD” continued
he cabaña
is a 70-foot-long poolside pavilion comprising a game room and bar, a trellised lanai and a swimmer's dressing room.

At back of cabaña's trellised lanai is a wall of Persian blue tiles.

Dressing room has a "carpet" of Delft-patterned vinyl tile.

Sun-shy guests can borrow a dizzy hat from collection in poolside powder room.

Oval plaster dome in game room's redwood ceiling serves as a reflector for Art Nouveau chandelier.

The glorified "bunk house" or sleeping section is a long, elbow-shaped structure. About two thirds of its square footage is devoted to guest accommodations: two bedrooms, a sitting room, a bathroom compartmented to perform as two. The other third contains the master bedroom, opposite page, with its bath and dressing room—a little suite from which the Ducatos can reach the pool in one giant step. If they like, they can open the curtains and enjoy a wall-to-wall vista of the pool and distant hills. Or they can draw the curtains (a chilly night procedure) and turn the room into a sequestered, chintz-hung sanctum.

The redwood-lined cabaña, on the other hand, is an open-house, fun-and-games pleasure dome. The game room, above, is paneled in rough-sawn boards (one wall is pierced with narrow panels of glass). At one end is an old brass and iron Franklin stove, at the other, a little piano for sing songs, and built into the wall between, twin speakers for dance music from the music center in the main house.

Small sit-down luncheons are usually held in the loggia-like lanai, top of page, that spans the space between the game room and the dressing-room bath, above, left, where guest swimmers change. Fine weather entertainment, however, is almost always around the pool and can consist of a few guests invited for a dip, a buffet luncheon for twenty or supper for a few score. Really huge parties are rare. Hospitable as she is, Mrs. Ducato has her doubts about madding crowds: "No one has fun, including me!" (Continued)
F

ithful to California tradition, "Instead" is built almost entirely of redwood which is left to weather as it will—warmed by the sun, cooled by encircling greenery.

For all its accessibility from San Francisco, "Instead" enjoys to the hilt the serenity of exurbia and the inimitable seclusion that comes from sitting in the middle of thirty-eight acres of land—much of it to become eventually a stud farm. The grounds immediately surrounding the house, however, have been planted with a wall of greenery that flows in a circle under the old live and valley oaks. Ivy swags fences and climbs posts; oleander is used as screening, jasmine as groundcover. Limes, lemons and oranges grow in little plantations; here and there in likely spots are tubs of podocarpus, privet clipped into topiary “poodles,” and an exotic with the resplendent name of *Aralia Elegans-*xima. There are herbs, but no cutting garden, no grapes (the deer eat them). Being weekend gardeners, the Ducatos insisted on low-maintenance planting. For “Instead” is a place to rest, swim, ride, feed the tiny Sicilian donkeys, laze in the sun, and, quite reasonably, nothing is allowed to interfere with this regime.
A VILLA WITH A VIEW

By Aubrey Menen

Once had a villa in Italy with a view right down the Amalfi Drive—thirty miles of mountains and sea that make up the most beautiful panorama in Europe. I was very proud of it. I would take my guests up through my terraces to the belvedere that jutted over the sea, and I would wait to hear them burst into praise. They always did.

One day I entertained a New York publisher who visited me with his wife. The weather was perfect: the panorama, from Ravello to the white houses of Salerno, was crystal clear. My guests obliged with the usual compliments. We sat down on a stone seat under an oak. The publisher’s wife began to chat, but her husband turned his back on her. I did not blame him. She had begun to disinterest me.

After a while my publisher suddenly remarked: “Do you know what I would like? I would like to live here and gaze at this view day after day, month after month. Doing nothing. Just nothing.”

He got up and moved to the extreme point of the belvedere. His wife followed him with a peculiar look until he was out of earshot. Then she said: “Huh! And do you know what he’d be thinking about? Women.”

It was disconcerting. I had not at the time learned about the ways of married New Yorkers. But it turned out that she was quite right. Not long afterwards they were divorced and he went to live in a certain Bohemian quarter of his native city, with a view outside of somebody’s back wall. He was quite content because his view, inside, was of an extremely pretty woman, his new wife.

But that is beside the point. I do not say that everybody living in a house with a magnificent view will necessarily think about women. I do say, from experience, that one’s thoughts get distinctly edgy, and when that happens, the view is no use at all. In fact, it gets as irritating as a picture post card held permanently in front of one’s face.

For instance, before I had gone to Amalfi I had lived in another house with a view. This time it was a wooden bungalow perched on a hilltop in one of the most remote jungle tracts in India. It was in the teak-forest country north of Bombay. Great whale-backed hills heaved away from it in every direction. They were covered with virgin forest in which tigers and panthers lived. The scene from both of my verandas was one of stupendous beauty, especially when the sun rose or set.

I lived quite alone, save for my servants. My nearest neighbor lived twenty miles away. He was the Forest Officer, a tall, vacant Englishman who did not often come to visit me. When he did, he had little to say, because almost nothing had ever happened to him. At 9:30, after dinner and his eighth whisky, he would say, “Did I ever tell you of the time I kicked King George VI up the bottom?” It was a true story: it had happened when they were at naval school together. At the end of the anecdote my servants, who knew the signs, would pick him up and carry him off, already asleep, to his bed. Then I would be left alone on my veranda, to listen to the panthers and to admire the dark jungle against the tropical night sky. I was very happy. It was Paradise.

So of course, there was the serpent: or rather, two serpents. They arrived when I had been living with my beautiful view for some four months. They were the newly appointed Health Officer and his wife—Indians, charged with curing the chronic diseases which ravaged the primitive forest folk who lived in small villages hidden in the jungle. A house had been built for them, sufficiently far from mine, but with not nearly so good a view. The she-serpent made up her mind that she wanted my house, and that, to her guileful mind, meant getting rid of me.

A really poisonous snake (or so the primitive forest-dweller said) strikes only once because it knows there is no need for another bite. The Health Officer’s wife struck at 2 o’clock on a hot afternoon in April. They had come to lunch with me, and they were walking back to their bungalow. They were perhaps a quarter of a mile away when it happened. At that time of day a great stillness fell over the jungle and sounds carry a great distance.

I was sitting on my veranda, admiring my view and trying to digest the abominable food I had ordered to discourage my neighbors from ever coming to lunch again. I heard them talking. They were talking about me. She was very flattering. I lost their conversation as they went down into a dip in the path, but I heard it again, loud and clear, as they emerged.

“Yes,” the she-serpent was saying, “but I can’t imagine a man like him sitting up there on a hilltop staring at the view for the rest of his life. I mean, there’s no scope.”

I was quite aware that she knew I could hear her: there was something in her deliberate articulation which made that clear. I knew, therefore, that she spoke with a purpose. It made no difference. The poison was at work. She would not need to strike again.

From that day on everything was changed for me. I still looked at my view—there was nowhere else to look. But now I thought...
about myself. Would I go on looking at these hills, these trees, till the end of my days? Would I, too, be carried off to my bed like the Forest Officer, drunk and asleep at 9:30? Perhaps: and my fate would be worse than his. I had not even kicked a reigning monarch up the bottom. Nor would I ever do so. I would be a cabbage, rooted to one spot and condemned to go to seed.

As the days passed I looked at the jungle with a more and more cynical eye. What were trees, after all, but cabbages, like me? What did the panthers do with their lives? They slept, woke, killed, ate and slept again. Occasionally they mated and produced other panthers which slept, woke, killed, ate and slept again. Nature, I decided, might be studied; but it did not bear thinking about. I remembered the intense young lady who once said to Thomas Carlyle, "Mr. Carlyle, I accept the Universe." To which the sage had replied, "You'd better, young lady, you'd better." Previously, I had always thought that wise advice, but it was difficult to follow on a hilltop in the jungle. From there the Universe seemed a very stupid place; and I could see such a lot of it. With a short walk from one veranda to another, I could see it from the horizon to the zenith, 180 degrees of it in declination, and 360 degrees of it in right ascension, according to the astronomers; according to me, the last degree in silliness.

So when the monsoon came, I left for the city. I rented one inside room in a hotel. The Health Officer and his wife moved into my bungalow. They had my view. But I had scope.

Chì ha bevuto, berrà, say the Italians—he who has once boozed will booze again. Some years passed, full of scope, and then once again I was overcome with the desire to have a house with a view. It was then that I found the villa in Amalfi.

I lasted much longer this time. This was not a view of virgin jungle. It was a classical landscape, and I was armed against snakes. One visiting lady professor from Chicago did ask me (sourly, I thought), "It's a lovely view but what do you do in the evening?" I had my answer. "Do you remember," I said, "the city-slickers in the Forum that Horace writes about, and how they pressed around him when he came down from his Sabine farm, asking him all sorts of questions? Well, I bet that one of them asked him, 'What do you do in the evening?'" That silenced her. But it was disingenuous. It was true that there was nothing to do in the evenings in all the thirty miles of classical landscape, except to watch the lights come on. After all, what did Horace do in the evening on his Sabine farm? As for me, I found that I was going to bed at 9:30. True, I went on my own two feet, as yet. Horace, who liked his tipple, was probably carried there by his servants. My doubts began to return.

But this time I determined to make a fight for it. There may have been nothing to do in the evenings. But there were the mornings, tremendous in their solemn beauty of sea and mountain and sky. Tremendous and also poetical; I quoted Shakespeare: "Full many a glorious morning have I seen Flatter the mountain-tops with sovereign eye." Full many of them indeed. One day I added them up—five years; with three hundred and sixty-five mornings apiece. Even excluding rainy days, it came to a lot of one's lifetime.

I fought that thought off, valiantly, for I saw danger ahead. This time I determined to be less hasty in my judgments. I pondered my view. If Nature was difficult to understand, surely such beauty should make one rejoice in its Creator? From poetry I moved to the Psalms.

It was in this mood that I designed the sundial. It was to stand on the belvedere, and—in case the view should tempt anybody else to think about women—it was to be surrounded with an inscription from the Psalms on one side and from Saint Francis of Assisi on the other, both of them highly laudatory to the Supreme Being.

I had just given orders for this to be made in the Amalfi workshops when, one night, there was a cloudburst. The rivers that ran down from the noble mountain to the beautiful sea burst their banks at 3 o'clock in the morning, when everybody was asleep. Next day the view was more ravishing than ever, clean and glistening in the calm after the storm. But 200 people had been drowned. I saw some of their bodies in the mud.

I canceled the order for the sundial. I now had plenty to do in the evenings. I read theology. I examined the foundations of my faith. I grew, in a word, very serious-minded indeed, far too much so for my own good. I blamed my gloom on the view. For there it was, day after day, stuck in front of my nose, reminding me of questions which I knew were too deep to ask and too difficult ever to be answered. I packed up, got rid of the villa, and I left for the city.

Now I live in the very center of the ancient part of Rome. The view from my window extends to exactly 30 yards. There stands the Baroque facade of the church of San Carlo of the Chainmakers. It does not make me think of religion. I think of architecture. It is by Soria, a great man in his day, but no genius, I am glad to say. His facade is not perfect. When I have nothing to do, I redesign it with a soft lead pencil on drawing paper. It is a hobby as idle as arranging a collection of stamps, or snuff-boxes, and just as relaxing. It does not drive me to quote poetry, or read the Bible, or in fact to do anything above my mental station. As a view, the facade is ideal.

At least, it does very well for the time being. One day, I shall want a villa with a view again, I know. But now I have learned what to do about it. Most importantly, I shall wait until I have a lot of money to spend on it. I hear that very rich people nowadays can have fully grown trees wheeled about their grounds in trucks until they decide the exact place where they want them to be. I shall do that: and not only with trees. I shall build little temples and fanciful towers, as they did in the eighteenth century, running them up in lath and plaster first until I am quite sure I like them. I shall design a separate view for each of my windows, and I shall fiddle and fuss for years before I get it to my liking.

Yesterday I went to see the villa that the Emperor Hadrian built for himself at the end of his days. He chose a site with the dullest view in the whole of the Roman Campagna. Then he planted and built until he had surrounded himself with copies (altered, of course, to suit his fancy) of the buildings he had liked the best on his travels around the known world. Hadrian was right about a view from a villa. The rule was, and always will be—never to leave it to Nature. Do it yourself.

AUBREY MENEN's views on view design come close to being an autobiographical sketch of the years that followed his growing up and schooling in England. His bungalow in India (a government assignment took him there during World War II) recalls the setting and characters of his novel, "The Prevalence of Itches," written a few years later after he had settled in Italy. His Buenos Aires years, full of scope, and then once again I was overcome with the desire to have a house with a view. It was then that I found the villa in Amalfi.

I lasted much longer this time. This was not a view of virgin jungle. It was a classical landscape, and I was armed against snakes. One visiting lady professor from Chicago did ask me (sourly, I thought), "It's a lovely view but what do you do in the evening?" I had my answer. "Do you remember," I said, "the city-slickers in the Forum that Horace writes about, and how they pressed around him when he came down from his Sabine farm, asking him all sorts of questions? Well, I bet that one of them asked him, 'What do you do in the evening?'" That silenced her. But it was disingenuous. It was true that there was nothing to do in the evenings in all the thirty miles of classical landscape, except to watch the lights come on. After all, what did Horace do in the evening on his Sabine farm? As for me, I found that I was going to bed at 9:30. True, I went on my own two feet, as yet. Horace, who liked his tipple, was probably carried there by his servants. My doubts began to return.

But this time I determined to make a fight for it. There may have been nothing to do in the evenings. But there were the mornings, tremendous in their solemn beauty of sea and mountain and sky. Tremendous and also poetical; I quoted Shakespeare: "Full many a glorious morning have I seen Flatter the mountain-tops with sovereign eye." Full many of them indeed. One day I added them up—five years; with three hundred and sixty-five mornings apiece. Even excluding rainy days, it came to a lot of one's lifetime.

I fought that thought off, valiantly, for I saw danger ahead. This time I determined to be less hasty in my judgments. I pondered my view. If Nature was difficult to understand, surely such beauty should make one rejoice in its Creator? From poetry I moved to the Psalms.

It was in this mood that I designed the sundial. It was to stand on the belvedere, and—in case the view should tempt anybody else to think about women—it was to be surrounded with an inscription from the Psalms on one side and from Saint Francis of Assisi on the other, both of them highly laudatory to the Supreme Being.

I had just given orders for this to be made in the Amalfi workshops when, one night, there was a cloudburst. The rivers that ran down from the noble mountain to the beautiful sea burst their banks at 3 o'clock in the morning, when everybody was asleep. Next day the view was more ravishing than ever, clean and glistening in the calm after the storm. But 200 people had been drowned. I saw some of their bodies in the mud.

I canceled the order for the sundial. I now had plenty to do in the evenings. I read theology. I examined the foundations of my faith. I grew, in a word, very serious-minded indeed, far too much so for my own good. I blamed my gloom on the view. For there it was, day after day, stuck in front of my nose, reminding me of questions which I knew were too deep to ask and too difficult ever to be answered. I packed up, got rid of the villa, and I left for the city.

Now I live in the very center of the ancient part of Rome. The view from my window extends to exactly 30 yards. There stands the Baroque facade of the church of San Carlo of the Chainmakers. It does not make me think of religion. I think of architecture. It is by Soria, a great man in his day, but no genius, I am glad to say. His facade is not perfect. When I have nothing to do, I redesign it with a soft lead pencil on drawing paper. It is a hobby as idle as arranging a collection of stamps, or snuff-boxes, and just as relaxing. It does not drive me to quote poetry, or read the Bible, or in fact to do anything above my mental station. As a view, the facade is ideal.

At least, it does very well for the time being. One day, I shall want a villa with a view again, I know. But now I have learned what to do about it. Most importantly, I shall wait until I have a lot of money to spend on it. I hear that very rich people nowadays can have fully grown trees wheeled about their grounds in trucks until they decide the exact place where they want them to be. I shall do that: and not only with trees. I shall build little temples and fanciful towers, as they did in the eighteenth century, running them up in lath and plaster first until I am quite sure I like them. I shall design a separate view for each of my windows, and I shall fiddle and fuss for years before I get it to my liking.

Yesterday I went to see the villa that the Emperor Hadrian built for himself at the end of his days. He chose a site with the dullest view in the whole of the Roman Campagna. Then he planted and built until he had surrounded himself with copies (altered, of course, to suit his fancy) of the buildings he had liked the best on his travels around the known world. Hadrian was right about a view from a villa. The rule was, and always will be—never to leave it to Nature. Do it yourself.
H&G's NEW KIND OF PARTY MOVES INTO SUMMER

Last November, H&G invented a new kind of dinner party with a newly late, 9 o'clock start that would give everyone more time to relax before the evening’s festivities. Accordingly, we shortened the pre-dinner cocktail hour; suggested streamlined menus, ideas for relaxed serving and an enchanting way for the women guests to dress—the new long party look. Here is a summer version of our party, based on the same philosophy.

“Come at sunset!” read the invitation from author Alvin Gordon for a buffet dinner at his house outside Tucson, Ariz. The party was to be a joint project with H&G, to try out the feasibility of our ideas. The late start was designed to give people a chance to take it easy at home between 5:00 and 8:30 P. M.—that lovely time for unwinding at the end...
of a warm day when everyone loves a swim or a tranquil hour in a deck chair before dressing for a party. Also, in hot weather, the later the hour, the cooler the temperature.

On the evening of the party, all Mr. Gordon's women guests appeared in the long party look (summer cousins of the clothes worn at H&G's party last fall): cool drifts of silk, cotton, light wool, with the occasional flash of a brilliant stole. Traditional party-giving formulas were dispensed with to make the party more fun, and help it flow more easily. Cocktails were served outdoors, then everyone moved indoors for the buffet dinner. And the menu itself introduced a new switch: cold dishes to start and a hot flaming dessert as a dazzling culmination of the evening.
NEW KIND OF PARTY continued

FOR DINNER, THE PARTY MOVES INDOORS

After finishing their cocktails on the terrace while they watched the sun go down over the desert, Alvin Gordon's guests went indoors to the living-dining room for a late buffet dinner. Tucson nights get chilly once the sun sets (in other spots, it might be clouds of insects that darkness brings)—another reason for making the party a two-base affair. This procedure also provided an opportunity to set up the buffet calmly, away from the crowd. The main course of cold fish dishes and salads was set out as soon as the guests had had their first drink so that anyone who was hungry could start immediately. For those who wanted to linger over a second cocktail, hors d'oeuvres to nibble were at hand on the bar table—pâti, and cold shrimp to dip into a hot sauce. (Later, the platters were brought indoors, replenished and set out on a table by the living room fireplace as an addendum to the dinner menu.) After helping themselves, the guests settled informally in the fireplace corner of the living room wherever there was a comfortable perch. The simple, main course had been specially planned so that anyone would not need forks and could eat from their laps if they roamed out of reach of a table. This free-wheeling format made the party flow beautifully from one stage to another since there was no rigid time schedule to conform to. After everyone had finished the first course, Mr. Alvin, a brilliant gourmet cook, brought on his pièce de résistance: a savarin with a flaming hot fruit sauce. This provided a wonderful festive finale to the evening, like fireworks at the end of a ball. It also made the conclusion of dinner a natural time for anyone with a long drive still ahead, or an early rising, to leave for home.


Impromptu entertainment: the host donned Mexican costume and sang folk songs.

Guests helped themselves to hors d'oeuvres set out on table near living room fireplace.

MENU

Molded pâté
Cold shrimp with hot pesto sauce
Bush of lobster tails
Stuffed grape leaves
Green salad
Cucumber salad
Pinot Chardonnay
(from the private stock of the Swiss Hotel, Sonoma, Calif.)
Savarin with hot fruit sauce
Coffee

After finishing their cocktails on the terrace while they watched the sun go down over the desert, Alvin Gordon's guests went indoors to the living-dining room for a late buffet dinner. Tucson nights get chilly once the sun sets (in other spots, it might be clouds of insects that darkness brings)—another reason for making the party a two-base affair. This procedure also provided an opportunity to set up the buffet calmly, away from the crowd. The main course of cold fish dishes and salads was set out as soon as the guests had had their first drink so that anyone who was hungry could start immediately. For those who wanted to linger over a second cocktail, hors d'oeuvres to nibble were at hand on the bar table—pâté, and cold shrimp to dip into a hot sauce. (Later, the platters were brought indoors, replenished and set out on a table by the living room fireplace as an addendum to the dinner menu.) After helping themselves, the guests settled informally in the fireplace corner of the living room wherever there was a comfortable perch. The simple, main course had been specially planned so that anyone would not need forks and could eat from their laps if they roamed out of reach of a table. This free-wheeling format made the party flow beautifully from one stage to another since there was no rigid time schedule to conform to. After everyone had finished the first course, Mr. Alvin, a brilliant gourmet cook, brought on his pièce de résistance: a savarin with a flaming hot fruit sauce. This provided a wonderful festive finale to the evening, like fireworks at the end of a ball. It also made the conclusion of dinner a natural time for anyone with a long drive still ahead, or an early rising, to leave for home.

Cold first course was set out early so guests could start whenever hungry.

When candles were lit, guests circulated around buffet.

After first course was cleared, the fabulous finale flamed up at the buffet table.
A sure way to enhance the pleasures of summer, whatever they may be—a picnic, a swim or lounging in your own backyard—is to take along a shelter. It might be a tent or a glorified parasol to set up for the day, or a poolside pavilion to enjoy all summer long. Whatever form it takes, your summer shelter can do more than shield you and/or your gear from the excesses of the weather; it can be a focus for your activities and add a gay flourish to the landscape.

The shelters on these and the next four pages suggest fresh ways to use traditional outdoor fabrics, such as canvas, and to combine familiar building materials, such as steel, wood, aluminum and plastic, to make shelters that are packable, portable and easy to assemble. Naturally, these assets are relative: a tent to tote to the beach should be mountable in minutes, while the pavilion you set up as a vacation retreat might require a day—although even that ought to be readily demountable and easily stored.

Our collection of summer-enhancing shelters includes one idea for a summer-long pavilion to be built from scratch. But the makings of the others come in packaged assemblies which you can adapt to your own purposes or put together as designed, according to instructions that accompany them.

**TAKE-ALONG SHELTERS**

to set up for the day or all summer long

To make a bright canopy for a station wagon's tailgate, *opposite page*, H&G borrowed some of the basic ingredients of a demountable sunshade designed for beach or lawn and added a few extra parts. The packaged components include 4-foot aluminum poles that fit together to make 8-foot lengths; plastic joints to connect them; and an 8-foot-square canvas top. For our tailgate adaptation, we had an extra 4-foot-square top made of striped acrylic-finished canvas, and side curtains and a backdrop made of sailcloth. To set up the canopy you stand two 4-foot poles in the wagon (1, *right*) and two 8-foot poles on the ground (2). Plastic joints are capped with white wood finials from hardware store (3). Side curtains are laced to sunshade and fastened to aluminum uprights with shower-curtain clips (4).

Basic sunshade by Eric Nyland; Mercury “Colony Park” station wagon.

*A festive frame for a tailgate picnic*
Until she can afford to build a permanent summer house on her Minnesota lake-front property, young New Yorker Irene Rausch makes do—delightfully—in a folding shelter she has adapted for round-the-clock living. The basic, ready-made structure is a 9-by-13-foot octagon composed of aluminum and fiber glass screens, capped with a vinyl cloth canopy. The whole thing unpacks from a carton and goes into place in less than a day on the permanent plywood platform that Miss Rausch had built for it. To make the house weather-tight, she added zippered outer curtains of canvas. Inside, she creates storage space by clipping a pair of perforated hardboard panels to the shelter’s aluminum frame. For light, she uses kerosene lanterns; for cooking and heating, a pair of hibachis as well as a folding alcohol stove. Gay furnishings, all multipurpose, waterproof and collapsible, fill her comfortable retreat. Pavilion by Novo Industrial Corp.

A magical tent that turns your piece of beach into a corner of Araby (providing privacy for dressing and shelter from sudden showers) could be just as effective on the back lawn, where it might serve as a bar for outdoor parties. Its frame of lightweight steel tubing measures 8½ feet tall, 4 feet, 10 inches wide, and consists of a circle for the base, another that includes the roof framing and upright poles to join them. To assemble, you stand the bottom ring on edge, fit in the poles and add the top ring. Slip the one-piece canvas cover over the frame and the finished tent is ready to stand up. Tent from Jensen-Lewis, zebra-striped canvas is a new design from Cooley, Inc.
A movable arch to span a pool

A huge portable shelter 34 feet long, 12 feet wide, 12 feet high and curved like a giant spinnaker can shade a whole terrace or pool. And you can move it as the sun moves, for its tubular steel frame rests on big rubber wheels set in swivel casters. The frame is made in 6-foot sections, so when autumn comes, you need only unlash canvas, dismount frame and store everything in the garage.

A pavilion you need never take down, below and opposite page, can be built of brilliant and virtually indestructible acrylic panels set in a frame of wood and capped with a plastic dome skylight. At the poolside or the edge of the garden, this six-faceted jewel might alternate as the focus of summer parties and a private retreat. The space it encloses—9 feet wide and 12 feet high—can be opened wide to catch the summer breezes, for each of the six side panels consists of double doors. Only the smaller panes above them are fixed in place. Wood roof and base made in wedge-shaped sections are designed to hold the wooden wall frames that fit between the floor and outer deck and are bolted in place at the roof. Roof sections, cut out at center to fit skylight, overlap and are bolted together. This pretty conceit, designed and furnished by Mallory-Tillis, Inc., could be adapted by your architect or builder and erected in less than a day. Acrylic wall panels and Skydome by American Cyanamid; white-painted aluminum roof riling by Alcoa; Amtico vinyl flooring in "Petite Pebble" pattern.

For shopping information, please see page 155.

An all-season jewel-like gazebo
The more you can vary your daily routine, the more like a holiday summer will seem. One wonderful way to vary the scene at mealt ime is to set up a pretty dining area in the kitchen—a place where you can sit comfortably and have something engaging to look at; a place where you can give the children a rainy day picnic or serve a candle-lit supper for two; a place that will prompt everyone to say it's wonderful fun to

EAT IN THE
1 An original round table set before a lively backdrop of brightly painted wood, stainless steel and dark walnut at one end of the Fred Waringgrow's Los Angeles kitchen is often the scene of party luncheons. The colored panels are sliding doors to the larder; some of the walnut panels above and below the stainless steel wall oven and refrigerator are doors to cupboards. Interior designer: Jeanette Coppes.

2 A U-shaped upholstered banquette makes room for at least five diners in a tiny kitchen alcove that was once a pantry. Decorative additions—an antique plate rack, a gilt-framed painting, a painted wrought-iron chandelier, an old cast-iron pedestal for the table—give the little space the air of a separate dining room. For practicality's sake, table top and upholstery are plastic. Interior designers: Hunter & White.

3 A sit-down counter low enough for diners to use chairs instead of stools is cantilevered from the divider that marks off the working area of Mr. and Mrs. Monty Simon's Beverly Hills kitchen. When family and/or guests gather there for supper, they have a good view of the back wall of the kitchen area where European posters intermixed with artwork by the Simon children make an exhilarating display. Since the counter is equipped with telephone and intercom, it also serves Mrs. Simon between meals as a planning center. Architect: Harold Levitt.

4 A trellised gazebo constructed of wallpaper, a sliding wood grille and a duck canopy makes a pretty stage for family breakfasts and children's dinners in the Derek O'Donoghue's New York City kitchen. Visually, the gazebo helps to give a fresh-air atmosphere to the rest of the kitchen, which is windowless, but glows with light from a luminous ceiling. At party time, the gazebo often serves as an annex of the nearby walk-in bar with doors, walls and cupboards sheathed in the same plastic-laminated rosewood that tops the dining table. Interior designer: Marjorie Borradaille Helsel.

5 A game table with a chess board inlaid in its marble top is the center of an elegant little corner for lunching and supping at one end of a California kitchen. The elaborate gilded base of the table supplied the cue for the gilded ballroom chairs (each upholstered differently) and the gold-threaded curtains. Paintings were purposely hung at eye level of diners. Architect: Rex Lotery.

6 An ingenious table attached to the end of a counter cabinet dividing the kitchen from family room in another California house capitalizes on the delightful view of the terrace. The table top is supported at one end by stainless steel legs, at the other, by a steel arm screwed to a vertical swivel hinge mounted along the edge of the cabinet. Thus the table can be swung around to the family room side to serve as a buffet. Contributing to the pleasant ambience for dining: the kitchen's furniture-like base cabinets, the Japanese lanterns, a lacy Moroccan bird cage, and the antique stools. Interior designers: Richard Gump, Lou Gaxiola.
7 A diminutive play table on the playroom side of a kitchen divider wall quickly becomes a party-supper table for the children while meals are being prepared on the kitchen side of the divider. Birch cabinets, white plastic counters and white metal chairs with trim black seat pads make both rooms pleasant to dine in as well as pleasantly child-proof. When more separation is in order, a birch panel on kitchen side of divider cabinets drops down to close off pass-through. Architects: George F. Keck and William Keck.

8 A spectacular view of the city adds a romantic bonus to meals in the Morley Baer's Berkeley, Calif., kitchen. Since it is two steps down from the living room, but entirely open to it, everything in the kitchen is designed to delight the eye—the world-wide birch cabinets, the tomato red door and ceiling, the burnished vinyl-coated cork floor, the cooking counter with its top of Philippine mahogany. Walnut top of table, designed by Mr. Baer, has one drop leaf; legs are stainless steel.

9 An intimate view of the garden is the special delight of the dining area in the kitchen of the Howard Wises' remodeled New York brownstone. Diners are surrounded indoors by cabinets of walnut and teak. For parties, the island work center, with cupboards opening on both sides, serves as a buffet, and additional tables are set up in adjoining sitting area. The three sections of the room can be joined or psychologically divided by varying flexible combination of ceiling lights. Architects: Harold Edelman and Stanley Salzman.
A famous conductor's office-at-home:

A WORKING MUSIC
Deep storage cabinets alternate with windows along one whole wall of the room. (With doors closed, left, cabinet fronts resemble paneling.) Shelves are variously spaced to accommodate scores, tapes, records and reference books. One shelf holds music-system components purposely not built in because Mr. Leinsdorf tries out many new models and likes to place them in different spots—see the loudspeaker on the floor behind his desk.

Since music to most people is pure delight and relaxation, it is easy to forget that music is work, serious and demanding, for the artists who create it. A musician's office-at-home calls for as many facilities and as much storage space as any other kind of workroom, and in the case of a conductor as dedicated as Erich Leinsdorf, Music Director of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, those requirements are spectacularly multiplied. Yet they have all been met in a room designed by James Amster, which at first glance might seem more like a place devoted to the calm enjoyment of music than to its production. This 21-by-21-foot workroom is the upper floor of a new wing designed by architect Jean Paul Carlhian for the Leinsdorfs' house in Brookline, Mass., and is connected to it by a 20-foot passage. (The wing's lower floor is a garage.) The room serves the conductor variously for conferences, auditions, small rehearsals, listening to recordings, storage of scores and tapes—and occasionally for playing duos with his younger daughter. The colors are his favorites—red and green—mixed in a vivid counterpoint against a setting of white walls and oak cabinetry.

In the comfortable sitting area on the other side of the room the conductor holds conferences. Spotlights set into the box beams along each side of the room serve as stand-ins for daylight, washing walls and window recesses with clear, glareless light.

LEFT:
The conductor's music stand is an adjustable model specially designed for score-reading from an armchair. Double lyre is one of his collection of antique stands, sometimes used for rehearsals. An old Viennese scroll motif that seems to suggest a lyre was adapted for the pattern of the red and white rug and the printed linen curtains which are red on one side of the room and green on the other.
Buyable pleasures to bring summer indoors

FRESH SUMMER DRESS FOR A WINDOW: crisp shades of laminated fabric and a window seat covered to match. In this case the fabric is a green and white cotton swirled with cool ferns and peacocks.

WATER-COOL GREENS FOR YOUR TABLE. New melamine plates are sprigged with eight herb designs in greens, yellows and beiges.

A FRAME FOR YOUR FRONT DOOR: growing plants upheld by pillars. These two-part plant stands come in unglazed clay in gray-brown, red or buff—or glazed in black or white.

A FOUNTAIN FOR YOUR FOYER. Water is circulated by electricity through a 5½-foot column of clear plastic disks. Bank plants around it and you have an enchanting water garden.

AN ENORMOUS FLOWER PAINTING to give a room a garden-fresh mood. "Red Poppies and Daisies" is by Elizabeth Rouviere.

Shopping information, page 155
A WELL-CUSHIONED SPOT to sit and talk, sit and sun. Indoor-outdoor play pit, 10 feet in diameter, oak-framed, is generously padded with foam-rubber sections covered in bright orange canvas. Makes wonderful place for children and grownups to loll about with games, books.

A BOLD SPLASH OF FLOWERS for the floor. All by itself, this tufted accent rug of Caprolan nylon, flowered in greens and yellows, could change the color emphasis of your room. But you might aid its cause with a few pillows in the same hues.

A LACY ROOM DIVIDER to mark off a dining corner. If you have nothing to divide, you might use a pair of these 6-foot-tall wrought-iron screens to frame a wide window. They come in white or black.

WHIMSICAL STAND-INS FOR COFFEE TABLES: Fabulous winged creatures—literally ceramic garden seats—are prettily iced with turquoise, blue and beige.

A NEW COOL SERVER. The reverse of a food warmer, this walnut and aluminum cart contains special cold cells that keep summery foods refrigerated for three to four hours.
Instead of building a new house on a new site, a young architect proves there is sometimes wisdom in staying right where you are.

There is a house as verdant as the tropics, where space seems unending, where indoors and outdoors are interchangeable, where serenity is broken only by the sounds of children humming to a guitar or arguing Czerny at the Steinway, or by the persistent chatter of water as it drip-dripped into a pool rimmed with potted ivy. But this house is not, as you might expect, in Mexico or Palm Springs. It is in a suburban district of New Haven, Conn., where a young architect had the vision and wizardry to transform the frustratingly impractical fraudulent-Colonial structure in which he lived with his wife and four children, below left, into the stucco-finned, brick-and-glass house, below right and opposite page. The Frank Winders had been craving more spacious rooms, more light, more storage space and an ambiance of beauty. Yet they were fond of their site and the neighborhood. The fact that it was an easy bike ride from house to school, seven minutes by car to the office and another three to Mrs. Winder’s painting studio convinced them that a drastic remodeling job would be well worth the concomitant headaches. Ultimately, 80 per cent of the walls of their old house were preserved. But it was hollowed in the center, its walls “slipcovered” inside and out, its third floor demolished and a flat roof built over the second floor. And while all this was going on, the family within valiantly preserved the routine of meals and homework, loading on woolies in deference to merciless drafts, sacrificing comfort to keep a guarded eye on the intricate performance.

When the work was finished, the Winders had a substantially new house—a town house spacious enough for a dance, yet simple to maintain and pervaded by the freshness of greenery the year round. For instead of going away in summer, the family spends weekdays at home, weekends aboard their 46½-foot cruising ketch, the Arabella.

Although surrounded by close neighbors, the remodeled house enjoys both privacy and an expansive sense of openness to the outdoors—a feat Mr. Winder accomplished by minimizing windows on three sides, but opening up the fourth and rear wall with glass. Each of the roof-high glass areas between the stucco fins has two panels that open—the lower serving as a door to the sun deck, the upper for ventilation. Both front and back facades are illuminated at night by lights recessed in the cornices. (Continued)
The atrium-like garden room is the glory of the interior. Two stories high, leafy with ferns and tree-tall plants, and cheered by an ever-running "pond," the room is bordered on three sides downstairs by the main living areas, kitchen and two bedrooms, upstairs by a family living room and four more bedrooms (see plan, page 137). What might seem like an extravagant allotment of space to a nonpractical purpose seems more than justified by what the garden room contributes to the rest of the house: a feeling of light, greenery and horizons more likely seen from mountain tops than from indoor balconies.

The room was inspired specifically by Mrs. Winder’s almost scholarly devotion to plant rearing. Specimens of cibotium and asparagus fern dangle gracefully from the ceiling. Hawaiian tree ferns, camellias, orchids and African violets grow in the “flower bed” to which she devotes a good forty-five minutes a day, watering, spraying, scrubbing. The garden room also serves as a vantage point for viewing the paintings—three Mary Winders; several muscular, emotional Neil Wellivers, a bright disciplined Joseph Albers—that hang on the surrounding white walls. And it is the forum for parties—most recently for a luncheon for fifty guests in honor of the Winders’ debutante daughter Joy.

(Continued)
The Winders believe the interior of a house should form a strong background for one’s possessions without being in itself either decorative or decorated. Hence the dominant coloring throughout the house is off-white (the plaster walls) and honey (the woodwork), a purposely muted background for tawny oriental rugs, flaming amaryllis, paintings. The furniture is an un-self-conscious combination of contemporary designs with the American Chippendale and Hepplewhite antiques that furnished their first home, which was a 1744 salt box.

Storage, in which the original house was so deficient, now exists in spectacular abundance. Three-quarters of the perimeter of the house is lined with floor-to-ceiling cabinets and closets whose doors of oak secrete everything from plant sinks to camera and ski equipment, dishes and clothing. The living room fireplace, right, is flanked with such cabinets all the way to the corners of the room. Another wall-to-wall series in the dining room, opposite page, below, contains enough space to hold at least twelve different patterns of china.

Even the kitchen, below, has a line-up of oak cabinets between two floor-to-ceiling windows in the outside wall. All groceries and utensils are stored there, since Mrs. Winder tolerates no base cabinets—she dislikes bending and burrowing for pots. The other three walls are thus free for cook-book shelves and paintings to nourish her eye as she whips up nourishment for her family. (Continued on page 162)
A built-in-bench along one wall expands the seating capacity of the dining room. Along the opposite wall is a handsome cantilevered counter of oak.

The two-story garden room is the pivot of both the first floor plan, BELOW LEFT, and the second floor plan, BELOW RIGHT.

OWNERS: Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Winder
ARCHITECT: Frank D. Winder
LOCATION: New Haven, Conn.
SIZE: 5,120 square feet
For a four-dimensional garden, use WATER
In pool or stream, it can add a mirror's depth to everyday length, width and height

Any pond or pool surface that is still enough to hold a reflection can provide your garden with a dimension that Einstein probably never thought of—at least not in quite the same terms that we have in mind. Actually, of course, we mean the mirror dimension. This is essentially a repetition of whatever vertical view the prospect affords. If the reality is pleasing, the image will double the pleasure. If the reflection is sterile, it will double that, too. So mere depth is not enough—the reflecting surface must be properly placed and the images reflected must be decorative in their own right.

Aquatic plants offer the most immediate means of making the pool itself pretty, although if they are allowed to become rampant, the reflective surface may be obscured. And the same loss of image results, of course, if open water moves too rapidly. The happy medium, like the contrived stream, opposite page, will combine gently moving but not turbulent water, handsome aquatic plants that have substantial beauty of their own and also permit an ample reflecting surface to remain, and enough vertical plant and rock forms in the water and along the margins to provide an image worth reflecting.

There is a great variety of ways to simulate a natural pool or stream, using either natural water sources or recirculating pumps, and the patterns for merely architectural pools are without end. But this is not a story on pool building. What especially concerns us is the selection of water plants for the water garden you provide. For detailed discussion of such plants, turn to page 168.

One hardy, vigorous, lovely water-lily (Nymphaea marlattae chromatella) accents the bend in this small stream in Tuxedo, N. Y. Blue water-hyacinth complements the golden water-lily—not only in color, but in form (although both need strict control in small pools). Giant cattail and sweet flag are at the left edge. Yellow iris and water-palm garnish the rock. The water moves, but not enough to destroy the wondrous mirror effect. This informal planting was created for Sterling Forest Gardens by landscape architect Martin Flater.
When she decorates her home
her good taste is evident

When she chooses a gift
it’s Lenox

Vermouth
for light summer sipping
by James A. Beard

The trend to lightness and dryness in drinks and to low-calorie menus has brought about a noticeable upswing of interest in aromatized wines. In my house, I find that stocks of spirits are lasting longer and aperitifs are diminishing faster. Due, perhaps, to the increasing number of Americans who have assimilated the aperitif habit in Europe, there is a growing demand especially for vermouth.

For those brought up on cock­tails and highballs, the delicate aromatization of a dry vermouth has an enjoyable subtlety, and it is as low in calories (105 per 4-ounce glass) as one could wish. Vermouth has great éclat, whether served on the rocks, frappé or in a cocktail glass. It is a simple but ideal aperitif to offer before dinner when there are fine wines to follow, for there need be no fear that it will spoil your palate. On the contrary, a good dry vermouth frappé, more than almost any other drink save a very dry champagne, will tend to prime the palate for the more delicate sensations to come.

Vermouth is produced in many countries including, in this hemisphere, the United States and Argentina. France and Italy, however, have long been acknowledged the producers of the world’s finest vermouths. There is an enormous difference in the blending and in the resultant flavor of the top ten brands on the American market. Some which are touted as being the driest taste best only in the comforting company of gin. Others are more versatile. One brand, strikingly different from all the others, is the palest of the vermouths and, to my palate, the driest and best flavored.

To sample the impressive range, you might give a vermouth tasting. Tasting is not for the connoisseur alone; it makes good sense for anyone who cares about what he drinks. There are no absolute standards of taste to guide you, and the only way you can be sure of finding the vermouth which best suits your purposes — whether you are looking for the ideal cocktail vermouth or the perfect aperitif—is to taste and decide for yourself.

Dry Vermouth Drinks

Vermouth Cassis, that favorite summer drink, is one of the classic uses of vermouth. Make it in a sour glass or in an on-the-rocks glass with ice. Mix 1 1/2 to 2 ounces dry vermouth, 1 to 1 1/2 (approximately) teaspoons crème de cassis, and soda. Add a twist of lemon. The cassis should barely color and perfume the vermouth. Light to the tongue, attractive to the eye, this is a most refreshing drink.

A Stirred Vermouth Cassis is a pleasant variation. Put ice, 2 ounces of dry vermouth and 1/2 ounce crème de cassis in a cocktail glass and stir. Add a twist of lemon zest.

Vermouth Cobbler is another summer drink which is delicious and cooling. Put into a highball glass 3 to 4 pieces of ice, 2 ounces dry vermouth, 2 tablespoons raspberry syrup, a slice of orange and soda to taste.

A Stirred Vermouth is made by placing 2 ounces of dry vermouth in a cocktail pitcher with

Continued on page 158

OPPOSITE PAGE:
Calories do count, and the way to keep the count down is to switch your taste from sweet to sharp. To dramatize this, our cover is a visual cheat. Actually, the Key lime weighs in ounces than the candy, but in terms of calories, it is only about a tenth as much. Gourmets get the best of the low-calorie deal, for they can feast lightheartedly on their favorite foods—quail and caviar, oysters and asparagus, papaya and passion fruit.
Appetizers and Hors d'Oeuvre

Raw vegetable appetizers can be eaten in moderation before dinner without counting any extra calories. A 25-calorie appetizer may be substituted for an extra ounce of dinner wine, or in most cases, added to the dinner menu without adjustment. But a 50-calorie appetizer needs to be compensated for somewhere in the day's menu if one is to be faithful to a regime of 1,200 calories per day.

**Count-No-Calories Appetizers**

Any of these, chilled in ice water: carrot sticks or curls, celery fans, turnip slices or sticks, fennel slices, radish roses, cucumber strips, zucchini or curls, celery fans, turnip slices or sticks, fennel Any of these, crisped in ice water: carrot sticks or curls, celery fans, turnip slices or sticks, fennel

**12-25-Calorie Appetizers**

Melon cube wrapped with a paper-thin piece of prosciutto, or a cucumber strip with a thin slice of smoked salmon.

Vegetables à la Grecque

- 2 cups water
- ½ cup lemon juice
- 1 teaspoon salt
- 2 tablespoons chopped shallots
- 5 sprigs parsley
- 1 sprig thyme
- ½ cup low-calorie sour cream (if available) or yoghurt
- ½ cup tomato sauce
- 1 cup prepared horseradish

Blend all ingredients until smooth in electric blender. A few sprigs of parsley may be added. Use as a dip for crisp vegetables. Makes over 1 cup. Calories per tablespoon: about 12.

**20-Calorie Appetizers**

4½ medium-size shrimp (9 halves of split shrimp) sprinkled with lemon juice and pepper, or pickled without oil

3 raw clams served in small cup with mustard-flavored soy sauce

2 or 3 chicken hearts or 3 halves chicken liver marinated in ginger and soy sauce and broiled on skewer

Crisp cucumber cup filled with crab meat

Lobster claw meat served in broth from cooked lobster, small portion

**Vegetables à la Grecque**

- Sinmer first eight ingredients for 10 minutes. Add the desired vegetable or vegetables (cook them separately) and cook in this court bouillon until tender-crisp. Drain. Cook down stock to half the amount, pour over vegetables and chill. Serve sprinkled with parsley or chives. Serves & Calories per portion: about 12.

**Cottage Cheese and Red Caviar Dip**

- 1 cup low-calorie cottage cheese
- 1 jar (2 ounces) red caviar

Whirl the cottage cheese smooth in a blender, add caviar and serve as a dip for crisp vegetables. Calories per tablespoon: about 20.

**Tomato-Sour Cream Dip**

- ½ cup tomato sauce
- ½ cup low-calorie sour cream (if available) or yoghurt
- ½ teaspoon salt
- Black pepper
- 1 slice onion
- ½ cup prepared horseradish

Blend all ingredients until smooth in electric blender. A few sprigs of parsley may be added. Use as a dip for crisp vegetables. Makes over 1 cup. Calories per tablespoon: about 12.

**Dieting is not necessarily synonymous with self-denial. You do not have to forego the pleasures of the table in order to lose an unwanted ten pounds. The main requirements are an intelligent approach to meals (serve yourself less than you would normally) and a re-education of your taste, for unless you learn to prefer foods that are naturally low in calories, the weight you lose will soon be back. True gourmets have the best of the bargain, for they appreciate the superb flavor of fresh seafood, simply prepared, with just a touch of lemon juice to point up its qualities, the seasonal delights of young asparagus and game birds, the suave subtleties of Chinese and Japanese cuisine. They will take a dry wine over a sweet cocktail any day, or fresh fruit instead of a gooey dessert. Try to think light and dry rather than rich and sugary—and if you do have a wishful hankering for something sweet, remember that the calories in angel food cake are about a quarter of those in chocolate cake and that you can make wonderful low-calorie soufflés with little more than egg whites and the dietary canned fruits and preserves to be found on supermarket shelves. In cooking, let maigre rather than gras be your watchword. You can save calories here and there by trimming fat from meat and savoring it in a heavy pan without butter, by substituting potato starch for flour in a sauce (a teaspoon of the former equals a tablespoon of the latter as the thickening power is greater), by cooling stocks and skimming off all the fat before you use them in soups or sauces (even canned stocks contain fat, but if you chill the can in the refrigerator, it will rise to the surface in lumps). Nowadays the dieter has to think not only of cutting calories, but often of reducing salt and fat. The same principles apply, If you acquire a taste for lemon juice and fresh-ground pepper, you will never miss salt. Nor, having sampled perfectly poached chicken, will you crave the fried variety.**
BE ORIGINAL with PARTY SNACKS

and Lea & Perrins...the original Worcestershire

For the eye-and-appetite appeal of Danish Open Sandwiches, cream 1/2 cup butter with 1/2 cup Lea & Perrins. Spread this flavor-enriched butter on a variety of breads. Top it with scores of fillings.

FREE: New 48-page Cookbook, 100 ways to be original with Lea & Perrins—the original and authentic Worcestershire with the full-strength flavor that never fades out in cooking. The one that's often imitated—but never duplicated. For Cookbook, write Lea & Perrins, Box H, Fair Lawn, N.J.

IMPRESS YOUR NEW MOTHER-IN-LAW

Serve her on bridal day, Lily of the Valley place mats. She'll be so impressed she won't notice you burned the roast. And if you should slosh a bit of gravy on them, don't panic. Stotter's place mats are created of foam rubber backed vinyl. They wipe clean with a damp sponge. All this beauty and practicality costs a mere $1 per mat. So little you may want to give her a set to butter her up. Sold at fine stores everywhere.

SETTINGS by STOTTER

H. J. STOTTER, INC., 225 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N.Y.

GOURMET DIET COOK BOOK continued

A Week's Menus
1,200 calories per day

MONDAY

BREAKFAST—225 Calories
1/2 CUP ORANGE JUICE OR GRAPEFRUIT OR CANTALOPE
1 EGG, ANY STYLE
1 SLICE TOAST WITH 1 TEASPOON BUTTER, TEA OR COFFEE, NO CREAM OR SUGAR

LUNCH—250 Calories

CHOICE OF
5 OUNCES CLAM BROTH
1/2 CANTALOPE OR HONEYDEW WITH SCOOP OF SKIM MILK COTTAGE CHEESE AND 1/2 PINT FRESH STRAWBERRIES OR RASPBERRIES
2 SMALL WATERCRESS SANDWICHES (1 slice bread spread with a trace of whipped butter, watercress)
TEA OR COFFEE

OR
4 CHILLED SHRIMP, SPLITT, WITH LEMON JUICE OMELETTE WITH SPINACH (2 eggs, 2 tablespoons chopped spinach)
1/2 CUP WATERMELON FRAPPE
1 SMALL SLICE BROILED CALVES LIVER OR 1 LEAN LAMB CHOP STEAMED BABY CARROTS 1 SMALL PARSLEY NEW POTATO
TEA OR COFFEE

OR
HOT OR JELLIED CONSOMME LARGE MIXED GREEN SALAD WITH STRIPS OF TONGUE, TURKEY, SWISS CHEESE AND LOW-CALORIE DRESSING 1/2 SLICE THIN PUMPERNICKEL, TRACE OF WHIPPED BUTTER
TEA OR COFFEE

DINNER

Any of these menus, together with breakfast and any of the lunch choices, will total approximately 1,200 calories for the day. Starred recipes are given in cook book.

SATURDAY

WITH DINNER: BEAUJOLAIS (4 ounces)
GREEN PEPPER STEAK
1/2 CUP POTATOES MASHED WITHOUT BUTTER
SPRING GARDEN SALAD
1 PIECE GARLIC FRENCH BREAD, 1/2 PAT BUTTER
1 CUP FRESH RASPBERRIES WITH 1 TEASPOON SUGAR
COFFEE

Table wines suggested for dinner menus average about 23 calories per ounce; sherry, 32 calories per ounce; vermouth, 50 calories per ounce.
**Soups**

**Consommé au Muscadet**

When you can afford to spend more calories, top this jellied soup with 1 tablespoon sour cream (add 35 calories) or accompany it with 1 piece of Melba toast (add 20 calories).

2 tablespoons unflavored gelatin

3 cups chicken bouillon or broth, skimmed

1 cup Muscadet or other dry white table wine

Garlands: lemon twist, watercress

Soften gelatin in a little of the cold bouillon, dissolve over hot water and mix with remaining bouillon and wine. Chill until firm. Spoon into bouillon cups. Break up the jelly with a fork before serving and garnish with lemon twist and a sprig of cress. Serves 6. Calories per portion: 30.

**Watercress Soup**

1 bunch watercress

3-4 cups chicken broth, fat-free

4 tablespoons dry white wine

Put watercress and part of the chicken broth in an electric blender (discard coarse stems first) and blend until fine. Add to rest of broth and simmer 5 minutes. Add wine. Serves 4. Calories per serving: about 41.

Note: For various broths, consommés and bouillons, count about 9 calories per cup, depending upon concentration. Clear turtle or French onion soup, strained, are also low in calories. A cup of hot broth with bits of diced avocado, green pepper, chopped chives or parsley or a dash of sherry or Madeira is a good way to start a low-calorie dinner. Or try chilled consommé madrilène with a teaspoo of red caviar and cottage cheese.

**Juice extractor gleams the goodness from vegetables**

The juice of fresh fruits and vegetables is low in calories, high in minerals and vitamins. With an electric extractor, you can obtain the juices from parsley, watercress, cucumbers as well as more familiar vegetables—and use them as a basis for stocks, sauces, consommés or low-calorie drinks.

**Buttermilk Tomato Soup**

Pink and tangy, this is a good introduction to a summer lunch or supper.

2 cups skim-milk buttermilk

1 can condensed tomato soup

1 teaspoon minced onion

½ teaspoon Worcestershire sauce

½ teaspoon Tabasco sauce

1 teaspoon salt

Lemon slices for garnish


**Greek Egg and Lemon Soup**

An excellent companion for a salad or sandwich luncheon.

¾ cup uncooked rice

4 cups well-seasoned chicken or beef broth, fat-free

2 eggs

½ cup lemon juice

Paprika

Cook rice in broth until tender, about 10 minutes. Beat eggs until light, adding lemon juice gradually while heating. Slowly add some hot broth to egg and lemon, stirring constantly to prevent curdling. Combine with remaining soup. Stir over low heat until slightly thickened and serve at once with a sprinkling of paprika on top. Serves 4. Calories per serving: 51.

**Fish**

**Steamed Mussels with White Wine**

4 dozen mussels, well scrubbed

1 cup Chablis or other dry white wine

1 small onion

Few sprigs parsley

Place mussels in pot with a tight cover, add other ingredients, cover and steam 5 minutes, or until shells are open. Serve in or out of shells with the broth. Clams may be prepared in the same way. Serves 4. Calories per portion: about 155.

**Rock Lobster Creole**

6 rock lobster tails, 4 ounces each

2 cups canned stewed tomatoes

2 tablespoons chicken broth

2 tablespoons minced celery leaves

2 tablespoons chopped green pepper

2 tablespoons minced parsley

1 teaspoon minced basil

1 cup clam juice

2 grated raw carrots

1 teaspoon Angostura bitters

Salt, pepper to taste

Drop lobster tails into boiling salted water. When water boils, lower heat and simmer 7 minutes. Drain at once and drench with cold water. Using shears, cut along each edge of undersides membranes, grasp meaty end between thumb and fingers and gently pull meat away from shell in one piece, keeping red markings intact.


**Baked Striped Bass**

with Stuffing

1 striped bass, about 4 pounds

Salt, pepper

1 small onion, minced

1 small clove garlic, mashed

3 tablespoons butter or margarine

1/2 cup fine fresh bread crumbs

1 cup minced cucumber

1/4 cup finely chopped celery

1/4 cup toasted slivered almonds

1 cup dry white wine

Season the whole, cleaned fish on the inside with salt and pepper. Sauté the onion and garlic in the butter and mix lightly with the bread crumbs, cucumber, celery, almonds and 1 teaspoon salt. Stuff fish and sew opening. Place in a buttered shallow baking pan and pour wine around the fish. Bake at 400° for 30-35 minutes, or until fish flakes readily when tested with a fork. Baste several times with pan juices. Serves 6. Calories per portion, with skin of fish removed: about 275 with stuffing, 150 without.

For a lower calorie stuffing, use thinly sliced onions, tomatoes, green pepper, fresh dill.

**Shrimp Bordelaise**

3 or 4 shellots or 1 small onion, chopped

1 carrot, shredded

1 tablespoon chopped chives

2 tablespoons butter or margarine

1 pound shrimp, shelled and deveined

1 cup dry red wine

2 tablespoons tomato paste

1/2 teaspoon salt

Pepper

1 tablespoon chopped parsley

Cook shellots or onion, carrot and chives in butter until tender. Add shrimp, and cook, shaking pan frequently, for about 8 minutes. Add wine, tomato paste and seasonings. Cover and simmer 15 minutes. Place shrimp on heated platter. Reduce sauce to half the quantity by boiling. Pour over shrimp. Sprinkle with chopped parsley. Serves 4. Calories per serving: 226.
SO AMERICAN...IT'S A WAY OF LIFE...AND LOVE...FINE DINNERWARE BY ROYAL

...and every piece of Royal dinnerware carries the heritage of our craftsmen...third generation craftsmen and artists who work only in the quiet valleys of Ohio...artists who take pride in every piece...it must be just right. Enjoy the pleasure of Royal dinnerware in your home...always in good taste for the casual lunch or the formal supper. And so inexpensive too...full service for eight under $20.00 wherever fine dinnerware is sold.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

ROYAL CHINA INC.  SEBRING, OHIO
Sole à la Normande

6 fillets of sole or other white fish
3 medium onions, chopped fine
1 cup water
1 cup dry white wine
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
3 tablespoons finely chopped parsley
Salt, pepper
Finely chopped green onions

Place fillets in baking dish. Tie onions in a cheesecloth bag. Add to fish with water and wine. Cover and bake at 350° for 15 minutes, or until fish flakes when tested with a fork. Drain off cooking stock. Make sauce by blending butter and flour, adding 1 cup stock, parsley and seasonings, and cooking until smooth and thickened. Pour the sauce over the fillets and sprinkle chopped green onions on top. Serves 6. Calories per serving: 163.

Lobster Curry

If you confine condiments to chopped parsley, green onions, thinly sliced dill pickle, raisins and spiced cauliflower, added calories are negligible. But if you want chutney, add 50 calories for each tablespoon.

2 large lobsters, boiled
1 clove garlic, minced
3 onions, chopped
2 tablespoons cooking oil
1 teaspoon arrowroot
2 cups canned tomatoes, cooked down
1 1/2 teaspoons curry powder
salt, pepper
2 tablespoons grated lemon rind
1 tablespoon minced pimiento
1 tablespoon potato starch
1/2 pound sliced mushrooms
2 tablespoons toasted slivered almonds

If you want the meal hot or cold, serve with fresh green onions, thinly sliced dill pickle, raisins and pimientos. (Confine condiments to chopped parsley, onion, salt and pepper. Cover the pot and simmer gently for 3 hours, or until tender. Cool in stock until tongue can be handled. Peel off skin, remove roots and slice tongue diagonally in thin slices. Strain stock and return tongue to stock to heat or chill, depending upon whether you want the meat hot or cold. Serve with fresh horseradish, tarragon mustard or Dijon mustard. Good side dish: spinach with garlic and lemon.

Green Pepper Steak

Trimming all visible fat and browning the meat without using any more should be routine with weight-watchers.

1 1/2 pounds round steak, all fat trimmed
2 onions, sliced
1 teaspoon thyme
1 cup beef bouillon
Salt, pepper, to taste
3 green peppers, cut in strips
1/2 cup red table wine
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce

Lamb Baked with Buttermilk

6-pound leg of lamb
Salt, pepper, garlic salt
1 quart buttermilk
1 tablespoon dull seed
2 onions, sliced

Rub lamb with salt, pepper and a little garlic salt. Place in a large pan and pour buttermilk over it. Sprinkle with dull seed. Keep in refrigerator 2 or 3 days, turning meat occasionally. Remove from buttermilk, wipe dry and place in roasting pan with onions. Roast at 325° for about 3 hours (less, if you like it rare), basting occasionally. Use the buttermilk marinade. Skin fat from drippings. Thicken drippings with a little flour and use the remainder of the buttermilk in the gravy. (To remove all fat from drippings, chill and allow it to coagulate.) Serves 8-10. Calories per 3-ounce portion (trimmed of fat) with 2 tablespoons gravy: approximately 250.

Meat and Poultry

Tricks and twists with lemons

Low-calorie lemon, the dieter's friend, brings out the flavor of fish, vegetables. For easy squeezing, tie half a lemon in cheesecloth, or put half a slice in semicircular press. Stripper peels off zest.

Lamb Baked with Buttermilk

6-pound leg of lamb
Salt, pepper, garlic salt
1 quart buttermilk
1 tablespoon dull seed
2 onions, sliced

Rub lamb with salt, pepper and a little garlic salt. Place in a large pan and pour buttermilk over it. Sprinkle with dull seed. Keep in refrigerator 2 or 3 days, turning meat occasionally. Remove from buttermilk, wipe dry and place in roasting pan with onions. Roast at 325° for about 3 hours (less, if you like it rare), basting occasionally. Use the buttermilk marinade. Skin fat from drippings. Thicken drippings with a little flour and use the remainder of the buttermilk in the gravy. (To remove all fat from drippings, chill and allow it to coagulate.) Serves 8-10. Calories per 3-ounce portion (trimmed of fat) with 2 tablespoons gravy: approximately 250.

Green Pepper Steak

Cut the meat into 4 portions: Trim out the bone but cook it with steak for flavor. Brown meat on both sides in hot iron skillet. Add sliced onions, thyme, bouillon and season to taste. Cover and simmer gently until meat is tender, about 1 hour. Add peppers, wine, Worcestershire sauce and simmer another 20 minutes. Serves 4. Calories per portion: approximately 300.

Beef Brisket with Horseradish Sauce

Trim the fat from the beef before you cook it. Stock can be strained, chilled, skimmed of fat and served as soup.

3-4 pounds fresh boneless beef brisket
1 onion
Cluster of celery tops
Salt, white peppercorns
1/2 cup prepared horseradish
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
1 cup thin lemon sauce made with skim-milk
Freshly ground coarse pepper

Baked Scallop with Mushrooms

10 ounces fresh or frozen scallops
1/2 pound sliced mushrooms
1 tablespoon butter
1 tablespoon potato starch
1 cup skim milk
1 tablespoon minced pimientos
1 teaspoon lemon juice
1/4 teaspoon grated lemon rind
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon paprika
1/2 cup fine crustless crackers

If frozen scallops are used, thaw them first. If fresh, bring them to a boil in court bouillon, drain and cool. Sauté mushrooms in butter; stir in potato starch, then add milk and stir until thickened. Add pimientos, lemon juice and rind, seasonings and scallops. Transfer to baking shells and top with cornflake crumbs. Bake 10-15 minutes in a 375° oven. Serves 4. Calories per portion: approximately 325.
Choucroute Alsacienne
1 pound, 12-ounce can sauerkraut
1 cup Riesling
2 cloves garlic
2 tablespoons white wine vinegar
10 juniper berries, cracked
10 peppercorns

Wash the sauerkraut, press out excess liquid and put it in a heavy saucepan with the wine and seasonings. Cover and cook at a bare simmer for 1½ hours. Sliced tongue, beef brisket, lean ham or frankfurters may be heated in the choucroute for serving. Serves 6. Calories per portion: 46.

Maine Barbecued Chicken
1 clove garlic mashed with 2 teaspoons hickory-smoked salt
1 cup water
½ cup tarragon vinegar
1 tablespoon sugar
1 teaspoon paprika
1/2 cup tarragon vinegar
2½-3-pound broiler-fryer, quartered

Combine all ingredients except chicken to make sauce. Place chicken on broiler rack, skin side down, and broil, turning frequently, using tongs or a fork. Baste well with sauce at each turning, and keep chicken far enough from broiler unit to prevent scorching. Broil 15 minutes on bone side, 12-15 minutes on skin side. Serve 4. Calories per portion: about 291.

Summer Luncheon Chicken
Old-fashioned pressed chicken with the subtle seasoning of a light white wine is a wonderful low-calorie dish for summer.

2 broiler-fryer chickens, 2½-3½ pounds each
1 onion
3 stalk celery
4-5 peppercorns
Salt, pepper
1 cup Rhine wine
2 envelopes unflavored gelatin
1/2 cup cold water or stock
3 peeled pimientos, sliced
4 pitted ripe olives, sliced, or bits of truffles
2 hard-cooked eggs, sliced

Watercress

Simmer chickens until tender in water to cover with onion, celery, a few peppercorns and a teaspoon of salt. Cool in stock. Reduce stock by boiling 10 minutes, strain and chill so that fat may be removed. Remove skin and bones from chickens. Slice breast meat; chop remainder.

Marinated Tomatoes

5 ripe tomatoes (homegrown, if possible), peeled and cut in large chunks
1 clove garlic mashed with 1/2 teaspoon salt
3 tablespoons highly seasoned low-calorie French dressing (10 calories per tablespoon)
1/4 cup minced parsley
1 tablespoon chopped fresh basil

Combine ingredients and chill for several hours before serving. Serves 4. Calories per portion: 46.

How to make your own yoghurt

A quart of whole or skim-milk will make 4 cups yoghurt. Pour milk into pan, boil a few seconds.

Cool to lukewarm. Mix 3 tablespoons milk with 1 teaspoon commercial yoghurt. Add rest of milk.

Pour mixture into dishes of electric yoghurt maker. Cover. Let stand 3 hours until yoghurt forms.

For low-calorie salad, mix yoghurt with sliced cucumbers, chopped mint, lemon juice, salt.

Tomatoes with Cucumber Ice
Choose ripe, full-flavored tomatoes for this summer salad treat, and do not peel the cucumber if the skin hasn’t been waxed.

2 cups grated cucumber and juice (2 or 3 cucumbers)
3 tablespoons white wine vinegar
1 teaspoon salt
3/4 teaspoon pepper
2 envelope unflavored gelatin
3 medium-sized ripe tomatoes

Quarter cucumbers lengthwise, remove seeds and grate or chop fine in an electric blender. Add vinegar, salt and pepper. Soften gelatin in cold water and dissolve over hot water. Add to cucumber, turn into freezing tray and freeze until firm. Transfer to chilled bowl, beat well and return to tray. Freeze again. Slice tomatoes downward into 6 or 8 sections, leaving them attached at the base. Place each on a lettuce leaf and put a scoop of cucumber in the center of each. Serves 6. Calories per portion: 52.
Cottage Cheese Dressing
1 cup cottage cheese (skim-milk, no cream)
2 tablespoons skim-milk
1 tablespoon catsup
1 tbs/teaspoon chopped green onion or chives
Salt, pepper


Desserts, Sweets

Apple Bon-Bonnettes
3 large apples, pared, cored and sliced
2 tablespoons lemon juice
2 teaspoons granulated sugar substitute
2 envelopes unflavored gelatin
1/2 cup cold water
1/4 teaspoon orange extract
1/4 cup coarsely chopped walnuts
2 tablespoons cornstarch

Combine apples with lemon juice in a saucepan. Cover and cook over low heat until tender. Puree in a blender or food mill. You should have about 1 1/2 cups puree. Mix in 2 1/2 teaspoons sugar substitute. Sprinkle gelatin over cold water to soften. Add to apple puree; heat to dissolve gelatin. Remove from heat and stir in orange extract. Refrigerate, stirring occasionally, until consistency is that of unbeaten egg white. Add nuts, blending well. Pour into an 8” by 4” pan lined with wax paper or foil and chill until firm. Invert pan onto board sprinkled with some of the cornstarch which has been mixed with the remaining sugar substitute. Peel off paper or foil. Cut into 1/4” by 1/4” pieces. Roll in remaining cornstarch mixture. These bon-bonnettes will keep in the refrigerator up to a week. Calories per piece: 33.

Apricot Bon-Bonnettes; Substitute apricot puree for apple puree; eliminate lemon juice. Calories per piece: 46.

Fruit Crème
6-ounce can frozen orange-pineapple juice concentrate
2 envelopes unflavored gelatin
1/2 cup cold water
4 1/2 teaspoons liquid sugar substitute
2 tablespoons orange Curasao, or Cointreau
1/2 cup non-fat dry milk
1/4 cup ice water

W hole strawberries, for garnish

Reconstitute juice concentrate as directed; bring juice to a boil and heat for 2 minutes (if you don’t do this, the enzymes in the pineapple juice will prevent mixture from becoming firm). In a large mixer bowl, soften gelatin in cold water. Add the hot juice, liquid sugar substitute and liqueur, stirring to dissolve gelatin. Chill until mixture becomes thick and syrupy. Combine dry milk and ice water; beat on high speed of mixer until mixture holds its shape. Fold into gelatin; spoon into 7-cup mold. Chill until set. Serves 8. Calories per serving: 83. Add 4 calories for each strawberry used as a garnish. You may also use raspberries or sliced fresh peaches.

Peach Soufflé
5 egg whites (1 cup)
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon cream of tartar
3 tablespoons sugar
1 cup pureed dietetic-pack peaches
2 tablespoons Cointreau

Whip egg whites with salt and cream of tartar until they hold a peak. Gradually beat in sugar. Combine pureed peaches and Cointreau carefully, fold into the egg whites. Pour into a 1 1/2 quart soufflé dish with a foil collar tied around it to give an extra 2” depth. Bake at 400° 20-25 minutes. Carefully remove collar and serve soufflé at once. Serves 6. Calories per portion: approximately 37.

Low-Sodium Recipes

A low-sodium diet should always be planned by a physician since it involves more than leaving salt out of the stew. The doctor’s charts will be easier to follow with the aid of a good book such as the revised “Low Sodium, Fat-Controlled Cookbook,” by Alma Smith Payne and Dorothy Callahan (Little, Brown & Co., $4.75). There are dozens of commercial products in the low-sodium category, ranging from salt substitutes to low-sodium milk and baking powder, even a line of completely prepared dinners packed in 8-ounce cans by Smithers Bros, Ltd. One of these products is a low-sodium dill dressing delicious enough to tempt non-dieters.

Red and white table wines and sherry are good friends of the sodium-restricted cook. So are lemon juice, Angostura bitters and such herbs as dill, chives, basil, thyme, sage and parsley. Permitted spices include curry and good black pepper. Salt-free margarine and sweet butter may be used in cooking.

Almost all fruits are practically salt free and so are most vegetables with certain exceptions, such as spinach, Shellfish (except oysters), ham, bacon and cold cuts are out. But beef, fresh pork, veal, lamb, turkey and chicken prepared without added salt are recommended. When cooked in water, they leave behind in the stock some of their natural sodium.

Distiller for low-sodium water

Electric water purifier distills 1/2 gallon of pure water in 8 hours. Element in cover heats tap water in glass boiler; vapor condenses on inside of cover, is channeled into a plastic bottle below.
Low-Sodium Lamb Stew

3 pounds lamb for stew, cut into pieces
4 tablespoons low-sodium margarine
1 bay leaf
2 tablespoons soy sauce
3 tablespoons seasoned salt substitute
3 tablespoons flour
1 egg
1 tablespoon Augartsen bitters
1 ounce can sliced mushrooms, packed without salt
3 cups cooked rice

Combine lamb with pepper, bay leaf, soy sauce and rice in a large saucepan. Bring to a boil. Cover and simmer about 1½ hours, or until very tender. Drain Locke and measure. In a medium saucepan melt butter and stir in flour. Add and stir until dissolved. Stir in lukewarm milk mixture. Stir in remaining rice. Calories per portion: about 350. Sodium: 80 mg.

Special pans cook meat without fat

French Pepper Steaks

Lots of very coarse black pepper can almost make you forget about salt.

4 tenderloin or sirloin steaks, 4 ounces each
4 teaspoons cracked black pepper
2 tablespoons low-sodium margarine

Sprinkle meat with seasoned salt substitute and press the pepper into both sides of the steak with the palm. Steaks may be pan-braised in 2 tablespoons low-sodium margarine in a hot skillet or electric fry pan heated to 425° until crusty and golden brown outside, delicately pink within. Or, if you prefer, broil the steaks or use one of the new pre-seasoned broiler skillets for which no fat is required. Do not overcook. Pour juices from skillet over steaks before serving. Serves 4. Calories per portion: approximately 314. Sodium: 44 mg.

Low-Sodium Chicken Broth

2 pounds chicken backs and wings
2 quarts water (for strict low-sodium diet, use distilled water)
1 tablespoon salt substitute or seasoned salt substitute
1 onion, peeled
1 large carrot, pared
1 large parsnip, pared

Wash and drain chicken parts. Place in 4-quart pot with tight-fitting lid. Cover with water and add salt substitute. Cover, simmer 1 hour. Remove chicken and rinse with cold water. Strain broth into clean pot to remove scum; return chicken to pot and simmer covered ½ hour more. Add water if necessary to maintain about 2 quarts liquid. Add vegetables. Continue to simmer, covered, until meat and vegetables are tender, 30-45 minutes more. Strain chicken and vegetables from broth to eat separately with noodles or rice, which may be cooked in broth. Serves 8 as broth. Serves 2 with chicken and vegetables. Calories in broth: about 10 per cup; sodium negligible. Calories in 1 portion chicken and vegetables with ½ cup cooked noodles: 315. Sodium: 113 mg.

Low-Sodium Meat Loaf

Since this is a dieter's very special meat loaf, it might be baked at the same time as another seasoned in the usual way. Extra portions of the low-sodium loaf may be wrapped individually and frozen for future meals.

1½ pounds lean ground beef
1 slice low-sodium bread, toasted and crumbled
3/4 cup cold water
1 egg
2 tablespoons seasoned salt substitute
4 teaspoon pepper
1/2 teaspoon thyme
1/2 cup finely chopped onion
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
1/2 cup dietetic tomato juice

Place meat in large mixing bowl. Soak crumbled toast in water; add to meat along with remaining ingredients except tomato juice. Mix lightly. Shape into a loaf and place in 9" by 5" loaf pan. Bake at 350° for 50-55 minutes. During the last 20 minutes of cooking, remove excess fat with a bulb-type baster and pour tomato juice over loaf. Serves 6. Calories per portion: approximately 278. Sodium: 97 mg.

Mocha Sponge Dessert

Mix together gelatin, ¼ cup sugar and cocoa in top of double boiler. Beat together the egg yolks and skim milk. Add to dry ingredients and cook over boiling water, stirring constantly, until gelatin is thoroughly dissolved, about 5 minutes. Remove from heat. Add 1 teaspoon vanilla and 1 tablespoon coffee liqueur. Chill to consistency of unbeaten egg white. Beat egg whites until stiff; beat in the remaining ⅛ cup sugar. Fold in gelatin mixture. Chill in individual molds or a 4-cup mold until firm. Make a topping by beating together until stiff the dry milk and the ice water, using an electric or rotary beater. Gradually beat in the 1/2 tablespoons sugar and the remaining coffee liqueur and vanilla. Unmold Mocha Sponge and serve with topping. Serves 8. Calories per portion: 157. Sodium: 70 mg.

Low-Sodium Herb Bread

A versatile dough, this mixture may be shaped any way you wish for rolls and twists. Omit the herbs and use plain salt substitute rather than seasoned salt substitute and you have a good white bread.

6 tablespoons soft white vegetable shortening
3 tablespoons sugar
2½ teaspoons seasoned salt substitute
1 cup unsalted skim milk
1 package active dry or compressed yeast
1 cup very warm (100°) water or lukewarm water for compressed yeast
1/2 cup chopped fresh parsley or chives
1/4 teaspoon crumbled rosemary
About 6 cups flour

Stir shortening, sugar and salt substitute into scalded milk. Cool to lukewarm. Sprinkle or crumble yeast into warm water in large bowl; stir until dissolved. Stir in lukewarm milk mixture and the parsley and rosemary. Add 3 cups flour; beat with spoon until smooth. Stir in remaining flour. If dough is still too moist to handle, work in a little more flour. Knead on lightly floured surface until smooth and elastic. Place in greased bowl, brush lightly with salted oil and cover with towel. Let rise in a warm place, about 85°, until double in bulk, about 1½ hours. Punch down; turn rounded side up, cover and let rise about 30 minutes. Knead well again. Divide dough into two portions. Shape each into a loaf to fit a 9" by 5" pan.

For a soft crust, brush loaves with oil (this adds a few extra calories). Cover with towel. Let rise until sides of dough have reached top of pan and is well rounded above pan. Bake at 400° about 30 minutes. Remove from pans to rack at once. If you wish a soft crust, cover bread with damp towel for 5 minutes. Wrap bread in foil or plastic wrap when cooled, so loaves won't dry out. Makes 2 loaves. Calories per slice: 65. Sodium: about 4 mg.
Spice Islands
takes you on a "cooks tour" of the world.

No passport needed either, Spice Islands puts all of the world's seasoning secrets in your hands — with tested recipes and a wealth of peerless flavoring products. Take seasonings. Our specialists have created two that are decidedly different. And singularly outstanding. Beau Monde Seasoning, an exclusive, all-purpose blend of basic seasonings favored by Continental chefs to enhance every food you use it with. (And sweets or bakery goods are the only things you don't need it with!) Old Hickory Smoked Salt, a fusion of pure salt and real hickory smoke that lends the sweet scent and distinctive flavor of authentic hickory to a multitude of foods as well as meats.

Keep both these seasonings on hand to cook with a Continental flair or a Southern drawl. As the mood strikes.* And next time you run out of any herb, spice, sauce or wine vinegar replace it with Spice Islands. You'll be impressed by the savory superiority of everything that bears the name Spice Islands.

*During the summer months you'll find an exciting new set of recipes using Beau Monde Seasoning and Old Hickory Smoked Salt at the Spice Islands racks in your grocer's or food specialty shop.
KNAPP MONARCH • NESCO
EVERYBODY APPRECIATES THE FINEST

KNAPP MONARCH MULTI-SPEED LIQUIDIZER


KNAPP MONARCH NESCO ST. LOUIS 16, MO.

ORIENTAL BAR-B-Q PARTY

Outdoors or indoors, make your next barbecue "ORIENTAL!" Lots of fun!

Order the hard-to-get items by mail—

For Dressing

1 oz. Sesame Oil .60
6 oz. Hoisin Hot Sauce .75

For Tools

100—12' Bamboo Skewers 1.10
100—9' Bamboo Skewers .70
1 pr.—15' Cooking Chopsticks .30

SPECIAL—A complete set of the above 10 items and a recipe folder for only $6.35. Send a few sets to your friends!

For individual items, add 50¢ to your order for handling. Send check to:

Cathay FOOD PRODUCTS, INC.
107 MOTT ST., NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

Send for Free Catalog of "CHINESE FOOD BY MAIL".

Pompeian means VIRGIN and versatile!
The nicest thing that can happen to your salads, beef, fish, fowl—that's Pompeian! It is virgin—the only form of olive oil that's naturally pure. Unsaturated, too. No additives needed to preserve purity and freshness. Pompeian—2 ozs. to 1 gal.

You do a world of good by sending Food Crusade packages to hungry people through CARE, New York 16.

STEREOPHONIC HIGH-FIDELITY CREDENZA

Available to receive your own high-fidelity components, or complete with Grammes-Phillips stereo/monaural high-fidelity. At leading stores. Permanent displays may be seen through your dealer or decorator at Decorator's Mart, 425 E. 53rd St., N.Y.C.; Merchandise Mart, Chicago; Furniture Industries Mart, Philadelphia.

Send 25 cents to Department 20 for booklet.

UNION-NATIONAL, INC. • JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

Cooking without fat

Although meals that are low in calories and low in fat have become an accepted part of our diet, menus have lost nothing in flavor and variety thanks to new developments in foods and cooking processes. Whereas once we were restricted to the standard forms of low-fat cooking such as poaching and steaming, now it is possible to have foods that are fried—but without the addition of fat. The magic ingredient is not something you cook with but something you cook on, a substance that when applied to cooking utensils creates a slippery surface to which food will not adhere. This substance is identified by various names, but the most familiar is Teflon, Du Pont's trade name for fluorocarbon resins with unusual anti-sticking qualities and high heat stability. First introduced on commercial baking equipment in 1950 and later on frying pans, mostly imported from Europe, finishes of Teflon and similar substances have now been adopted wholeheartedly by major American manufacturers of cooking equipment who have applied them to glass casserole dishes; loaf, muffin, pie, cake and roasting pans; saucepans; Dutch ovens; chicken fryers; griddles and skillets, both electric and non-electric; even removable panels for ovens.

To cook successfully with these utensils, it is helpful to have a little knowledge of the product and the processes involved. Usually the interior of the cookware is sprayed with the coating (after the surface has been roughened or sandblasted so that the coating will lock into it), then baked at 700° to 750°. The coating may be either a dispersion of the clear fluorocarbon resins, which gives a grayish finish, or a colored enamel finish made with the same resins. Although different manufacturers have their own methods of treating cookware and some
Fat-free cooking on direct heat can be done with gaily colored nonstick utensils. Matching turquoise pans of heavy aluminum with black Teflon lining include one-handle pan, saucepan and Dutch oven which is packaged with wood spoon and fork. Cast-iron skillet from France has orange exterior, gray nonstick interior. Wood or plastic spatulas are best for use with these pans.

It is claimed that the coating is so closely allied to the metal that it cannot be scratched by a knife, metal spatula or fork, most coatings can be removed, in infinitesimal amounts, by the abrasive action of metal tools or harsh cleansers (however, there is no need to worry about these tiny particles contaminating food; the coating is nontoxic and declared safe for cooking by the FDA). For this reason, wood, rubber or plastic tools are recommended as a precaution against damaging the nonstick surface, although, except in extreme cases, scratches will not impair the performance of the utensils.

You are also advised to use only normal heat, but, as it would take exceptionally high heat to cause decomposition of the finish, temperatures up to 500° are perfectly safe.

To fry in a coated pan, preheat over medium heat for 1 1/2 minutes, then add the food, with or without fat (a little butter or oil can be added for flavor, if you wish) and lower heat slightly for cooking as you would with an ordinary pan. This also applies to pan broiling or searing of meat without fat, although here the pan should be preheated on high heat. But it is inadvisable to expose an empty pan to high heat for too long, since the temperature of the metal will build up.

Continued on the next page

Baking in ungreased pans is made possible by slippery qualities of Teflon. Color is rampant here, too. Muffin and baking pan have artichoke-green interiors; inside of loaf pan is Persian melon. All nylon white spatula lifts cookies from pan without scratching surface. Biscuit-colored Teflon coating of roasting pan permits gravy to be made with minimum fat, rinses clean.
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IT'S ELEGANT

IT'S FINE LEAD CRYSTAL. IT'S BRYCE—OF COURSE

ADONIS No Bryce pattern has ever portrayed more gracefully classic lines than the popular new Adonis shown at the left. The sparkling upright bowls and tall, clean drawn stems flow together to create a feeling of regal beauty to complement your finest table setting. Available in cocktail and iced-tea as well as the goblet, sherbet and wine glasses shown. Ask to see Adonis in better glassware departments.

ANTIQUE When your favorite eighteenth century ancestors dined elegantly, their crystal might well have closely resembled this beautiful Antique pattern by Bryce. Yet, so simple and forthright is the design, it is equally at home in modern or traditional settings. Shapes available are the goblet, sherbet and wine which appear at the left. Send 10c for literature describing this and other outstanding Bryce patterns.

INDIAN HEAD We doubt you will have seen anything so completely unusual as these sparkling bar glasses from the oldest house in America still hand-blowing and hand-cutting fine lead crystal. Each bears an amber glass seal (no two exactly alike) with the imprint of an Indian head pressed in. No attempt has been made to counterfeit old pennies, but if you rub your finger over the Indian's head before you take a drink, it will bring you good luck—we think. See these Amerindic classics at your favorite store or write for the name of your nearest dealer. 13-ounce highball, 10-ounce old-fashioned about $2.00 each.

Bryce Brothers Company
MT. PLEASANT, PENNSYLVANIA
Fine Hand-Blown, Hand-Cut, Lead Crystal Since 1841

COOKING WITHOUT FAT continued from preceding page

The ease with which the coated utensils can be cleaned after use has endeared them to many women. A sudsy sponge and a quick rinse are all that is needed to remove traces of browned foods, sticky cereals or syrups, while muffins or cookies pop from the coated pans leaving almost no traces.

Other ways to cook without fat

Poaching, or cooking in simmering liquid (seasoned water, stock, court bouillon or, in the case of fresh fruit, vanilla-flavored syrup) kept below the boiling point, is recommended for delicate foods such as fish, dumpings, meat balls and eggs, to preserve their shape, but it will also keep fowls and meats juicy and give them a deliciously natural flavor. A whole fish or thick center slice may be wrapped in cheesecloth and poached in a fish cooker or tied by the ends of the cheesecloth to the handles of the pan so that the fish is suspended in the liquid. Fish fillets are better poached in a small amount of liquid (cover the fish with waxed paper) either in a baking dish in oven or a skillet on top of stove. Fish should be cooked just until it flakes when touched with a fork. Chicken and other fowl may be poached (plain or stuffed, boned or whole) in liquid to cover, until just tender. The juices should run clear or pale pink when the thigh is pierced near the joint with a fork. The flavorful stock can then be used for a sauce or made into an aspic, if the fowl is to be served jellied. The term boiling is often loosely applied to poaching. Food should not be boiled in liquid as this toughens and disintegrates it, although in certain cases—such as boiled beef—the liquid is brought to a boil after the meat is added and allowed to boil for a few minutes to bring the scum to the surface. This is then skimmed off and the heat reduced to a simmer.

Steaming—or cooking food over boiling water in a perforated steamer, on a rack or in the top of a double boiler—takes longer than poaching, but retains more of the nutrients which in poaching are transferred to the liquid. Vegetables, seafood—especially clams and mussels—and cereals are frequently steamed. If herbs are added to the water over which vegetables are cooked, the vapor will subtly flavor them. Pressure cooking is another form of cooking with steam, and puddings are frequently steamed in molds on a rack half-immersed in water, but these processes are different from the regular steaming process.

Lately we have found yet another way to cook without fat. In the oven, foods such as vegetables and seafood, if you seal them with flavorings in aluminum-foil packages, literally cook in their own juices in a manner that is half-poaching, half-steaming.

Steaming and poaching equipment ranges from an adjustable steam basket that fits saucepans of 2-quart size or larger to traditional cookers such as long metal fish steamer with rack to hold fish over water and French earthenware ponne vapeur. Two-part cooker with colander top, used in the Middle East for cous-cous, is equally handy as a steamer for mussels, clams, vegetables. For shopping information, see page 157.
CHANCE TO ELECTRASOL
SEE THE DIFFERENCE!

Spotless Film-Free Dishes
...even in Hardest Water

Only Electrasol's exclusive New Formula gives you all four:
1. "Sheets off" - the drops that make spots.
2. Removes film left by water minerals and other detergents.
3. Reduces food soil foam to give full-spray, cleaning action.
4. Lowest price because it's made by the largest manufacturer of dish machine detergents in the country.

Get New Blue Ribbon ELECTRASOL

See the dazzling difference!

Send stamped, self-addressed envelope for FREE 16-page colorful booklet, "How to Make the Most of your Electric Dishwasher". Write to Electrasol, Dept. 11-1, P.O. Box 1225, Grand Central Post Office, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
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teak salad bowl, $32; teak and bone salad servers, $7.95; enamel bowl, $3.
Seabon, 54 E. 54th St., New York, N. Y. 10022

Linien napkins, Fallani & Cohn.
Handmade, domestic quarry-paver tile flooring. Vanderlant Tile Co., Inc.

Buyable Pleasures
Page 130:
"Poona" 48" w. cotton print. Brunswig & Filb. Plant holder, 22" diam., 16" h.; base, 17" h., both parts unglazed, $95; glazed, $122. Mayhew, 603 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022

Indoor fountain, Lucite disks, no plumbing necessary. $1,700. Dawson Designs, 149 Grand St., New York, N. Y. 10013

"Red Poppies and Daisies" painting, 36" x 28". $650. Williamson Lyon Assoc. Inc., 127 E. 60th St., New York, N. Y. 10022

"World’s Fair House" Melmac plates, service for 8, $39.95. Bloomingdale’s, 50th & Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022

Page 131:
Indoor-outdoor play pit. George Tanier.* "Beau Jardin" area rug by Regal Rugs, 4 x 6', $125. B. Altman & Co., 336th & Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016

Wrought-iron screens, each panel 15" x 12", Molla Imports.* Winged Angel" ceramic garden seats, 17" h., 12½" diam. World Wide Design House Ltd.*

Salton Gold server, 22½" x 11", $19.95. Hotraydome, locks in food moisture and flavor, $18.95. Bloomingdale’s, 903 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10021

Gourmet Diet Cook Book
Page 145:
Juice extractor, extracts pulp-free juice from fresh fruits and vegetables. $40. Waring. Collapsible salad basket, anodized aluminum, 9" diam., $3. La Cuisinière, 903 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10021

Page 147:
Pottery fish mold, ovenproof, 1-qt. capacity, 11" l., $4.25. Lemon squeezer for lemon slices, chrome plated, 8¼". Lemon stripper, stainless steel, black wooden handle, $1.25. La Cuisinière.

Page 148:
Wagner "Magnalite" 2-qt. saucepan, $8.95. Yoghurt maker, automatically controlled temperature, 4-cup capacity, $10.95. Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y. 10022

Page 149:
"Aqua spring" water purifier, automatically produces up to 1½ gallons in a day, no installation needed. Aluminum cover, Pyrex boiler, plastic stand, 13½" h., $39.95. Hammacher Schlemmer.

Page 150:
Porcelain-covered cast-iron fry pan. $6. Copco.
Colorcast nonstick fry pan, cast iron, white enamel exterior, teak handle, 9" diam., $8.95. Hammacher Schlemmer.

Un glazed porcelain mortar and pestle, 2-cup capacity, $8.50. La Cuisinière.

Cooking Club
Page 152, left:
Bouler-Skillet, "Silkten" finish, $34.95. Universal.

Right:
Nonstick griddle, cast aluminum, $30. Westinghouse.

Bottom:
Electric skillet, 11" sq., Teflon coated, $16. West Bend.

Page 153:
"Cast-O-Flon" 9" skillet, $6.95. Le Creuset.

Covered 2-qt. saucepan, $12.95; 4½-qt. Dutch oven with wooden spoon and fork, $17.95; 8½" French skillet with white nylon spatula, $7.95; all black Teflon inside, porcelain outside. "Black Magic" Teflon-finished skillet, $8. Club Aluminum.

Boxwood spatula, 12" l., $1.40. Bazaz Francois, 666 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10010

Bottom:
Muffin pan, $2.49; hake and roast pan, 14" x 10" x 2", $3.95; baking pan, 15½" x 10½" x 1", $2.99; loaf pan, 9¾" x 5½" x 2¾", $1.99; all Teflon lined. Micro. Micro.

The American-Standard Glenwall.* No pedestal makes bathroom cleaning quick, easy. First off-the-floor toilet at an economy price. $88.30†

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$88.30</td>
<td>American-Standard Glenwall. No pedestal makes bathroom cleaning quick, easy. First off-the-floor toilet at an economy price.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 American-Standard toilets you should know about when you buy fixtures or visit a model home

Each of these toilets offers all the basic features you should insist upon in any toilet you buy: 1. A reverse trap. The water runs out at the rear, away from you, so-bowl and water area are larger, the toilet more sanitary in use. 2. Siphon jet flushing action. Quick. Quiet. Thorough. 3. Inside the tank, an exclusive American-Standard flushing mechanism that does away with running-water waste and handle jiggling. 4. Years of dependable performance. You can buy even better American-Standard models than these. But don’t settle for less. After all, toilets last a long time. Get good ones! Pick from seven models than these. But don’t settle for less. After all, toilets last a long time. Get good ones! Pick from seven

For more information, see your American-Standard plumbing contractor, in the Yellow pages under "plumbers" or "plumbing supplies," or mail coupon.

AMERICAN-STANDARD, Dept. PG-644
Box 2, Midtown Station, New York, N.Y. 10018

Please send your new booklet, "New Fashion Ideas for Bathrooms." I enclose 10¢ to cover mailing. I am modernizing. I am building.

Name:
Address:
City:
State:
County:

Code No.

In Canada, send to American-Standard Products, Ltd., 1201 Dupont Street, Toronto 4, Canada.

AMERICAN-STANDARD
PLUMBING AND HEATING DIVISION
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COLOR MAGIC—AT YOUR FINGER TIPS.

Now it's so easy to live in a world of wonderful color... Regal Wall Satin color... roll it or brush it to beautify your home like magic. Dries quicker than you think. Washes cleaner than you expect. Flows on smoothly like all Benjamin Moore paints.

VERMOUTH continued from page 140

Sweet Vermouth

Sweet vermouth has always had a following in this country among the Manhattan and Rob Roy drinkers. (In the event you do not know, a Rob Roy is a Manhattan made with Scotch.) For me, sweet vermouth evokes World War II. I recall countless glasses sipped at sidewalk cafes and bars in Italy and the south of France. But there is a vast difference between today's vermouth and the drink of those days. In 1945 it could have been anything from sweetened soy sauce to caramelized water. Now sweet vermouth has returned to its pre-war quality. It is more deeply aromatized than dry vermouth and heavier in base. Sweet vermouth is pungent and richly flavored, with a bittersweet aftertaste to round it off. When savoried on the rocks or frappe, it has great distinction. It is not immediately appealing to many people, but after several tastings, it can become a favorite potable, pleasant for sipping on a hot afternoon or before lunch or dinner.

Sweet Vermouth Cooler

which is flavored with orange is a most agreeable drink for a warm summer's day, for sweet vermouth has a natural affinity for orange, just as dry vermouth has for the flavor of lemon. Fill a highball glass with cracked ice. Pour in half sweet vermouth and half soda. Add an orange slice and a twist of the zest. There is a sweet white vermouth which is not so well known in this country. It is beginning to acquire followers, however, and is particularly good served chilled on the rocks with a twist of orange or lemon. Try using it in place of dark sweet vermouth in certain mixed drinks. You will find the white variety has a somewhat more refined flavor.

Bitters such as Campari and Fernet Branca are natural allies of the vermouths. While each has a personality of its own and may be drunk straight, they have an affinity for sweet vermouth. Campari and soda, for example, is a widespread favorite and a boon to anyone's appetite, but when Campari is combined with sweet vermouth, the union is really superb.

An Americano Cocktail is made by using 3 parts sweet vermouth to 1 part Campari. Add a twist of lemon or orange. Or use 2 parts vermouth to 2 parts Campari. Stir with ice in a cocktail pitcher, and strain into a chilled cocktail glass then add the twist of lemon or orange.

The Negroni Cocktail is a very palatable drink produced with the same ingredients in the proportion of two parts sweet vermouth to two parts Campari with the addition of two parts gin. Stir with ice in a cocktail pitcher, and pour into chilled cocktail glasses. Add zest of orange or lemon. The same drink becomes a plain Negroni when served in a highball glass with the addition of ice, soda and a slice of orange.

The Perfect Cocktail is another pleasant vermouth-gin drink. For this, 1 part sweet vermouth, 1 part dry vermouth and 4 parts gin are stirred well with ice, and strained into a chilled cocktail glass. Add zest of lemon. (If you substitute Scotch for the gin, you will have a medium Roy Roy; if you substitute rye or bourbon, a medium Manhattan. The classic Manhattan, incidentally, calls for rye, but bourbon drinkers have made the bourbon Manhattan a standard drink in many parts of the country.)

Fernet Branca is the bitterest of the bitters and consequently has a very special appeal. Some people like it straight, and others drink it with an equal amount of sweet vermouth. If you have never tried it, taste cautiously the first time, until you discover your tolerance for its unique flavor.

Vermouth drinks are fun to experiment with and there is no better time or place to try out their refreshing flavor than a hot summer afternoon on a terrace.

Coming next month:

HOUSE & GARDEN'S
HAWAIIAN COOK BOOK
**Newest underwater sport**

It’s called, “Put the new CORNING WARE® Electromatic Immersible Platter completely under water, and watch it come out like new.”

Just remove the cord. Then wash the platter as you do plates. You can because it’s made of non-porous PYROCERAM® brand space-age ceramic; and because the electrical gizmos are sealed and concealed.

The CORNING WARE Electromatic Immersible Platter is the only heating platter that’s completely immersible, the only one that keeps foods serving-hot directly as well as in servers: even runny hors d’oeuvres. Swiss steak. There’s a drip-catcher inside the edges. Generous 10 x 16 inches. What hostess wouldn’t love you for it? $19.95

**Famous CORNING WARE Electromatic Skillet, $29.95; Electromatic Percolator, $29.95**

**CORNING WARE ELECTROMATICS**

**A PRODUCT OF CORNING**

**GUARANTEE:** Glass Ware Works. CORNING, N.Y., unconditionally guarantees that any CORNING WARE dealer is authorized to replace any CORNING WARE product that ever breaks from temperature extremes or mechanical or electrical fault within one year from date of purchase if not mechanically or electrically perfect. Prices slightly higher in Canada.

**Existing Chartreuse**

**SHOULD YOU LIKE IT**

Page 154. left to right:
Wagner “Magnalite” 2 qt. saucepan, $8.85, Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y. 10022
Mouli “Triumph” steam basket, $2.25, La Cuisine, 903 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10021
Aluminum fish steamer, with rack, 17½” x 5½”, $13.95, Bazar Français, Earthenware French steamer, $8.95, Steamer with red handles, $10, Pampered Kitchens, 21 E. 10th St., New York, N. Y. 10003

Ice As You Like It
Page 160, bottom, left:
Teflon-coated aluminum ice cube tray, $3.98. T-Fal Corp.
Rival “Ice-O-Matic” cordless electric ice crusher, $49.95. Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y. 10022

Top, right:

**Bottom, right:**
“Cube-cutter” tray makes 78 ice cubes, 49c. Eagle. Rubber ice ball maker, $1.50. Copper ice bucket and tongs, $7.50. Seabon.

54 E. 54th St., New York, N. Y. 10022
Ice ball trays of polyethylene, 14 balls, 96c; 24 balls, 98c. Hutzel Mfg. Co.

Page 161. top left:
Aluminum Ice Slicer tray, $3, Inland. Plastic ice cube tray, spades, diamonds, clubs and heart shapes, $4c. Flameware Plastics Corp.

**Bottom, left:**
“Quick Crusher” ice crusher attachment and Styrofoam bucket, $14.95. Hamilton Beach.
“Magic Touch” honeycomb aluminum ice cube tray, $2.50. Inland.

**Top, right:**
“Handi-Stor” insulated Styrofoam ice cube storage chest, $14.95; aluminum trays, $4.75 ea. Hammacher Schlemmer.
Stainless steel ice tongs, $3. Seabon. Highball glasses, West Virginia Glass.

**Bottom, right:**

**CONTINUED ON PAGE 165**

**Like having an extra burner—only better**

It does everything a burner can do, and more (fries, stews, simmers evenly and automatically and looks pretty). It does everything any electric skillet can do, and more (the skillet dish is separate, can go into your broiler for top browning: the base is a warmer). The CORNING WARE® Electromatic Skillet all but waits on table!

Matter of fact, it does a most gracious serving job. No other electric skillet has this dazzling beauty. No other cleans so easily. No other has such an appetizing affinity for food. All because it’s made of PYROCERAM® brand space-age ceramic—completely nonporous, heatproof, coldproof. Hint: Mother’s Day is soon. Somebody’s anniversary or wedding is soon... $29.95

**Famous Electromatic Percolator, $29.95. New Electric IMMERSIBLE PLATTER... $19.95**

**CORNING WARE ELECTROMATICS**

**A PRODUCT OF CORNING**

**GUARANTEE:** Glass Ware Works. CORNING, N.Y., unconditionally guarantees that any CORNING WARE dealer is authorized to replace any CORNING WARE product that ever breaks from temperature extremes or mechanical or electrical fault within one year from date of purchase if not mechanically or electrically perfect. Prices slightly higher in Canada.

**Shoping Information continued from page 157**

**Only they know the secret**

*Only four monks of the Carthusian Order know the secret of making Chartreuse, a secret preserved for more than 350 years. Their dedication is rewarded by your enjoyment of this superb liqueur. Before or after dinner, or as a delightful chilled drink, Chartreuse is enjoyable in a variety of ways. For illustrated booklet on Chartreuse, write Schieffelin & Co., 30 Cooper Sq., New York, Dept. M, Yellow, 86 Proof, Green, 110 Proof.

**Chartreuse**
Ice as you like it

Summer is the time when the ice cubes click constantly, when a ring of crushed ice makes a cold dish look twice as appetizing, when we must be sure the ice supply never, no never, runs out. It's fun to experiment with ice—embedding a tiny slice of Key lime in a rounded cube; tinting crushed ice with a few drops of food coloring; flavoring miniature cubes with green mint extract for tea. With an ice crusher handy you can make iced soups or set desserts quickly simply by whirling all the ingredients in a blender with crushed ice. Here is a diverse collection of handy helpers designed to up your score in icemanship.

Three-quarter ice bucket of a green-tinted plastic with special cooling properties, set in wooden basket. Vinyl-covered aluminum caddy to hold three trays in reserve in freezer. Aluminum trays with special lever to release cubes instantly.

Cordless automatic ice crusher that can be electrically charged overnight, then toted to picnic or poolside. Crushes up to twenty-five trayfuls in one charging cycle. Ice cube tray with nonstick Teflon coating to make cubes pop out with no struggle.

Plastic tray that makes seventy-eight tiny ice cubes (for Scotch Mists and such). Glass-lined copper ice bucket and straw-wrapped tongs for the terrace bar. Three trays for freezing hulls of ice: one of rubber; two, in two sizes, of plastic.

Here is Patio or game room furniture in the grand manner! This high-style 42” HI-LO LUAU TABLE is adjustable to three different heights. It's shown in 16” height for cocktails but can be adjusted to 23” for brunch or 27” for bridge. The table top and edge are finished with Micarta which is stain proof and practically indestructible. The pie-slice stools are of hardwood and have 2” boxed cushions. The two swivel rockers are divinely comfortable. The group is finished in Chinese Red.

in RATTAN... if it's NEW... if it's HIGH STYLE... it's by VOGUE
Aluminum tray that makes thirty-eight sliver-thin slices (next thing to crushed ice). For breaking ice: live-pronged pick; ice cube splitter; combination tongs and chipper. Plastic tray that freezes spades, diamonds, etc. Colored plastic hulls containing sterilized water—frozen, they cool without diluting.

Ice crusher attachment that fits onto a blender of the same make, then emplaces crushed ice into a 2-quart Styrofoam bucket. Crusher is designed to fit neatly into bucket for storage.

For amusing a party supply: ice cube storage chest of insulated Styrofoam with two companion trays. You invert tray of frozen cubes over chest, then pull lever to release ice. Remarkably efficient stainless steel ice tongs from Denmark.

Tin-lined copper mold that might freeze an individual ring of sherbert. Single tray of polyethylene that makes five rounded oval of ice, each like half an egg. Plastic tray holding ten polyethylene containers for freezing individual ice cubes.

Aluminum tray that makes thirty-eight sliver-thin slices (next thing to crushed ice). For breaking ice: live-pronged pick; ice cube splitter; combination tongs and chipper. Plastic tray that freezes spades, diamonds, etc. Colored plastic hulls containing sterilized water—frozen, they cool without diluting.

Ice crusher attachment that fits onto a blender of the same make, then emplaces crushed ice into a 2-quart Styrofoam bucket. Crusher is designed to fit neatly into bucket for storage.

For amusing a party supply: ice cube storage chest of insulated Styrofoam with two companion trays. You invert tray of frozen cubes over chest, then pull lever to release ice. Remarkably efficient stainless steel ice tongs from Denmark.

Tin-lined copper mold that might freeze an individual ring of sherbert. Single tray of polyethylene that makes five rounded oval of ice, each like half an egg. Plastic tray holding ten polyethylene containers for freezing individual ice cubes.

Aluminum tray that makes thirty-eight sliver-thin slices (next thing to crushed ice). For breaking ice: live-pronged pick; ice cube splitter; combination tongs and chipper. Plastic tray that freezes spades, diamonds, etc. Colored plastic hulls containing sterilized water—frozen, they cool without diluting.

Ice crusher attachment that fits onto a blender of the same make, then emplaces crushed ice into a 2-quart Styrofoam bucket. Crusher is designed to fit neatly into bucket for storage.

For amusing a party supply: ice cube storage chest of insulated Styrofoam with two companion trays. You invert tray of frozen cubes over chest, then pull lever to release ice. Remarkably efficient stainless steel ice tongs from Denmark.

Tin-lined copper mold that might freeze an individual ring of sherbert. Single tray of polyethylene that makes five rounded oval of ice, each like half an egg. Plastic tray holding ten polyethylene containers for freezing individual ice cubes.
Romany-Spartan® ceramic tile puts the Accent on Carefree Living

... and beauty too ... because only genuine ceramic tile combines permanence and beauty with such an easy-to-clean surface. And only Romany-Spartan ceramic tile is available in such a wide range of colors, sizes, shapes and finishes. If you're looking for new ideas to add luxury and extra value to your home, why not send for our new illustrated 20-page color booklet, "Accent on Carefree Living." It contains a host of decorating ideas for using Romany-Spartan ceramic tile in practically every room in the house.

To see Romany-Spartan samples, call your tile contractor, he is in the Yellow Pages.

UNITED STATES CERAMIC TILE COMPANY
DEPT. HG 64, 217 FOURTH STREET, N. E.
CANTON, OHIO 44702

Enclosed is 25c. Please send me your new booklet, "Accent on Carefree Living."

Name

Address

City... State

A DARING TRANSFORMATION continued from page 137

Upstairs is a second room that contributes to her housekeeping calm—a small, surgically white skylit laundry room strategically placed between the master bedroom suite and the three children's rooms. (The two youngest boys share the bedroom over the dining room.) The far corner of the upper floor is the second living room, a true family room in which everybody pursues hobbies as well as chores. Here Mr. Winder sometimes works at his drafting board or pays bills at the large round table. Here Mrs. Winder pots bulbs in a small second kitchen tucked into one of the ubiquitous oak closets. Sometimes she is assisted by John who at twelve already intimates the Renaissance man: he grows African violets on his own, raises fish, plays the piano, collects stamps. When home from college, Joy is often to be found in the family room playing her guitar, while her younger teen-age brothers, David and Peter, read or mull through the latest photographs of their special pride, the Arabella.

From the balcony across the back of the second floor you can look down through tall windows on the redwood deck and brick wall that divides the two levels of the yard (see page 133).

Each of the boy's rooms has generous built-in storage and a floor-to-ceiling sliding door to close it off from the short corridor that ends with a delightful vista of trees at the back of the house.
Traffic through the center of the house is relieved by a slim circular staircase that ascends from a tiny hallway off the living room to another on the second floor between master dressing room and family room.

The master suite consists of three rooms: a dressing room with a lavatory, a bedroom (which has its own fireplace) and a bathroom at the right. One wall of the bedroom and two of dressing room are lined with oak closets. Bathroom is lit by a skylight over tub.

A broad ribbon of skylight illuminates the entire length of the second-floor balcony from laundry room to family room. At night, lights built into well of skylight approximate strong sunlight, wash whole balcony wall with light. All lighting throughout the house was designed by Sylvan Shemitz.

"We found that our old water-cooled unit and furnace were inefficient and expensive," says Mr. Callan. "Our electric bills were running over fifty dollars a month. Since we installed General Electric Central Air Conditioning, two years ago, I think the highest bill we've ever had was around twenty-six, twenty-seven dollars. It's paying for itself."

"We have light upholstery," Mrs. Callan remarks, seated in her gracious living room. "And since we got General Electric Central Air Conditioning, I've found it needs much less vacuuming. The whole house stays cleaner, and I like the way the air conditioning gets rid of smoke and odors, too." The Callans have five other rooms and two baths in their home.

"And during two years," Mr. Callan adds, "we never had a service call, except just to switch from heating to cooling." Mrs. Callan is pleased with the extra closet space that their compact G-E furnace gave them.

"The whole cost of installing—including this three-and-a-half-ton condenser—was just about $1200. And they did the job in two days." The Callans' home has a little over 1700 square feet of living space.

If you have forced-air heat, you, too, can enjoy the comfort and economy of General Electric Central Air Conditioning at a modest price. Replacing your furnace—as the Callans did—is not essential. Call your G-E dealer for a free survey and installation estimate. He'll also tell you how you can replace your old unit on easy terms. He's listed in the Yellow Pages under "Air Conditioning Equipment."

GENERAL ELECTRIC
FREE!
WINDOW PLANNING
IDEAS FOLDER

to help you make your kitchen a beautiful, snugly comfortable family center. Send today for
new, full-color folder packed with illustrated ideas and a complete description of the
Andersen Window line.

Want help in making your kitchen a big, bright family center? It's easy to do with
Andersen Windows. They open effortlessly to capture every passing breeze... yet
close snugly weathertight to seal out dust and drafts.

CLIP AND MAIL TODAY!
☐ I plan to build.
☐ I plan to remodel a

Mr.

Mrs.

Address

City

State

ANDERSEN WINDOWALLS
Andersen Corporation • Bayport, Minn.

FRASER’S STAINLESS
Create excitement in the way you live... and entertain... with FRASER’S fine holloware. It’s the gracious stainless way! Write for illustrated brochure and name of the store nearest you.

FRASER’S INC. • 236 FIFTH AVE • NEW YORK • WNF (CANADA) LTD. • 100 WELLINGTON ST. W/TORONTO 1

A. Ice Bucket, 39.95; B. Large Paul Revere Bowl, 14.95; C. Small Paul Revere Bowl, 8.95; D. Covered Vegetable Dish, 14.95; E. All-Purpose Bowl, 5.95; F. Covered Butter Dish, 6.95.

Culled from the ateliers of
the world’s craftsmen, past and present:

Little luxuries
from everywhere

A carved wood fragment from a Sicilian donkey cart
would be a charming flourish over a doorway, in a
bookcase or amidst a group of pictures. Carvings,
some with paint, some without, range from 10 to 18
inches long, and each is unique. $30. Leigh Hammond.

Tiny Spanish tobacco crate
is really a cigarette box of
ruggedly textured silver. Pol­
ished silver makes a sleek
canister from France topped
with a gilt coffee bean that
suggests its purpose; an ele­
gant, at-the-table server for
instant coffee. Each $18.50
plus Fed. tax at Henri Bendel.

New finds for the collector are these tiny denizens
of the garden, executed in Rosenthal china and hand-
painted in the most lifelike of colors. Snail and grass­
hopper, each 3¼ inches, each $10. B. Altman & Co.

A new delight for the table is a round linen
cloth liberally endowed
with a bold, all-over pattern. White scrollery
is embroidered on any of a host of important
colors. The 70-inch-di-
ameter Belgian linen
cloth, $30; white nap­
kins with colored edges,
$1 each. Lord & Taylor.

STORE ADDRESSES, OPPOSITE PAGE

HOUSE & GARDEN
You can profit by his mistake

He tried to sell his house himself—without the help of a Realtor®

You face five dangers when you try to sell your house yourself. You may:
1. not know the market.
2. be harassed by a parade of curiosity seekers.
3. have to cope with bargain hunters.
4. neglect your job to play salesman.
5. expose your family to perils from strangers.

A Realtor—a professional who has contacts, knowledge, and experience in selling houses—will:
1. help you, the owner, set a fair market price.
2. suggest highlights that make your house most saleable.
3. find just the right family.
4. make a skilled sales presentation.
5. handle the complicated negotiations.
6. help the buyer find financing.
7. take care of the bothersome details.

To sell your house quicker... and for its fair market value, look for this seal of your Realtor. Only a Realtor—a member of the National Association of Real Estate Boards and of his local board who subscribes to the professional standards of an established Code of Ethics—may display it.
THE PRIDE OF POSSESSION of L. & J. G. Stickley Furniture is reserved for those who understand that true value is always measured best in terms of enduring beauty. Stickley does not compromise: their standards for materials, construction and craftsmen are the highest. Because of this, an investment in Stickley pays infinite dividends in the unique satisfaction which comes from owning fine furniture that lasts for generations, not years.

Above: Side Chair (7331), Arm Chair (7533), Round Extension Table (24088) and Sideboard (7532). Authentic, original L. & J. G. Stickley furniture is shown by better stores throughout the United States. Write Stickley, Dept. HG, Fayetteville, New York for the name of one near you.

Now even George can free disposer jams

Meet my George, a good husband and father, but not a handyman type.
He’s about to free an accidental jam in my garbage disposer with the exclusive In-Sink-Erator Self-Service Wrench.
It’s so easy, I can do it myself, but I let George do it because it makes him feel needed.
To make your husband feel needed, get In-Sink-Erator, the only disposer designed to solve the accidental jam problem.
Call your Plumbing Contractor

In-Sink-Erator
Originator and perfection of the garbage disposer.
In-Sink-Erator Mfg. Co. • Racine, Wis.

In addition to chairs for lounging, dining and desk work, every house needs occasional chairs for purposes that vary from hour to hour and room to room. It would seem to take nothing short of a chameleon to fill the bill. But this cane-back chair of ebony-stained walnut is indeed a chameleon, and it meets H&G’s criteria for furniture with a future on every other count as well. A good part of its versatility comes from the comfortable pitch of its leather-upholstered seat—tilted just enough for casual sitting, but not too much for working at a table or desk. And the rounded back lets you turn in any position you please. As befits a chair frequently called upon to wander from home base, it is unbulky in scale (only 22 inches wide) and easily maneuverable. What’s more, the design looks well from any angle whether used singly or in a pair. Wholly contemporary, yet reminiscent in contour of the classic Bank of England chair, it can assume as much formality or informality as the situation demands. To present versatility, meticulous construction adds the assurance of a long future. The chair was designed by Edward Wormley for Dunbar.

In a conversation group, a pair of these chairs might be the official partners of a sofa. Yet they could be moved temporarily to any spot in the room without making it seem disarrayed.
At a small table for dining, the chairs provide the kind of casual comfort that is particularly welcome at breakfast in a corner of the dining room, or for an intimate dinner-for-two in the living room.

Busybody

Attracted—fascinated—just about ready to step up and help the workmen. And no wonder! In a sense, this room will "belong" to active youngsters . . . whether it's a playroom, bedroom, living room or kitchen. These sturdy walls of Bestwall Gypsum Lath & Plaster are reinforced with miles of glass fiber filaments, protecting the newness and beauty of surfaces and adding durability and value to the home. Whether you're building or remodeling, insist upon Bestwall glass-fibered gypsum lath and plaster.

Write for the new booklet, "How to Select Quality Building Material". Illustrated in full color, this free, 24-page booklet contains a world of information on how to get the most for your money.

Selecting plants for a garden pool, of whatever size and type, is as important as the pool itself

Whatever size, shape or esthetic aspect your water garden assumes, the plants with which you are most likely to embellish it grow much as all other garden plants grow. They have their roots in fertile soil. They raise their blossoms into the summer air, in season. Then comes the difference: in between root and flower they require an inordinate amount of moisture. In short, water. Of all the water plants that gardeners cultivate especially for their blossoms, the water-lilies lead the rest by a country mile. The genus concerned is nymphaea, which is pretty obvious in its derivation. It is neither a true lily nor a member of the lily family. But the cuplike flowers, borne in a various range of clear colors and combinations covering the whole flower spectrum, are as noble as the finest lilies. And like few other plants of comparable loveliness, they thrive in standing water.

Water-lilies, both the hardy and the tropical kinds, which vary greatly in performance, will succeed in virtually stagnant water. In any case, they do best in water that moves quietly, if at all (see pages 138 and 139). They require a total depth from pool bottom to water surface of 18 inches to 3 feet. The minimum water surface any one water-lily should be apportioned varies from about 5 square feet, for one of the so-called pygmy varieties, to 150 square feet or more for the big tropicaless—in every case depending on the size of the box or container in which the plant is set. (Continued on page 170)
We aim to kill
House and Garden Insects Instantly

...and we do!

SLUG-a-BUG
HOUSE & GARDEN INSECT KILLER

Contains No DDT or other residual poisons
NEW FROM HOME PRODUCTS DIVISION / SHULTON
KANTAN
designed by Tadao E. Inouye.
Luxurious, casual furniture contoured for the comfort of broad-shouldered men...tables, lounging and seating pieces meticulously constructed of welded tubular aluminum...smooth baked enamel finishes, resilient vinyl lacing. Right for all weather...salt air or desert sun. Hose down to clean, drip dry in seconds! Write for brochure K-63 and name of nearest dealer: Box 272, El Monte, Calif.

BROWN-JORDAN/Shipped From Two Factories: Newport, Ark., or El Monte, Calif.

BUY & SAVE U. S. SAVINGS BONDS

The Original Reinforced Plastic Hose
SUPPLEX
GARDEN HOSE
Lightweight can't crack, stays flexible...Supplex also makes all-vinyl, marine and rubber hose...triple tube sprayers...washing machine and utility hose.

YOU'LL ENJOY GARDENING MORE with WAYSIDE'S CATALOG
You wished for it! You asked for it! NOW it's here...Wayside's wonderful new Fall Catalog with everything you could possibly need or want for fall planting.

GARDENER'S MONTH continued from page 168

(Roughly, the smaller the container the less surface the leaves cover.) No matter how restricted the growth habit of the variety you choose, it is probably a waste of good pool space to obscure more than a third of the surface with foliage. You could almost invent a truism and say that the importance of the pool itself is directly proportional to the beauty of the flowers the water supports.

For gardening purposes, four types of water-lilies are listed by dealers in aquatic plants—two hardy, and two tropical or non-hardy. Hardly types, which will survive temperate-zone winters if kept from freezing, include a few pungent varieties that will grow comfortably in a pool no bigger than a wash tub. Helen Fowler is a standard pink variety, Joanne Pring an even better one. Yellow Pygmy is the best known yellow. The dwarf form of Nymphaea odorata is a good white. And Aurora varies, day by day as it opens, from yellow to red. The rest of the numerous standard hardy varieties include most colors, except blue, and a number of combinations. They may be grown in wooden tubs or boxes at least 16 by 18 inches, by 10 inches high. On the average, hardy varieties set in fertile loam in such boxes, with plant crowns 12 to 18 inches below the water surface, will require 15 or more square feet of pool space. All hardy varieties should be planted prior to June 15, with the growing tip, usually already present in the nursery pot, just at the soil surface. Then the soil surface should be neatly held down by a thin layer of sand. Continued on page 173

A single standard water-lily root will develop into a well-filled circle 6 feet or more across in a single year. This amount of growth, or more, should be allowed per plant when the pool is in the planning stage.

A pool filled with plants may resemble an ordinary garden border, unless you happen to fall into it. If the mirror effect of water is important to you, thinning would be desirable before this kind of crowding occurs.
Notes for June Gardeners

This is spring harvest month, bringing both the problems and rewards of abundance.

First weekend

Premium pruning. The longer you cherish a flowering shrub after it reaches maturity, the more surely you will need to prune it in order to keep it productive. While needless pruning is merely a handy way to work out your aggressions against society, discerning and selective pruning can become one of gardening's more fruitful exercises. Most of our handsomest border shrubs, evergreen or deciduous, are carefully placed for effect—and much is asked of them. Yet competition from other shrubs and trees often prevents them from achieving either maximum size or optimum growing conditions. So the gardener, having messed up the situation at the outset, is bound in good conscience to straighten it out if he can. There are several ways in which he can correct or at least alleviate the special problems raised by landscape culture. One of the most misunderstood is resort to pruning shears.

Corrective pruning—pruning that is designed to change or improve the performance of a plant—is best done at the close of the dormant season. This may differ for evergreens, which never become completely dormant, and deciduous plants, which do not resume seasonal growth until late winter or early spring. But more important, from the gardener's point of view, is the fact that some plants bloom in spring, opening buds produced during the preceding growing season, while others flower only on growth produced during the current growing season. Thus the necessity for different pruning techniques becomes obvious. If you prune a spring flowering shrub during the dormant season, you will surely sacrifice flowers. With the late-blooming species, that difficulty is negligible. The trick then (and this is why we bring up the subject once more at this particular time) is to do your "spring" pruning of early flowering plants only after their peak of flowering is past—and immediately after. (As a premium for doing the job at the right time, you can take some of the late-flowering branches indoors to fill vases with color.) Don't hack at your plants. Prune easily, cutting some crowded branches all the way back to the trunk or the ground if flowers appear along the whole branch. Balance your cutting between flowering portions and foliage portions on such plants as firethorns and some of the viburnums, lest you lose the important autumn berries that follow springtime flowers.

Second weekend

Euonymus. This frightening pun may perhaps be excused on the ground that the genus euonymus offers the gardener some of the handsomest and most useful woody plants known to the home landscape. They are often quite unlike in appearance and performance (except for some of the newer evergreen hybrids). But for plants that, in most instances, have neither flowers nor fruits of truly first rank, they get top marks. If you were to make a list of the kinds that have the greatest landscape use, you might start with the deciduous E. alatus, the so-called winged euonymus, and the creeping evergreen species, E. radicans and its important varieties, especially E. r. carrieri, E. r. segetis, and E. r. minima, often incorrectly listed as E. keuenstii. The winged euonymus, like its more graceful compact variety, forms a wide-spreading, handsome bush with ridged bark that is extraordinarily effective in winter. Its fall foliage, a clear red shade in sunlight, has no equal except perhaps in the fall aspect of the peppermill or sour gum tree. But the flowers and berries are unimpressively small.
ATTENTION
Power Mower
Buyers!

Take a famous, power-packed
4-cycle gas engine.

Give it an “easy-spin” recoil start, so
Mom and the kids can use it, too...

Equip it with the famous Flexor
Blade, lifetime guaranteed
against crankshaft damage...

Enclose it with solid, quality steel for
long life with little servicing. That’s
an AMF/HOMKO rotary—your best buy
for carefree, service-free power mowing.

Write today for FREE color literature on our complete
line of rotaries, reels, mowers, tillers, edger trimmers.

JUNE
GARDENERS
continued from preceding page

from cuttings, however persistent
their herbaceous spirit may be.

The majority of hardy peren­
nials flower in May and June.
Thus late spring or early summer
(we have always been thrown off
by the occurrence of Mid­
summer’s Eve on June 23) auto­
matically become the best trans­
planting times in the border. If
generalizations are in order, we
favor more-frequent-than-average
division (of divisible plants)
rather than less frequent. But in
keeping with our conviction that
the over-full border is handsomer
than the spare one, we approve
of abundant grouping of the new
divisions. This will lead to the pro­
duction of best quality flowers on
the most vigorous plants. If place­
ment is carried out with due care
for luxuriant effects, the spotli­
ness of too many small plants will
be avoided, if for no other reason
than that plants properly handled
will, according to their kind, be
anything but small.

Book note: We shouldn’t have
thought it possible to devote
a whole book to miniature roses,
even a look of 140 pages, to at
least of all a good book. But Marga­
ett E. Pinney has done it in
“The Miniature Rose Book” (Van
Nostrand, $5.95). Offhand, we
cannot think of a question about
the origin, care, varietal statistics
and comparative excellence (or
lack of it) of these dainty and in­
possibly rugged roses that is not
answered here, succinctly and ex­
pertly. Makes good reading, too.

Fourth weekend

Brighten the corner. Once or
twice in recent seasons, these
notes have stressed the importance
of improving each planting hole
before you set a new plant in
place. Now we do it again, not be­
because the idea is especially earth­
shaking, but because we keep ex­
perimenting with the improvers
we employ. Currently, we are
pushing the desirability of having
hand a large freezer bag
(polyethylene) filled with light­weight supplements, such as ver­
iculite and perlite, vermiculite
alone, or perlite alone. Such a
container can be hung on a book
in tool shed or garage, to be taken
to the border whenever transplants
are to be set out. A few trowelfuls
mixed into the bottom of each
planting hole, then soaked—really
soaked—with water, will give each
aspiring root the equivalent of a
lovely pink cloud to sit on.

Theoretically, as we have pointed

P.E.P.

For People
ON THE
GO!

Dr. Scholl's
ARCH-LIFT
WALKING SANDALS
Summertime . . . outdoor activities,
vacations, traveling, or just relaxing
on patio or beach . . . enjoy full foot
freedom, yet wonderfully restful
support! The built-in arch support
moulded sole and extended heel
surely give you the most
comfortable hours afoot. No other
casual wear offers so much walking
pleasure! Quality leather.

$1095

MEN'S. Tan, Brown, Black
WOMEN'S. Tan, Red, White, Black and Light tan heel.

Protect Your Child's Feet!
Built-in arch, extended heel give firm support; toes remain free
to grow straight, gracefully.

All leather, long wearing.
Tan. Red, White $7.95
At Dr. Scholl’s Foot Comfort® Shops, leading
Shoe and Dept. Stores. If not available locally,
write Dr. Scholl's, Inc., Dept. 25L6, Chicago 10.

D.O.G.-T.E.X
Cleans and Deodorizes Dog Stains

REMOVES SPOTS
Shampoo • Restores Color
Cleanses Other Floor Areas

FREE

9 oz. 90c, Pt. $1.50, Qt. $2.25

At Local stores or write as
CONSUMER CHEMICAL WORKS
1718 S. Halsted St. • Chicago 8, Illinois.

SEYMOUR of Sycamore, Inc.
Sycamore, Illinois 60178 • Phone: (815) 895-2189

World’s Strongest Glue!
1 oz. $1.00 at Fix-it Counters Everywhere!

Fix-it Brand
PRODUCE
The Fix-it Brand
To Stick With!

EPOXE

World’s Strongest Glue!

$1.00 at Fix-it Counters Everywhere!

The MGHEILL Chemical Corp. • Cleveland, O. • Toronto, Canada
"Manufacturers of World’s First Fix-it Products"
Plant food, minerals and water served directly to the roots! Trees and shrubs flourish with lush foliage... flowers bloom with breath-taking color and size. Complete with Ross Plant Food Cartridges, at your dealer's.

Write for free literature: Dept.148
ROSS DANIELS/INC. DES MOINES, IOWA 50309

...GARDENER'S MONTH continued from page 170

Here is a sampling of proven hardy varieties:
CHROMATILLA (N. marliacea chromatilla), One of the oldest and most yellows
MARLAC WHITE
MARLAC ROSE
gonnère. Double-flowered white COMANCHE. Apricot bronze SUNRISE. Perhaps the best yellow GLORIOSA. A big hot red

The tropical varieties of water-lily, none of which should be planted in open water until late spring and all of which grow at enormous speed, are divided into day-blooming and night-blooming sorts. They are available with flowers of almost every clear hue and in many combinations. But they are strong on blue and purple shades, which are missing in the hardy species, and shy on the yellows. All the tropical varieties take considerably more room than the hardy ones (35 square feet, minimum) and grow best with less depth of water above the crowns (8 to 12 inches). They may be carried over winter and re-planted if you care to take more pains than the job is usually worth. It is better to count them as plants for-a-season and buy new and different varieties each year.

Representative day-blooming tropics (forenoon to late afternoon) include:
DAUBEN. Lavender blue
HENRY SHAW. Moderate in growth and a lovely bell-flower blue
MRS. EDWARDS WHITTAKER. Biggest blue of all
MRS. C. G. ROBERTS. Archetypal the line early pink
EVELYN RANDOLPH. A relatively recent red
ST. LOUIS. Once the best and only tropical yellow AVIATOR PRING. A restrained deep yellow
MRS. G. A. PRING. biggest and perhaps best white
NIGHTBLOOMERS (dusk to forenoon) include:
MISSOURI. White—the biggest and most dramatic
MRS. GEORGE C. HITCHCOCK. Rose pink

Please add postage & handling: 25¢ for one, 50¢ for 2 or more. 

All material must be accompanied by postage for return.

For Beautiful Trees

ROSE ROOT FEEDER
Serves a beauty diet to the roots! only $9.98

If you PRIZE IT, KRYLON-IZE IT

SNAP-CUT TREES PRUNER
A brand new tree pruner, rugged, fast cutting, easy to use! Cuts up to 1" branches with ease. Easy pull action. Comes complete with heavy duty cutting head and two 6 foot pointed poles. Available with or without saw attachment.

SWEDISH CHARCOAL STEEL TAPERED BLADES MAKE FAST, CLEAN CUTS. ALSO A GOOD CAMPING AND GENERAL WOOD CUTTING SAW. IT'S EASY TO DO YOUR OWN TREE PRUNING.

SEYMOUR SMITH & SON, INC.
Oakville, Conn., U.S.A.

SNAP-CUT TREE PRUNERS

SEYMOUR SMITH & SON, INC.
Oakville, Conn., U.S.A.

HOUSE & GARDEN ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR UNSOLICITED MANUSCRIPTS, PHOTOGRAPHS, DRAWINGS OR HOUSE PLANS.
FOUNDERS
definitive modern furniture


How to cure a blank wall!

Best prescription: adjustable bookshelves using versatile, inexpensive K-V shelf hardware! It's easy to choose just the size you want from this display now being featured at your hardware or building supply dealer. Be sure to pick up a free booklet while you're there. It illustrates the simple installation (a screwdriver is all you need)—and is full of helpful, imaginative ideas on shelf arrangement. Because House & Garden wishes to fill your booklet requests promptly, arrangements have been made for you to order directly from H&G. To order, please fill in the coupon below, circling the number of each booklet desired. If remittance is required, it will be indicated in the coupon by an asterisk. Enclose remittance in the form of coin, check or money order. Please do not send stamps. House & Garden will do everything to see that your requests are filled as rapidly as possible.

WEIGHT WATCHERS

27. MODERN WEIGHT LOSERS—look to the easy ways achieved with MetreCal liquids, wafers and soups. An attractive, informative booklet entitled "The Guide to Weight Control" discusses various aspects of dieting and nutritional needs. Contains a 7-day diet plan and calorie gauge with chart to keep tab of your weekly progress.

28. WHAT HAVE YOU TO LOSE? A new diet plan—"the Hollywood bread diet"—is a guide to wise eating—to "thinking thin." Leaflet contains calorie chart and 7-day diet plan.

29. SAFE WAYS TO REDUCE—whether you want to lose 5 pounds or 15 pounds—are discussed in the Charm Book by Helen Rubenstein published by Detecto. Includes calorie diets and exercises to tone the muscles as you reduce. 25c.

30. FASHION YOUR FIGURE—(with a chocolate malt frappé or a strawberry Bavarian. The monotony of liquid diet foods disappears with Sego by Pet Milk. Many delicious ways to serve Sego in its nine tempting flavors are described in an 8-page booklet.

DECORATING

31. ETHAN ALLEN AMERICAN—Baumritter is a treasury of furniture in authentic Early American design for every room in the house. A decorating handbook contains 156 pages of pictures, showing over 800 pieces separately and in room settings. Complete with section of graph paper and properly scaled cut-outs. $1.

32. INDIVIDUALIZED DESIGN and custom quality are two outstanding features in furniture by Henredon. Provincial, contemporary and eighteenth-century interpretations in distinguished woods (many shown in room settings) are presented in a packet of comprehensive brochures including the upholstered group, Custom Folio One and Two, Town and Country, Sequent and Documentary. $2.

33. NEW LIGHT, NEW SPACE—new brightness is assured with mirrors. See how they can make a small apartment a showpiece, how they enhance both traditional and modern rooms in a 6-page full-color booklet of room settings featuring ready-made or custom-cut mirrors. American-Saint-Gobain Corp. 10c.

34. FAMOUS DESIGNER TIPS on selecting furnishings for your home are offered in a booklet from Hammond Organ entitled "Beauty Is the Sun of Differences." It includes photographs of designer room settings and discusses newest trends in woods and wood finishes. Complete with brochure showing various Hammond models.

35. PRESERVING FLOWERS and foliage is described in booklet by Plantabs, showing the easy procedure and explaining and illustrating the seven basic arrangements.

36. GET SET FOR THE PARTY with smartly styled, well-built tables and chairs that fold for storing. Illustrated catalogue shows wide selection of traditional, contemporary and Provincial styles by Stakmore. 25c.

37. LEARN ABOUT FURNITURE styles, wood finishes; how to use color; how to plan a room, with a 32-page booklet from Futurian: "Buying Furniture Is Fun When You Know What to Look for Before You Buy." 50c.

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

38. NEW BATHROOM DESIGNS and color schemes for building or modernizing the bath or powder room are
shown in full color in a 24-page booklet by Kohler. Includes pictures of wide range of styles and colors available in Kohler plumbing fixtures.

39. AIR CONDITION COMFORT with a Carrier system is described in a collection of facts about air conditioning an old or new house, what you get and what it costs.

40. A PICTURE WINDOW VIEW of baking and broiling with gas or electricity is achieved with the new Chateau Magic Chef range. Color brochure shows models, gives specifications.

41. FOR CAREFREE LIVING with emphasis on beauty and durability choose real ceramic tile as shown in 20 pages of full color by United States Ceramic Tile Co. Ingenious construction and decorating ideas featuring tile are included for every room in the house. 25¢.

OUTDOOR LIVING

42. FAMILY FUN OUTDOORS in the protective privacy provided by an Anchor All-Aluminum board fence is discussed in a 20-page booklet by Anchor. Includes gardening tips, outdoor cooking recipes and building instructions for play yard equipment.

43. A MARINER'S COMPANION in the form of an instructive manual on outboard boating skills published by Evinrude. Chapters outline many phases of the sport, ranging from selection of proper motors and boats to ways of increasing fun afloat, handling and seamanship. Includes glossary of marine terms. 25¢.

44. PATIO OR GARDEN WALL construction and many other projects requiring cement are explained in detail for the do-it-yourselfer in a 16-page booklet by the Sakrete Company.

45. WATER GARDENING GUIDE from Three Springs Fisheries, one of the country's leading authorities on goldfish and aquatic botany, is a valuable aid in planning your garden pool. Contains details on basic construction of large or miniature garden pools: shows, in full color, many varieties of water plants and tropical fish. Includes complete listing of varieties available from the company.

TRAVEL

46. WORLD'S FAIR EDITION of the New York State Vacationlands booklet contains 80 pages of fascinating places to visit, things to see from the Thousand Islands to the Hudson Valley. Illustrated in full color. From New York State Dept. of Commerce.

47. FROM YUKON TERRITORY to Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, the calendar of events throughout Canada will help you plan your north-of-the-border trip to coincide with interesting and colorful events. Published by Canadian Government Travel Bureau.

48. SPAIN'S SUNNY COAST and its picturesque Canary Islands offer unique vacation attractions. Brochures from the Spanish Tourist Office give information on excursions, climate and resort accommodations.

49. A FIESTA CONTINENTAL is in store for you on a 21-day economy tour planned by Iberia Air Lines of Spain. Described in a folder complete with weather calendar.

MISCELLANEOUS

50. TO MAKE THE BEST SALE for your house review the pros and cons of selling property set forth by the National Association of Realtors.

51. LETTER WRITING IS FUN when you make it a "conversation piece." Learn the tricks of making your letters sparkle, review points of letter-writing etiquette in the 32-page booklet "It's Fun to Write Letters" by the Eaton Paper Corporation. 25¢.

Callaway weaves a towel of lace and moonlight

Callaway makes bold towels, bright towels, elegant towels, but no towels you've ever seen are so utterly romantic, so self-assuredly feminine as our new "Chantilly" "Label of Luxury" towels. Callaway lays a delicate pattern of pure white terry over a choice of eight background colors to create an effect of moonlit iridescence. There is no lovelier towel on the market. You'll find "Chantilly" towels at fine stores everywhere. Callaway Mills, Inc., LaGrange, Ga.
Making potpourri

One way to enjoy your summer garden all through the winter is to capture its fragrances in potpourri. Making potpourri is a simple matter of drying blossoms and bottling them with other ingredients that intensify or complement and preserve their fragrance.

To dry flowers for potpourri, spread them over a screen (window screening is good) which permits air to circulate. Favorite herbs and spices to add to the flowers are bay, cloves, patchouli, rosemary, rose geranium and lemon verbena. Other plants such as orrisroot, calamus root, benzoin and storax act as fixatives, lock in the scent and intensify the blend. You can follow one of the recipes below exactly or, like an adventurous cook, dream up your own, using these as a base.

Place your dried flowers in layers with the other ingredients and seal the containers tightly. Give the potpourri several weeks to mellow and blend. Then when you uncork the containers, your closets, drawers, rooms will be filled with scents of summer.

Mixed Potpourri
1. Gather and dry a mixture of any of the following with a predominance of rose: rose, lavender, lemon verbena, marigold, stock, violet, geranium, rosemary, lemon balm, mint, pine, thyme, carnation, honeysuckle, day lily, marjoram, anise.
2. To each quart of the above mixture, add 1 ounce orrisroot and 1 teaspoon each of cinnamon, coriander and mace.
3. Mix thoroughly and store in tightly stoppered bottles or jars for two to three weeks.

Rose Potpourri
1. To about 1 pound dry rose petals add ½ pound each of the following: cloves, bay, nutmeg, cinnamon, cloves, cardamom, allspice, benzoin, ground orrisroot, cinnamon, clove (powdered).
2. Place ingredients in a tightly stoppered jar and stir frequently over a two-week period.

Spice Potpourri
1. Mix ½ pound common salt (non-iodized), ½ pound coarse salt, ⅛ ounce each nutmeg, cinnamon, cloves, allspice, benzoin, ground orrisroot.
2. Add 1 cup lemon and orange peels which have been pounded and ½ teaspoon musk.
3. Store in tightly stoppered jars for two to three weeks.

Sweet Potpourri
1. Make the recipe for Spice Potpourri.
2. Make a second mixture of dry leaves of lavender, lemon verbena, sweet marjoram, rosemary, bay leaf and dry flowers of violet, clove pink, lavender, rose, carnation and/or any available sweet-scented flower.
3. In a jar with a tight stopper place a layer of the dry leaves and petals, then a layer of the spice mixture; continue alternating layers to the top.
4. Let mixture age in the stoppered jar for two days, then mix thoroughly from the bottom. Stir frequently for two to three weeks.

NOTE: Good sources for wide-mouth jars with ground-glass stoppers are scientific supply houses. For shopping information, please see page 155.
Glamorous! Living room floor and sofa fronting is new Brookstone Vinyl Asbestos in 9" x 9" tiles. Color: Aquia Creek accented by Spring Green and Black Feature Strips. Wall Base: Beige KenCove® Vinyl. Put Brookstone™ down over your old floor—even concrete or terrazzo!

Exciting New Vinyl Floor: Kentile Brookstone! A textured tile that captures all the charm of random-size stones resting on a riverbed. Practical, too. Because this is a Kentile Vinyl Asbestos Tile, it's greaseproof, a joy to clean, and comfortable underfoot. And, being textured, it helps conceal spiked-heel dents. Do-it-yourself cost? About $70 for any 12' x 15' area. See your Kentile® Dealer. He's in the Yellow Pages under "Floors."
In Triune you will find the famed Drexel seal, your assurance of superb styling, magnificent finishes, and quality construction... all at practical prices. The handsome breakfront, for example, approx. $410 (slightly higher in the West).

TRIUNE® by Drexel

Classic elegance from three centuries of fine design inspires today's most gracious decorating look

A true furniture classic, Triune is indeed one of Drexel's proudest design achievements! Triune's great appeal is timeless and enduring... inspired by the unsurpassed styling of 18th and 19th century master craftsmen and blended with the functional comfort of the 20th. You'll like the genuine sable mahogany... polished, antiqued and accented with walnut burl... the way Triune surrounds you with elegance and luxury... the way its good looks reflect your taste for fine furnishings. See the Triune collection soon, now freshly interpreted with many versatile new pieces for living, dining and bedrooms.

Send 35¢ for your Drexel booklet collection to Drexel Furniture Company, 212 Huffman Road, Drexel, North Carolina.